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“Today I am going to work on becoming a better person,
..a better leader,
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..a better coworker!”?

You can do it in 3-5 minutes a day.
Imagine having a personal coach each and
every day to help motivate, inspire, guide and
help you to Exceed your Potential.
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you to positive, constructive leadership
concepts that will help you clearly define
your goals, improve your performance, and
enhance your inner self.
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For 30 years, Leadership Excellence has provided real solutions to the challenges leaders face every day. HR.com and
Leadership Excellence joined forces in May 2013 to continue providing world-class leadership development resources
and tools – now to a combined audience of over 350,000 individuals and organizations throughout the world.

What are the Leadership Excellence Products & Services?
We provide the latest and greatest leadership solutions from the world’s top leaders, consultants, and trainers – plus
development guides, plans, and additional tools designed to turn those solutions into an action plan that works for you.
Leadership Excellence Essentials Monthly Interactive Learning Journal
Watch as this monthly interactive learning experience captures key metrics,
actionable items and keeps you focused on developing yourself and
corporation as top leaders.

Leadership Excellence Community
Join 150,000+ HR.com members with a similar interest and focus on
Leadership and specific Leadership Development topics. Share content
and download white papers, blogs, and articles, network, and “follow” peers
and have them “follow” you in a social network platform to communicate
regularly and stay on top of the latest updates. The well established
Leadership Excellence Community is an invaluable resource for any HR
professional, leadership coach or executive.

Leadership Excellence Expert Certification Program (40 hours)
Work towards the ultimate credential for education. Showcase your
expertise with Expert Certification in the Leadership Domain and learn how
to bring the right leadership programs into your organization and make
them impactful. The program offers credit courses on topics related to the
quality of leadership within an individual or organization, the difference
between leader development and leadership development, and the latest
leadership solutions and strategies.

Leadership Excellence Forum
April 9 – 11, 2014, Vail Cascade Resort & Spa, Vail, Colorado
The Leadership Excellence Forum will bring together top Leadership
experts and Chief Leadership Officers from around the world. Also included
will be recognition of the Top 500 Leaders earning this year’s Leadership
Excellence Awards. Keynote Speakers including Dr. Marshall Goldsmith Best selling author and world authority in helping successful leaders.

Leadership Excellence Certificate Program (5 hours)
A Certificate in Leadership Excellence with the Institute for Human Resources
(IHR) makes you credible, marketable, and shows your dedication to your
profession.
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Leadership Excellence Top 500 Awards
April 9 – 11, 2014, Vail Cascade Resort & Spa, Vail, Colorado
The esteemed Leadership Excellence awards to be presented at the
Leadership Excellence Forum in Vail will recognize companies that excel in
offering top Leadership Development programs globally.

HR.com/Leadership Excellence also services organizations by creating custom monthly editions
for organizational use. Our leadership resources are designed to supplement and complement
your current leadership development program – or stand alone as an extremely cost-effective plan.
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The Duality of Leadership
How good leaders become great
Good leaders develop an effective way of dealing with people, but great
leaders learn and master the dualities of effective leadership.PG.16
Editor’s Note

T his May marks the 30th anniversary

of Leadership Excellence; yes it’s the 360th
consecutive monthly issue, now distributed
to over a quarter of a million leaders around
the world.
For this issue of Leadership Excellence,
we have included the Leadership500 Award
winners. For the past 30 years, Leadership
Excellence has identified and recognized the
top 500 leadership organizations and their
strategies and solutions in our yearly ranking
issues. This award recognizes top leadership
practitioners and highlights your role in the
industry. Read on to see the winners from
this year.(Pg. 06)
The different aspects of leadership has been
picked, evaluated, discussed and scrutinized
by our distinguished authors in this edition
of Leadership Excellence. Talking on leadership effectiveness in his article The Duality
of Leadership, Michael Beck says that a great
leader is sometimes a master and sometimes
a servant. It’s this mastery of the duality of
leadership that makes good leaders great.
Transforming Leadership is yet another
compelling article on leadership, where
author Ken Keis identifies the five pillars
critical to becoming a transforming leader.
Author Patti Johnson’s observation that we
need Wave Makers™ for big changes is quite
interesting. She emphasizes that we can
develop Wave Makers with the right experiences, encouragement and environment in
her article Big Changes Need Wave Makers.

5

Famous leadership coach and best-selling
author Marshall Goldsmith believes that our
actions will say much more to employees
about our values and our leadership skills than
our words ever can. Read his article Leaders
Make Values Visible for a better insight.
Expert authors Beverly Crowell & Beverly
Kaye through their inspirational article Build
Your DREAM Team reiterates the fact that
a well-executed game plan can help leaders
optimize the talents of every player on their
team. Author Phil Eastman II also brings
more value to the leadership topic by identifying three components to authentic leadership
- character, context and competence in his
article The Bottom Line of Authentic Leadership.
Also in the area of leadership, we are
happy to announce that we have launched
an “Alpha” phase of the Personal Excellence
App! The Personal Excellence, personal development App is like having a personal coach
each and every day to help motivate, inspire,
guide and direct you to exceed your potential. For more information on the Personal
Excellence App, log on to www.personalexcellenceapp.com.
Thank you again for your continuous
support and motivation. Happy reading!
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Ontario, Canada L4G 1J1
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Debbie McGrath, CEO, HR.com,
Publisher
Shelley Marsland-Beard, Product Manager
Ken Shelton, Editor of LE, 1984-2014
Brandon Wellsbury, Corporate Sales
Adnan Saleem, Design and Layout
Copyright © 2014 HR.com
No part of this publication may be
reproduced or transmitted without
written permission from the publisher.
Quotations must be credited.
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Debbie McGrath
HR.com
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This May marks the 30th anniversary of Leadership Excel- ployed outside of the USA)

lence. Yes it is the 360th consecutive monthly issue, now
distributed to over a quarter of a million leaders around the
world. THANK YOU. We could not have done it without your
support. When we acquired this valuable publication from
Ken Shelton last May, we truly did not understand the reach,
the importance and the impact of covering Global Leadership
Issues. Ken and his team spent countless hours compiling the
Leadership500 lists with hours of manual work and interviews.

This year, we launched a more structured approach to the
ratings that included the following:
1. Peer and end-user ratings to validate the quality of the
leadership program and the impact on the organization.
2. Targeted advertising/profiling on social media to generate
additional social ratings for employees of the firms and clients.
3. A review team for the submissions that looked at the
impact, the creativity and the execution of the programs. Of
course, this is still very subjective and needs improvement.
HR.com has maintained years of relationships with many of
the program directors, whereas others are new to introducing their products and services to HR.com and our members.
4. Third party nominations
Our award winners’ list features over 1,200 recipients, the
top 10 percent in each category are recognized for their exceptional programs and leadership initiatives.
This year’s awards now recognize leadership excellence
across eleven categories.
The following lists are compiled from companies that applied
for recognition of internal leadership programs deployed within
their organization:
1. Small Companies (less than 100 Employees)
2. Midsize Companies (100 – 999 Employees)
3. Large Companies (1000 + Employees)
4. Government/Military (Predominately USA but open to
application from other countries)
5. Non-Profit Organizations
6. International Companies (Where the program was de-

The next set of categories represents companies who develop
leadership programs for other organizations. These are truly
the experts in leadership, and in many cases have great internal
programs as well. However, the purpose of these categories
was to evaluate programs based on customer adoption and
satisfaction as the main criteria:
1. Educational institution (University Business School/Technical Trade School)
2. Leadership partners and providers – Small (less than 5
employees)
3. Leadership partners and providers – Midsize (5 to 49
employees)
4. Leadership partners and providers – Large (50+ employees)
5. International Leadership partners and providers (Most of
the work done outside of the USA or HQ outside of the USA) .
This year’s top award recipients were celebrated at the Global Leadership Excellence Forum April 9th in Vail, Colorado
and were interviewed about their program implementation.
Throughout the year, we will feature articles on these award
recipients and showcase their exemplary initiatives. We hope
that by celebrating top leadership programs, more companies
will be encouraged to improve their leadership and strive to
achieve a program that suits the needs of its users.
For more information, please visit: www.hr.com/leadership500.
Our intention is to open this awards program May 1, 2014 for
next year’s Global Leadership Excellence Forum.

Regards,
Debbie McGrath
HR.com

www.hr.com/leadership500
CONNECTING HR EXPERTS GLOBALLY

For more information email sales@hr.com
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Large Companies
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

GE
NCR
Humana Inc
G4S Secure Solutions
(USA)
Cerner Corporation
CSAA Insurance
Group, a AAA Insurer
Cisco Systems
NFI
Plante Moran
Accenture
Triumph Group
General Mills
Archer Daniels
Midland
FedEx Services
Four Seasons
Hotels and Resorts
MasterCard
PSEG
NatureSweet
PetSmart
American
Infrastructure
3M
Adidas
Adobe Systems
ADP
Advance America
Aflac
Agilent
Allied Barton
Allstate
Amazon / Zappos.com
American Express
APC/Schneider Electric
Apple
Aramark
Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
AT&T
Avanade
B&W Pantex
Baker-Hughes
Barnes Group
Bayer MaterialScience
BNY Mellon Asset Management
Boeing
Bridgestone Corporation
Brightpoint
Bristol-Myers Squibb

Bristow Group
Brookstone
Campbell Soup Company
Capital One
Caterpillar
Ceridian
Chevron
Ciena
Cirque de Soleil
Coca-Cola
Coldwell Banker
Colgate-Palmolive
Comcast
ConAgra
Conway
CostCo.
Cross Country Healthcare
Darden Restaurants
Direct Energy
Disney
Dow Chemical
Dreamworks Animation
DWS
Ecolab
Elant Community Programs
Facebook
Farmer’s Insurance
Ford
Garda
General Motors
GenPact
Glaxo-Smith Kline
GM Financial
Google
Green Mountain Coffee
Harley-Davidson
Healthways
Herman Miller
Hewlett Packard
Hilton Worldwide
Hitachi Data Systems
HNI Corporation
Home Depot
Honeywell Aerospace
Hormel Foods
HSBC North America Holdings
Hyatt
IBM
Ikea
IKON Office Solutions
Intel

Intercontinental Hotels
Interstate Batteries
Intuit
Invensys
inVentiv Health
iQor
JetBlue
John Deere
John Wiley & Sons
Johnson & Johnson
JP Morgan Chase
Kelly Services
Kimberly-Clark
Kohler Company
Kohl’s
Konecranes
LaQuinta
Libbey
LinkedIn
Lockheed Martin
Lowe’s Companies
Macy’s
Manpower
ManTech
Marriott International
Mars
Mattress Giant
Maxim Integrated
McCain Foods
McDonald’s
McKesson
Microsoft
MEDNAX
Merck
Metlife
Moen
Morning Star
Mutual of Omaha
Nationwide Insurance
Nestle
Nike
Nokia Siemens Networks
Nordstrom
Northrop Grumman
NOVA Chemicals
Oracle
PAETEC
PCL Construction
PeopleScout
Pepco Holdings
PepsiCo
Pfizer

Pitney Bowes
Procter & Gamble
Prudential Financial
Qualcomm
Quicken Loans
Ricoh Americas
Ritz-Carlton Hotels
Rolls Royce
Royal Caribbean
RPM International
Samsung
SAP
SCC Soft Computer
Schwan Food Company
Seven-Eleven
Sierra Nevada
SkillSoft
Sony Electronics
Southwest Airlines
Sprint
Stanley Black & Decker
Starbucks
State Farm Insurance
Subway
Tenaris
Texas Instruments
Textron
The Cooper Companies
Time Warner Cable
TJX Companies
Toyota
Trustmark
Twitter
Ultimate Software
UMB Financial
Under Armour
Unilever
Unisys
United Healthcare
University Health System
Vail Resorts
Valerus
VF Corporation
W L Gore & Associates
W.W. Grainger
Wal-Mart
Washington Post
Westinghouse
Whirlpool
Xerox
Yum! Brands

www.hr.com/leadership500 For more information email sales@hr.com
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Midsize Companies
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Blue & Co.
MidWestOne Bank
Paycom
Halogen Software
Patina Solutions
Victor Valley Global Medical Center
Qualtrics
Express Employment Professionals
Manufacturing Technical Solutions
(MTS)
10 SHC Services dba Supplemental
Health Care
29 Prime
4imprint
Acquia
ACUITY, A Mututal Insurance Company
AdRoll
Airbnb
AIT Laboratories
Appirio
Astrum Solar
Axcient
BayRu
BlueKai
Branding Brand
BrightSource Energy
Build Group
Cloud Sherpas
Cornerstone OnDemand
Crescendo Bioscience
Daxco Digital
Discovery Services
Elevate Technology Solutions
Engeo

Equinox Business Solutions
ethosIQ
Extreme Reach
Freese and Nichols
Fuhu
FuzeBox
Glass Mountain Capital
Globoforce
Good Nite Inn Management
Green Box Foods
Green Mountain Power
GSC Packaging
HireVue
HRsmart
Hudl
In-Flight Crew Connections
Integrity Applications
Intellect Resources
InTime Tec
iSirona
LabTech Software
Lumosity
Madwire Media
Marketo
Medical Staffing Options
Medifast
Next Step Living
Novisync Solutions
oDesk
OneSource Virtual
Onsite OHS
OtterBox
Pangea Properties
Parkway Properties
Pinnacol Assurance

Preferred Sands
Puppet Labs
Radisson Fort Mcdowell Resort
Recondo Technology
RedBrick Health
Rigid Industries
Rocket Fuel
SCM Data
Seventh Generation
Silver Spring Networks
Simply Hired
Sky Zone Indoor Trampoline Park
Sparc
Square
Tableau Software
Target Logistics
TaskUs
Terryberry
The HCI Group
Timberhorn IT Solutions
Tista Science and Technology
Titan Protection and Consulting
TOMS Shoes
Transcend Media
Upworthy
Ustream
Vesa Health & Technology
Videology
Vubiquity
WebiMax
Whitacre Logistics
Winmark Corporation
World Travel Holdings

Nominations for the 2015 Leadership 500 Awards open May 1st, 2014

www.hr.com/leadership500 For more information email sales@hr.com
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Small Companies
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Renaissance Executive Forums
Polaris Global
Powers Resource Center
Financial Finesse
PeopleG2
BizLibrary
SkyeTeam
RiseSmart
Disqus
Best Practice Institute
ForteHCM
The Trium Group
The401Kman
Purveyors of Pop Productions
Moontoast
Adaptive Path
Albridge Solutions
Allured Business Media
Aloft Chesapeake
Altec
AmREIT
Animation Mentor
Atheer Labs
ATMGurus
Avrett Free Ginsberg
Berry Network
Bitstream
Blissworld
Blooming Twig Books
BlueCava
BoomWriter
Brain Sentry
BrainStorm
BranchOut
Campfire
Canoe Ventures
Carol Corp.
Cataphora
Centriq Training
Cerexa
Cleantech Open
Cole Insurance Agency
Combi USA
Creative Labs
Doximity
East Coast Public Adjusters
eDiets.com
Endicia
Entegee
Entelo

Equilibrium (EQ)
ExtraHop Networks
Fallon
Family Office Exchange
FanSided
Farm Design
Farmerbrown.com
First Mercantile
Fluke Biomedical
Gazelles
GeoMechanics International
Gist
Greenloons
Health Nuts Media
Helium
Heritage Surveying
HERO Network
Hireology
Horn Group
i9 Sports
Imagitas
Indie Architecture
Inergy
Innex
Interior Workplace Solutions
IQBG Inc
Jeitosa Group International
Jet Set Sports
JUXT
Kiwiplan
Life Partners Holdings
Logoworks
Looking Glass Networks
LookSmart
Lumisys
Madison Reed
MAYA Design
MobileBehavior
Moshi
Nativo
NetCom Learning
Neversoft Entertainment
Next Street
nLayers
NVE
Oasis
OMG
Paladin
Parametric Dining
PatentCore

Peanut Labs
PhoCusWright Inc.
Pierce Promotions
Plaxo
Plum TV
ProZ.com
Quanttus
Rapid Bridge
Rapleaf
Rednote
Rent.com
Reprise Media
Requisite Software
Resolution Health
RF Industries
Rhino Entertainment
Saisoft
ScoreBig Inc
Sentigy Inc.
Simulation Plus
Small Parts
Sonicbids
SpokenHere
Standards of Excellence
Startup Weekend
Stern Advertising
Sunblock Films
SurveyMonkey
SustainAbility
SwoopTalent
TalentCircles
Teledyne Tekmar
The Founder Institute
The Wonderfactory
thePlatform
Touchstone Investments
TRAFFIQ
TransWorks
Triad Resources
Tridium
Unitus
Versant Corporation
Vision Research
Vistage
WCC Smart Search & Match
WellBiz Brands
White Horse Productions
WineShop At Home
Wise Consulting
Zephyr

www.hr.com/leadership500 For more information email sales@hr.com
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International Companies
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

St. Michael’s Hospital
SingTel
Niagara Casinos
Flint Transfield Services
MOL Group
Bell Canada
TD Bank Group
BITSPEC
Tesco Stores CR, a. s.
Karoll
Access Group
ACT Training
Admiral Seguros
Aecon Group Inc.
Alior Bank
Alok Industries
Amigo Loans
Arup
Asian Paints
Attenda
Baccarat
Baker & McKenzie
Bard Pharmaceuticals
Bharti Airtel
Blue Arrow Group
BMO Financial Group
Bravissimo
Cambridge Consultants
Carat
Carrefour
Coloplast
ConTe.it
Contrax
Creyf’s

DELA
Elica
Explore Learning
Formula One
Future Retail
Gameloft
Golder Associates
Grass Roots UK
Gruppo Quintiles
Hawksmoor
Hilti
Hindalco Industries
Holiday Extras
ICICI Bank
Indian Oil Corporation
Inventive Leisure
Janssen
Jindal Stainless
Lanco Infratech
Larsen & Toubro
L’Oreal
Lululemon
Lush
Markerstudy Group
Maruti Suzuki India Ltd.
Michelin
Mimecast
Molson/Coors
Novo Nordisk
Nuance Communications Canada
OpenText Corporation
Peninsula Business Services
PHD Media
Plan International Canada

Potash Coporation of Saskatchewan
Punjab National Bank
Ranbaxy Laboratories
Sanofi-aventis Pharmaceuticals
Scotiabank
Semco
Shell Canada Limited
Shopper’s Drug Mart
Skyscanner
Sodexo
Sun Pharmaceutical Industries
TAQA
Tata Motors
Technicolor SA
Technip Canada Limited
Tetra Pak
The Brookwood Partnership
Theam
Think Money Group
Totemic
Trovit
Ubisoft
UKRD Group
Unicer
Unieuro
Volkswagen
Welspun Corp
West Fraser Timber Co.
WestJet
White Stuff
William Osler Health System
Yoplait

“

The most dangerous leadership myth is that leaders are born-that there is a genetic factor to leadership. That’s
nonsense; in fact, the opposite is true. Leaders are made rather than born. — Warren Bennis

www.hr.com/leadership500 For more information email sales@hr.com
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Government/Military
1 Baldrige Performance Excellence
Program
2 Personnel Board of Jefferson
County
3 Ohio Dept. of Job and Family
Services
4 Veterans Affairs Acquisition
Academy
5 Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts
6 Robley Rex VAMC
7 Florida Highway Safety and Motor
Vehicles
8 City of Peoria
9 Defense Acquisition University
10 US Navy Officer Candidate School
Chesterfield County, VA
City of Ann Arbor, MI
City of Charlottesville, VA
City of Chicago, IL
City of Dallas/Ft. Worth, TX
City of Denver, CO
City of New York, NY
City of Philadelphia, PA
City of San Antonio, TX
City of Tampa, FL
City of Washington, D.C.
Commodity Futures Trading Commission
Consumer Product Safety Commission
Corporation for National and Community Service
Defense Intelligence Agency
Department of Commerce
Department of Education
Department of Justice
Department of State
Department of the Air Force
Department of the Interior
Department of the Treasury
Dryden Flight Research Center
Economic Research Service
Environmental Protection Agency

Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission
Export-Import Bank of the United
States
FAA
Farm Credit Administration
FBI Academy
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Federal Election Commission
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Federal Executive Institute
Federal Housing Finance Agency
Federal Labor Relations Authority
Federal Maritime Commission
Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service
Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board
Federal Trade Commission
General Services Administration
Global Strike Command
Government Accountability Office
Government Printing Office
Health Resources and Services Administration
Institute of Education Science
Intelligence Community
International Boundary and Water
Commission
International Monetary Fund
International Trade Admin
John Glenn Research Center at
Lewis Field
Merit Systems Protection Board
Millennium Challenge Corporation
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
National Archives and Records Administration
National Credit Union Administration
National Defense University

National Endowment for the Arts
National Gallery of Art
National Labor Relations Board
National Library Service for the
Blind and Physically Handicapped
(NLS)
National Science Foundation
National Transportation Safety
Board
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Management and Budget
Office of Personnel Management
Office of Special Counsel
Office of the U.S. Trade Representative
Overseas Private Investment Corporation
Patent and Trademark Office
Peace Corps
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
Research Triangle, NC
Securities and Exchange Commission
Small Business Administration
Smithsonian Institution
Surface Transportation Board
The National Council on Disability
(NCD)
The National Disability Rights Network (NDRN)
The U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development
U.S. Agency for International Development
U.S. Coast Guard Academy
U.S. Gov Accountability Office
U.S. International Trade Commission
U.S. National Guard
US Army Ranger School
US Marine Corps
US Military Academy West Point/LD
US Naval Academy
West Point

www.hr.com/leadership500 For more information email sales@hr.com
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Non-Profit Organizations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The Leadership Investment
AcademyWomen
Sharp HealthCare
American Management
Association
New York City Leadership
Academy
Association of Strategic Alliance
Professionals (ASAP)
PRIDE Industries
LeaderSource SGA
Maxwell Foundation
Hospice & Palliative Care
Charlotte Region
ACLU
Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation
Alzheimer’s Association
American Cancer Society
American Heart Association
American Museum of Natural History
American Red Cross
American Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA)
Art Institute of Chicago
ASTD
Best Friends Animal Society
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Boys & Girls Clubs of America
Charity: Water
Clinton Global Initiative
Compassion International
Conservation International Foundation
Council on Foreign Relations
Creative Commons
Do Something
Doctors Without Borders
Environmental Defense

Feeding America
Focus on the Family
Free Software Foundation
Free the Children
Girls Leadership
Global Vision Over Haiti Today
Goodwill
Green Peace
Greenleaf Center
Habitat for Humanity
Human Rights Campaign
Human Rights Watch (HRW)
Humane Society of the United
States
International Rescue Committee
Invisible Children
JFK Center for Performing Arts
Kiva
Lean In
Livestrong
Make-A-Wish America
Mayo Clinic
Mercy Corps
Metropolitan Museum of Art
Miami Children’s Hospital
Museum of Modern Art
National 4-H Council
National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children
National Council of YMCAs of the
USA
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
National Public Radio- NPR
National Resources Defense Council
New York Public Library
Oceana
Oxfam
Partners in Health
PETA (People for the Ethical Treat-

ment of Animals)
Planned Parenthood Federation of
America
Public Broadcasting Service
Ronald McDonald House Charities
Room to Read
Rotary Foundation of Rotary International
Rush University Medical Center
Samaritan’s Purse
Save the Children
Sea Shepherd Conservatory Society
Sierra Club
Smithsonian Institute
Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM)
St. Jude Children’s Hospital
Stand Up To Cancer (Entertainment
Industry Foundation)
Stephen Lewis Foundation
Susan G Komen Breast Cancer
Foundation
Teach for America
Ted Talks
The Trevor Project
The World Economic Forum
USO
Water.org (Partners International)
Wikimedia Foundation
Willow Creek
William J. Clinton Foundation
World Food Program USA
World Vision USA
World Wildlife Fund
WorldatWork
Wounded Warrior Project
Year Up.
Zoological Society of San Diego

“

You must have long range goals to keep you from being frustrated by short range failures.” - Charles Noble

www.hr.com/leadership500 For more information email sales@hr.com
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Educational Institutions
1 Florida International
University Center for
Leadership
2 Stephen M. Ross School
of Business, University of
Michigan
3 Temple University- Human
Resources Department
4 The University of Chicago
Booth School of Business
5 University of Notre Dame
6 Henry W. Bloch School of
Management, UMKC
7 Drexel University
8 Carnegie Bosch Institute
9 Brandman University
School of Extended
Education
10 School of Business and Economics, Lynchburg College
11 University of Denver
12 Cornell University Center
for Advanced HR Studies
13 Pepperdine University
14 Kent State University
15 University of Delaware
Adelphi University
Alliant International
University/School of
Management
Arizona State University/
Carey
Ashford University
Auburn University
Babson College
Ball State/EdL
Baylor University/Hankamer
Belmont University
Bentley University/McCallum
Bowling Green State
University
Brigham Young University/
Marriott
Bryant University
BYU/Marriott School of
Management
Carnegie Mellon University/
Tepper
Case Western/Weatherhead
Claremont Graduate
University
Clark Atlanta University
Clemson University

Colgate University
Columbia Southern
University
Columbia University
Dartmouth College/Tuck
DePaul University
Drake University
Duke University/Fuqua
Emory Univeristy/Goizueta
Florida Atlantic University
Florida State University
Fordham University
George Washington
University
Georgetown/McDonough
School of Business
Georgia College & State
University/Bunting
Georgia Institute of
Technology
Grand Canyon University/
Blanchard
Harvard CPL/JFK School of
Government
Henderson State University
High Point University
Howard University
Illinois State University
Indiana State/Leadership
Wabash
Indiana UniversityBloomington/Kelley
Jacksonville State University
John Brown University
Johns Hopkins/Cary
Business
La Salle University
Lake Erie College
Lehigh University
Liberty University
Louisiana State UniversityBaton Rouge
Loyola Marymount
University
Manhattan College
Marist College
Marshall University/Lewis
Mayo Clinic College of
Medicine
Miami University/Farmer
Michigan State
Miller College
Mississippi State University

MIT/Sloan Leadership
Center
Morehead State University
New Mexico State University
Northcentral University
Northeastern University
Northern Arizona University/
Franke
Northern Illinois University
Northern Kentucky
University
Northwestern University/
Kellogg
Ohio State University/Fisher
COB
Oklahoma State University
Oregon State University
Pace University/Lubin
Pittsburgh State University
Portland State University
Princeton University
Providence College
Purdue University- West
Lafayette/Krannert
Quincy University
Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute
Rice University/Jones
Rider University/CDLS
Rollins College/Crummer
GSB
Rowan University/Rohrer
Saint Ambrose University
San Diego State University
Santa Clara University
Savannah State University
Seattle Pacific University
Simmon College
Stanford University/GSB
Leadership
Strayer University/Jack
Welch Management Institute
Syracuse/Whitman School of
Management
Tennessee State University
Texas A&M/Mays School of
Business
Texas Tech University/Rawls
The University of Oklahoma
Thunderbird School of
Global Management
Tiffin University
Toccoa Galls College

Troy University
Tulane University
University No. Colorado/
Monfort Institute
University of Akron
University of Alabama/
Manderson
University of AlaskaFairbanks
University of Arkansas/
Walton College of Business
University of CaliforniaBerkeley/Haas
University of California- Los
Angeles/Anderson
University of Cennecticut
University of Central Florida
University of Dallas
University of Hartford/
Barney
University of Iowa/Tippie
University of La Verne
University of Louisville
University of Miami
University of MinnesotaTwin Cities/Carlson
University of Missouri/
Trulaske
University of Nebraska
University of North CarolinaChapel Hill/Kenan-Flagler
University of Oregon
University of Pennsylvania/
Wharton
University of Pittsburgh/Katz
University of Rochester/
Simon
University of South Carolina
University of Southern
California/Marshall
University of St Thomas
University of Texas- Austin/
McCombs
University of Virginia/Darden
University of Washington/
Foster
University of WisconsinMadison
Utah Valley University/CAL
Vanderbilt University/Owen
GSM
West Virginia University
Yale/Leadership Institute
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Leadership Partners & Providers
Small
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Brainard Strategy
People Biz
Schachter Consulting
The Levin Group
Partnerwerks
Kubica LaForest Consulting
Skyline Group International
Jamail Development Group
Sahar Consulting
John Spence
Heartland
The Leader’s Toolbox
Group Tminus
Change Guides
McPherson, Berry & Associates, Inc

Leadership Partners & Providers
Large
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Development Dimensions International
(DDI)
VitalSmarts
Blessingwhite, A Division of GP Strategies
Verus Global
Advantage Sales and Marketing
Lee Hecht Harrison
Korn Ferry
FranklinCovey
The Ken Blanchard Companies
Bluepoint Leadership Development
Achievers Solutions
Booher Consultants
Wilson Learning
Dale Carnegie Training
Root Inc.

Leadership Partners & Providers
Midsize
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Zenger Folkman
Full Circle Group, NA
Align4Profit
The RBL Group
The Energy Project
Chip Bell Group
Dynamic Results
The L Group
Institute for Professional Excellence in
Coaching (iPEC)
Career Systems International
Excelerant
Creative Energy Options
AchieveMission
Perth Leadership Institute
Guttman Development Strategies

Leadership Partners & Providers
International
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

The Secretan Center
Knightsbridge Human Capital Solutions
CRG Consulting Resource Group
International
TalentC - People Services
Symphonia for South Africa
The Business Boutique Hotel
CoachingOurselves
The Refinery Leadership Partners
Umana
LearnBiz Simulations
Unilog Content Solutions
Box of Crayons
Swiss Hotel Management School
University of British Columbia
Mangalayatan University Aligarh
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All Leadership Partners & Providers
Academy Leadership
Acenture
Adizes Institute
Administrate
AIM Strategies, Applied Innovative Management
Allen Interactions
Arbinger Group
Aria Consulting International
Arneson Leadership Consulting
Articulate
Assess Systems
Astron Solutions
Atomic Training
Authentic Leadership
Institute
Axonify
Barnes & Conti Associates
Berkshire Consultancy
Berlitz
Berrett-Koehler Publishers
Blackboard
Booz Allen Hamilton
Boston Consultancy Group
Brainshark
BTS
Buck Consultants
Caliper Corp
Center for Creative Leadership
Chronus
Coastal Training Technologies
Colletti-Fiss
Competitive Solutions
Consensus Group
Corporate & Wellness
Training Services
CPP
Creating We
Cy Wakeman
DAL Strategic Management
Dbm
Deloitte
Desire2Learn
Dialogos

Disney Institute
DOOR International B.V.
Dupont Sustainable Solutions
e-ABC LEARNING
Eagles Flight
EBSCO Publishing
Echelon Management
EducationDynamics
emtrain
Enspire Learning
Extended Disc
Felix Global
Gallup
Gary Hamel
Giant Leap Consulting
Global Learning Resources
Great Results Teambuilding
Growing Your Leaders
Hemsley Fraser
Herrmann International
High Performance Learning
HRN Performance Solutions
Human Performance Institute
Human Resource Executive
iLeadUSA
ImprovEdge
INSEAD
Institue for Health and Human Potential
Insync Training
Integro Leadership Institute
Interaction Associates
Intrepid Learning Solutions
James Mapes
Jim Collins
John Mattone Partners
John Parker Stewart
Kaiser Associates
Kantola Productions
Kaplan
Karin Rheeder
Karlin Sloan & Company
Kepner-Tregoe
Landmark
Leadergrow

Leadership Challenge
Leadership Talent Solutions
Lectora
Linkage
Loeb Consulting Group
London School of Business
& Finance
Lumesse
Management Training
Systems
Marcus Buckingham Company
Mariposa Leadership
MAS
McKinsey & Company
McMaster University
Mercer
Metrus Group
Middle Earth Consultants
Mind Gym
Mindflash
Multi-Health Systems
(MHS)
Mzinga
NetDimensions
Novations Group
O.C. Tanner Company
Oliver Wyman
OpenSesame
P&G Consulting
Paradigm Learning
Pearson and TalentLens
People Metrics
PeopleMatter
Pinnacle Performance
Company
Predictive Success Corporation
Presentation Excellence
Group
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Profiles Incorporated
Project Management Institute
Queen’s University
Qwizdom
Right Management
Rotman School of Management

Sally Helgesen
Second City Communications
Self Management Group
Sensei International
She Negotiates Consulting
and Training
Sibson Consulting
Silega
Soft Skills for Success
Springbok Services
Strategic Leadership
Strategos
Successories
SumTotal Systems
TalentSmart
Tata Consultancy Services
TDC Training And Development Center
Thayer Leader Development Group
The 5 Languages of Appreciation in the Workplace
The Center for Leadership
Studies
The Centre for Organization Effectiveness
The Conference Board
The Executive Roundtable
The Forum Corporation
The Frances Hesselbein
Leadership Institute
The Glowan Consulting
Group
The John Maxwell Company
The Kevin Eikenberry
Group
The Marcus Buckingham
Company
The MASIE Center
The Pacific Institute
TIGERS Success Series
Towers Watson
True North Groups Institute
Wiley
Wilfrid Laurier University
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The Duality of Leadership
How good leaders become great
By Michael Beck

Good leaders develop an effective way of dealing with people, someone else on your team spoke up rather than you.

but great leaders learn and master the dualities of effective leadership. Great leaders act one way in one set of circumstances
and a completely opposite way under different circumstances.
Don’t get me wrong. Consistency of action is important. But
differing circumstances call for differing approaches to leadership. It’s this mastery of the duality of leadership that makes
good leaders great.

The duality of effective leadership is evident in three areas.
A great leader is visible at some times and invisible at others. A
great leader is strong at some times and yielding at others. And
a great leader is sometimes a master and sometimes a servant.
Let me expand on these insights and offer some suggestions on
how to elevate your leadership effectiveness.
The Duality of Leadership: Visible and Invisible
Let’s face it; a person gets to the top spot in an organization
by being good at what they do. In pretty much every situation
- whether in companies, sports, or any competitive environment - this top person is highlighted, honored, and put in the
spotlight. People generally hold the person in high regard and
treat them in a special manner. So it’s only natural for the head
of a company to be in the forefront.
But that isn’t always the best approach to lead an organization. There are many situations where the leader should not be
the most visible or the most vocal. Sometimes a leader needs
to be the one clearing the way for others to get their job done.
Sometimes, the leader needs to fade into the background and
let others shine. Sometimes, a leader needs to allow a protégé to
step up and demonstrate their competence and savvy.
Leadership Reflection:
The tendency is for a leader to be in the limelight. Next time
a situation arises that requires someone to make a statement,
reflect on whether the organization would be better served if
leadership excellence essentials presented by HR.com | 04.2014

The Duality of Leadership: Strong and Yielding
Many leaders make their mark on an organization by staying
true to a certain style of leadership. But, one’s style of leadership
needs to ebb and flow with changing situations and circumstances.
For leadership to truly be effective there needs to be a flow of
style. Sometimes a strong, unyielding, style is required. Other
times, a softer, collaborative style is called for. The more adept
at flowing among the various leadership styles one becomes, the
more effective their leadership becomes.
Daniel Goleman’s book, “Primal Leadership” explains the
resonant and dissonant leadership styles. The four resonant
styles are: Visionary, Affiliative, Democratic, and Coaching.
The two dissonant styles are: Commanding and Pacesetting. A
great leader makes use of each style as events dictate.
The key, of course, is knowing or sensing when to use each
style. The wrong style used in a situation compounds the problem
and often leads to poor results.
Leadership Reflection:
The tendency in current leadership thinking is to favor resonant styles - involving the team in important initiatives. Before
choosing how to lead your organization in a particular set of
circumstances, take a step back and decide which leadership
style to implement.
The Duality of Leadership: Master and Servant
A great leader recognizes that sometimes he or she is a Master
within the organization and other times is a Servant to it. Many
times the leader is the one directing others to execute a strategy
or fulfill a vision. But often, the way to gain respect and trust
is to look for ways to serve people. It may be acting to remove
a roadblock or pitching in to help get some less exciting work
out of the way. And sometimes it’s simply a matter of asking
about the challenges people are having and finding a way to
make those challenges go away. Generally, being a servant will
help you be far more effective as a leader than being a master.
Leadership Reflection:
If you’re not already practicing “Management By Walking
Around”, then start. Take time not only to make yourself accessible, but take time to engage people at all levels. Find out
what issues exist that stand in the way of them doing a great
job, and then take steps to smooth the way for them.
If you want to master your role as leader and elevate your effectiveness, break out of your habits and get out of your comfort
zone. Learn to flow between the two sides of leadership and try
some strategies you haven’t tried before. LE
Michael Beck is the Founder and President of Michael Beck International
– a leadership development and employee engagement consulting firm,
headquartered in Portland, OR. An Excecutive Strategist, Michael specializes
in employee engagement, executive development, and leadership effectiveness.
© 2014 Michael Beck International, Inc.
Visit www.michaeljbeck.com
LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/mjbeck
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Deliberate Leadership in a Distracted World
Ten ways to manage daily distractions
By David A. O’Brien

Although, I have been fortunate to discover many leadership truths over the last 25 years, one truth continues to have
the most far reaching benefit in my life. To be sure, there are
numerous leadership lessons that have served me well, but all of
them combined don’t equal the cumulative power of believing
that there is no off switch on leadership. The truth is that every
one of us can demonstrate leadership in every role we play, not
just at work but everywhere, every day.
While most leaders would be quick to acknowledge the opportunity this truth presents, most would also agree that it’s a
challenge to seize the opportunity at every juncture. Despite the
fact that real leadership is so desperately needed in all corners
of our society today, the multitude of distractions we face often
prevent us from not only seeing the opportunity but seizing it too.
The National Science Foundation and other prestigious research organizations have confirmed that on average, our brains
produce anywhere from 35,000 to 50,000 thoughts each day.
Add to this the accelerating drive for enhanced productivity
and the dizzying array of technology available to us and it’s no
wonder that we are distracted at a near epic level.
The truth is that we live in an increasingly distracted world
where it is difficult to focus on any one thought for more than
a few seconds before new distractions arise. While the implications of this truth are many, the most significant may very well
be its impact on our capacity to seize the leadership opportunity
with clarity and consistency. Absent a deliberate, focused effort
to manage our daily distractions, we simply cannot expect to be
highly effective leaders in any of our roles.
Like the word leadership, the word deliberate means different
things to different people. At a foundational level, deliberate
is the absence of being impulsive or hurried. In many ways, it
is the opposite of distracted in that it allows us to be far more
purposeful in whatever action we take. Being purposeful not
only affords us a better range of decision making possibilities
but also allows us to lead more often and in more places.
Several years ago, I had the realization that like most people
I knew, my life was a series of one distraction after another
from the moment I awoke each day. Knowing that this had
the potential to prevent me from spending most of my waking
hours on the leadership path, I decided that I had to manage
it in a more proactive way. What followed was a combination
of Divine intervention and more than likely, the wisdom of a
few dear friends.
For as long as I can remember, I had started my day with a
few minutes of quite time and self-reflection. Most of which
was focused on building my “to do” list for the day. I still invest
the time to do my daily “to do” list but my morning routine has
taken on a far more deliberate dimension.
Every morning of every day, I devote at least 20 minutes to
what I call my compass calibration time. In this quiet space,
I reflect on three questions. The first is what’s important to me
today? This question allows me to reconnect to my moral compass
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and associated values. It reminds me of who I am and what I
stand for. The second question is why are these things important
to me? Beyond allowing me to connect more deeply to my core
values, this question allows me to connect to my true purpose.
Finally, I explore the third question which is, how do I need to
show-up in all of my roles today? This question not only allows
me to have far more clarity around my behavior but in doing so
fosters leadership congruence across every role I play that day.
Is it easy and convenient to do this every day? Of course not!
I find myself struggling with it at times and occasionally, am
so distracted that I have a hard time focusing on all three questions. In fact, some days it takes me the full 20 minutes just to
quiet my mind. What follows, however, is far more clarity and
the capacity to manage my daily distractions in a deliberate way.
10 More Things You Can Do Now:
1. Invest the time to assess the most common distractions in
your day and consider ways to limit or minimize your exposure
to these distractions.
2. Calibrate your compass every morning through deliberate
meditation, prayer or self-reflection.
3. Make an effort to slow down, shut off the “auto pilot”
more frequently.
4. Initiate a conversation with your team to assess their most
common distractions and identify actions that you can take to
remove or limit their daily distractions.
5. Focus on your short-term goals. Consider why you want
to achieve these goals and redirect your attention and energy to
getting back on track.
6. Remember your purpose and what truly matters to reduce
the distractions and re-energize your focus and motivation.
7. Take short breaks to clear your mind. Even 5 minutes away
from the distraction can help you to refocus and prioritize.
8. Utilize a daily affirmation or mantra to help stay grounded.
9. Resist the urge to allow distractions to put you in the
panic mode.
10. Remember, you have some control over what distracts you.
When you re-focus your attention to what is in your control and
re-adjust your focus on your goals, the distractions diminish. LE
David O’Brien, is President of WorkChoice Solutions, a trusted provider of
organizational effectiveness consulting services that was founded in 2000.
Call David directly @ 860.242.1070.
Visit www.workchoicesolutions.com
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Build Your DREAM Team

Interactive

Develop, retain, engage and mentor
By Beverly Crowell & Beverly Kaye

“Citius, Altius, Fortius” which is Latin for “Faster, Higher,
Stronger” is the motto of the Olympic games. In February, the
world watched while athletes from around the world gathered
in Sochi for the Winter Olympic Games with the quest of being
faster, higher and stronger. It was the same challenge taken
up in 1992 when the United States men’s Olympic basketball
team, nicknamed the “Dream Team”, was the first American
Olympic team to feature active NBA players. At that time, the
team was described by journalists as the “greatest sports team
ever assembled.”

Inside organizations, leaders strive to build the “greatest team
ever assembled” as well. It’s the stuff that dreams are made of
and dreams really can come true – in Sochi or at work. While
its true most leaders won’t have access to the NBA to build
their own “Dream Team,” they do have access to four simple
truths that can create an environment where employees can go
faster, soar higher and grow stronger. It takes a game plan and
it takes a DREAM.

Video

GAME PLAN
Webster’s Dictionary describes a game plan as a “plan for
achieving something.” Inside organizations, achievement is
measured by business results. These results are delivered by
people – people who are either engaged and motivated or
disengaged and unproductive. To harness and optimize the
talents of every player on their team, leaders at all levels need
a game plan that executes on four major points:
1. DEVELOP – According to research by Career Systems
International (CSI), one of the top five reasons employees
stay engaged at work is the opportunity for career growth,
learning and development.
2. RETAIN – The cost of replacing talented employees
can average as much as two-three times that employee’s
annual salary.
3. ENGAGE – Ongoing research by Gallup indicates that
actively disengaged employees cost the United States over
$300 billion a year on lost productivity.
4. MENTOR – People with mentors are twice as likely to
stay inside an organization – stay longer and produce more.
A well-executed game plan can help leaders inside any organization optimize the talents of every player on their team.
And, any good game plan will have strategies for setting the
right game tempo, capitalizing on what your team does best,
and practicing daily to draw out the best effort of all players.
Coaches of sport teams will tell you most games are won and
lost by your players executing the fundamentals and plays that
you have taught them in practice. Forget the fundamentals
and forget to practice – you lose.
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Build Your DREAM Team

WINNING FORMULA
Successful leaders and organizations build their winning teams
around the DREAM by Developing, Retaining, Engaging and
Mentoring their employees. “DREAM” is the fundamentals of
a talent management game plan where teams must practice and
execute daily to deliver business results with the highest levels
of quality, productivity and safety.
Executing on the winning formula doesn’t have to be complicated. Keep it simple and focus on the fundamentals for each of
your players. Following is a sample game plan with strategies for
how to execute on each. Involve your team, make notes, scout
out the environment, and learn to change the style of play when
what you’ve been doing isn’t working.
Player: ________________ Position: ________________
DEVELOP

RETAIN

• Know their
talents by
asking “what
makes you
unique in the
organization?”

• Ask “What
can I do to
keep you”
and “What
might make
you leave?”

• Offer your
perspective
by helping
players reflect
on their
strengths and
weaknesses.

• Calculate
the cost of
losing one of
your talented
players.

• Discuss
trends and
look for game
changing
opportunities
to try
something
new.
• Discover
multiple
options and
leverage
their talents
to do more
exciting and
challenging
work.
• Co-design
an action plan
by agreeing
on a plan of
action to help
them develop,
learn and
grow.

ENGAGE
• Don’t wait
for the Exit
Interview.
Institute
regular Stay
Interviews
with all your
players.

LATE GAME STRATEGY
Building a DREAM team is not a one and done. It requires
a sustained commitment. For some leaders, it may be a new
commitment to a new way of thinking. And just because it may
be late in the game, it doesn’t mean it’ not too late to change
the plan. Create your “To Do” list with stay interviews with
everyone on your team at the top of your list. Agree to a plan of
action and then execute. Get feedback on how you are doing as
the coach – go public with your plan and tell your players how
what you are doing to build a winning team. Finally, realize you
don’t have to go alone. Enlist your players, fellow coaches and
the organization to put the fundamentals in place.

Video

MENTOR
• Be aware of
what you are
modeling. Is
it what you
hope to see
them doing?

• Set your
players up
• Ask “What with role
makes for a models who
are good at
great day?
what they
What can
• Understand we do to
are trying to
why top
learn.
make your
players have
job more
• Listen to
left your team satisfying?
your players
and update
What do
the game plan you want to ideas with an
open mind.
to create an
learn this
environment year? Do you Think “what
if ” before
where players get enough
want to stay. recognition “no.”
and playing
• Cheer
• Ask
time?
them on –
yourself and
give regular
others, “What • What
positive and
am I doing
do you
encourage
that is not
love most
them to build
working?
about your
relationships
What do I
position
with other
need to do
and what
people in the
more of? Less might you
organization.
of?”
change?”

The time is right to build a game plan and create a work
environment that is “faster, higher and stronger.” And, if you
already have “greatest team ever assembled,” use your game
plan to keep the DREAM alive. Go back to the fundamentals,
practice daily, and “achieve your something.” LE
Beverly Crowell is the Executive Vice President of Career Systems International and a contributing author to The Talent Management Handbook: Creating a Sustainable Competitive Advantage by Selecting, Developing and Promoting
the Best People and Coaching for Leadership: Writings on Leadership from the
World’s Greatest Coaches.
Visit www.careersystemsintl.com
Beverly Kaye is the Founder of Career Systems International and co-author
of the best-selling books Love ‘Em or Lose ‘Em: Getting Good People to Stay,
Love It, Don’t Leave It and Help Them Grow or Watch Them Go.
Visit www.careersystemsintl.com

• Customize
your efforts
to the
unique
qualities of
each player
to optimize
their
talents and
engagement.
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Strategic Agility
The new leadership imperative
By Holly G. Green

In today’s hyper-fast markets, strategic agility – the ability
to move fast with focus and flexibility – is an essential leadership skill that enables your organization to stay on track when
circumstances change beyond your control. It starts with actively managing your strategic plan.
Most companies invest a lot of time and energy in writing
their strategic plans. The problem is that those plans never
unfold exactly as written. The world simply doesn’t work that
way. Too many internal and external factors are involved for any
plan to unfold without some degree of change along the way.
But, instead of making adjustments in response to changing
circumstances, many leaders insist on sticking to the plan as
written. They either see the changes as temporary blips to be
ridden out. Or, they get too locked into the specifics of the
plan and fail to respond appropriately to changes in markets,
customers and global conditions. Then, they wonder why they
continually fall short of achieving their strategic goals.
To adapt your plan to shifting market realities, start by automatically assuming that your market is constantly changing (it
is!), and monitor it on a regular basis. Then, develop a formal
process for managing your strategy.
Select a time, preferably once a month but no less than once
a quarter, to review your strategy. During the meetings, identify any changes in your environment, review how your strategy
is unfolding compared to how you thought it would, and make
any necessary adjustments to the plan.
When monitoring the environment, pay close attention to
uncertainties. For example, what assumptions are you making
about your markets and customers? Are they still valid? What
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are your customers and suppliers uncertain about? What
are their customers and suppliers uncertain about? How do
you know?
When reviewing your strategy implementation, ask questions like: What has changed, internally or externally, that
might alter or undermine our strategy? Is our strategy working
as expected? Are we executing correctly? If not, what do we
need to refine or change in order to get back on track?
Once you determine the necessary course corrections, take
action immediately! It’s hard making decisions without having
any certainty about what the future holds. But today’s world
moves so fast that hesitation can be fatal. Once you fall behind,
it can be very difficult to catch up.
As you go through this process, teach people at all levels to
think strategically by keeping one eye on the future as they
perform what needs to get done today. Provide the training,
coaching and mentoring to become more responsive to changing customer needs. Develop their creative problem solving
skills. And help them understand how their decisions and
actions they make today will impact the business in the future.
Today’s market leaders are fast, agile and able to change
course with a minimum of disruption. Make the development
of strategic agility a priority for your organization, and let your
competitors struggle to catch up with you! LE
As CEO and Managing Director of THE HUMAN FACTOR, Inc ,
Holly G. Green helps business leaders and their companies achieve excellence
by creating clarity on what winning looks like and determining how to get
there. She also provides strategic advice and guidance to numerous 501(c)3
organizations.
Visit www.MoreThanaMinute.com
Email Holly@thehumanfactor.biz
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DON’T GUESS.

KNOW.

Evolv delivers big data predictive
analytics solutions for the workforce
Managing a workforce is one of the most complex and important
undertakings in business. Big data and predictive analytics is
changing the way HR leaders think and act when it comes to
managing their people. It can tell you who to hire and promote and
can simulate the impact of executive decision making on workforce
planning and future performance, removing guesswork.

Learn more in a free white paper at evolv.net/bigdata

The Importance of a Reading-Focused Culture
Encourage your employees to learn

Interactive

By Michel Koopman

A re you looking for a way to boost revenue, increase
productivity and reduce costs? Instead of overhauling your
business plan orturning to the trendiest new corporate strategy,
try a simpler solution. Invest in talent development and encourage
your employees to learn.
According to HR Magazine, companies that spend more than
$1,500 per year on an employee’s training enjoy margins that are
24 percent higher than those of the competition. These companies
also reap the benefit of dramatic productivity increases. A study
by Merrill Lynch found that for every dollar Motorola spent
on employee training, the company saw an impressive $30 in
increased productivity within just three years.
An organization that invests in employee education is also
less likely to suffer from costly problems that stem from talent
shortage, retention issues and low company morale. In fact, a
study from IBM revealed that forty-one percent of employeeswith
little or no training said that they planned to leave their companies
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in the next year. Compare this to companies that provided high
levels of training and education and had only 12 percent of
employees report that they planned to quit within the year.
The payoffs of continuing educationmay be clear enough,
but many companies run into trouble when searching fortools
and systems thatdon’t drain resources andthat actually make
a difference.
Traditional education and training methods are often expensive
and time consuming. Another problem arises when companies
home in on training for a specific set of tangible skills - such
as technical knowledge. This narrowed focus may be great
atincreasing productivity anddecreasing mistakes in the short
run, but it doesn’t provide the types of long term improvements
that drive meaningful growth.
For positive, enduring change, organizations need to instill
their employees with intangible skills like resourcefulness,
flexibility, creativity,and analytical thinking abilities. These
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are the qualities that prepare an employee to adapt to changing
markets and business models and become a valuable asset in a
company’s future.
So how you can nurture the right type of learning and
increase the overall knowledge base of your staff on a consistent,
fundamental level? The answer is simple: Turn your company
into a team of readers.
Expand the Scope of Available Knowledge
As valuable as traditional learning methods are, they can only
go so far. When it comes to bringing in top speakers, developing
training sessions, and engaging employees in classroom learning,
companies are limited by budget and time restrictions. With these
limits in place, many organizations only train their workforce on
what they consider to be the most important or pressing topics.
Unfortunately, employees in these situationsmiss out on
learning about“lower priority”subjectsthat arestill essential for
well-rounded employee development.
So how can organizations efficiently fill in these gaps?They
can build a culture that encourages employees to turn to written
works as trusted knowledge sources. Through written resources,
thousands of subjects becomeavailable and easily accessible to
your employees. But with thousands of books published every
year, how can employees efficiently find the right book? And,
once identified, is it a challenge to find time for reading?
Consider the fact that getAbstract provides access to a library
of more than 10,000 business book summaries that can be read in
under 10 minutes. Imagine the effort it would take to make10,000
different classroom learning sessions, presentations,and speeches
available to your employees.
Now estimate the resources involved incontinually scheduling
formal learning solutions that coverevery emerging topic and
give your organization access to the latest trends and ideas. It’s
really only feasible through a library of written resources. Reading
broadens the scope of available knowledge, giving your employees
anunrivaled opportunity for holistic professional development.
Create Individualized Learning Solutions
Each individual within a company has unique learning
needs. These varied needs can be difficult to address in a single
presentation or classroom session, which is why so many learning
models fail to create widespread change.
By encouraging an employee to read for professional
development, you allow himto choose information that’s pertinent
to his position, that falls in an area of concern or that addresses
a skill relevant to his desired career path.
Giving employees freedom to gravitate toward topics that are
most useful can also provide valuable insight for the company
as a whole, as the power and gas company E.ON discovered.
After supplying their employees with access to getAbstract
summaries, E.ON found that its team memberstended to read
about certain topics more than others. The popular subjects
included personal development, time management, negotiation,
working in teams, stress management and work-life balance.
Monitoring these reading trends gave E.ON valuable insight
intotheir employees’ concerns and areas of interest. Forwardthinking companies can draw from these types of discoveries
and deepen employee knowledge in areas that matter most by
selecting formal trainings that are on target and most relevant.
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Spur Innovation
In the long run, a reading-focused culture empowers your
company to embrace change.
According to author Andy Stefanovich, when you “look at more
stuff and think about it harder” (something reading gives any
professional the opportunity to do), you’re able to create new
ideas and drive innovation.
Leading quick-service restaurant chain Chick-fil-a understands
the importance of this principle and encourages its employees to
constantly “reinvent the system.” Of course, continual reinvention
also requires continual education, which can be instituted quickly
and efficiently through reading materials. Chick-fil-a gives
its employees and franchise owners access to easy-to-digest
summaries, supplying them with the information they need
to fuelthe company’s desired environment of reinvention and
innovation.
Foster Meaningful Connections and Collaborations
If you think promoting reading within your company will cut
back onthe kinds of connections that spring from group training
situations, think again. Many leading organizationsprovide
assigned and optional readings that act as jumping off points
to encouragemeaningful employee connections and to keep
conversations going long after training sessions have ended.
At North Highland, a consulting firm based in Atlanta, leaders
use business book summaries to continually educate consultants
who work remotely from various client sites. Without this
learning resource, it would be challenging to keep consultants in
the field fully up to speed and aware of the latest developments.
Thanks to written resources thattraveling professionalscan read
at their convenience, North Highland creates more cohesion and
ensures that itsconsultantsremaintapped into the same valuable
information no matter where in the world they may be.
When it comes to fostering conversations about new
knowledge, MasterCard uses reading solutions as a part of
what they call“getAbstract Chat sessions.”In this innovative
program, managers askemployees to read a selected getAbstract
book summary and reflect on its core concepts. Those employees
then hear from company executives, who provide their take
on the themes in the summary, waysin which they relate to
the organization andhow those themes have affected their
professional journeys.
During these discussions, employees often start to
viewexecutives as teachers and mentors who have valuable and
relatable knowledge to impart. The reading materials facilitate
these exchanges and give employees at all levels a shared piece
of knowledge over which to connect.
Make Knowledge “Stick”
Providing formal education and training for an employee is
a futile exercise if the information goes in one ear and out the
other. There are countless reasons why good information fails
to stick with an employee during a traditional training session.
One person may not pay attention because he’s preoccupied
with a pressing business concern or personal matter. Another
employeemight not connect with thestyle of the presenter or
the format of the information.
So what’s the best way to remedy this common problem?
Reinforce the presented information by encouraging employees to
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read materials that are related to the subject matter. MillerCoors
achieves this by providing executive business summaries for use
as pre-class and post-class material.
The company distributes related readings that help employees
prepare and build their knowledge base before they even sit
down for a session of classroom learning. Taking this step creates
informed and engaged participants who not only have an easier
time absorbing information, but who can contribute ideas and
feedback on a deeper level.
MillerCoors also uses summaries after a classroom session
to encourage employees toapply the key lessons, to continue
thinking about the subject, to obtain knowledge from different
experts, and to engage in discussions withcolleagues.
Reading used in tandem withtraditional learning techniques
creates a powerful package of informationthat employees are more
likely to retain and implement –which builds aknowledgeable,
agile workforce.
Invest in Human Capital and Leadership Skills
A reading-focused culture is one that values curiosity and
creativity and that truly nourishes human capital. When
employees are passionate about reading, they continually
encounter knowledge that challenges their current mindset. Their
worldviews are always evolving, whichenhances the possibilities
for growth and development in your company as a whole.
Readers also have a better grasp of the external forces (industrial,
economic, and political) that shape the direction of a company.
They’re able to leverage this knowledge into informed day-today decision-making and effective long-term strategic planning.
Building a group of employees that is well-read, inquisitive,
and informed puts your company at a competitive advantage
that few other initiatives can match.
If a company-wide love of reading still sounds too lofty to be a
business goal, consider the fact that businesses with high-quality
leaders are 13 times more likely to outperform their competitors
in bottom-line metrics. This type of leader is only cultivated
through ongoing education, an expansion of knowledge and
exposure to experiences and insights outside of the person’s
day-to-day realm.
Ongoing education should be a business priority because it
creates future leaders who can bring new ideas and management
practices to the organization, creating businesses that are capable
of competing both now and in the future.
GE promotes the idea that “great companies — and great
leaders — never stop evolving.” Because of this belief, the
company has committed to spending $1 billion annually on
training and development, with a portion of this dedicated to
creating leaders who read regularly. getAbstract worked with
GE to provideits entire global team with on-demand access to
relevant learning material; since then, GE employees have read
more than 1 million book summaries.
The love of reading has become institutionalized throughout
the company and it serves as common ground for leaders and
employees. Together, they’re able to draw on an evolving body
of knowledge as a source of inspiration and innovative thinking.
First Steps for Creating a Culture of Readers
It’s clear that there are widespread benefits to having a reading
culture in place at your company, but how do you start building
this type of environment? Here are some steps to get you started:
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1. Curate a dynamic body of knowledge. What kind of
insights and practical wisdom would your team find beneficial?
Curate a collection of written knowledge assets that reflect a
range of employee skill levels, departmental responsibilities,
company priorities, and industry trends.
2. Raise awareness and visibility. Once you’ve established a
library of resources, promote it throughout your entirecompany.
Recommend knowledge assets based on their relevance to different
target audiences. Ensure that access is as hassle-free as possible.
3. Find evangelists. Create visibility around the employees
who are the most active readers and sharers. Encourage others
to follow their insights and recommendations.
4. Encourage reading through acknowledgment and
incentives.When an employee reads, shares, and comments
on a knowledge asset, reward her. Engage her in a public
conversation about the reading in a way that’s both meaningful
and appreciative.
5. Incorporate a reading in your next meeting or activity.
Start sending out relevant articles, book summaries, or reports in
advance of upcoming meetings. By incorporating a stimulating
discussion in the meeting structure, you’ll help integrate reading
into the organizational culture. Use a book’s summary to prepare
for the next task.
The written word is one of the most powerful vehicles for
disseminating knowledge, sharing best practices, and building
crucial skills. By integrating reading into your organization’s
core values, you will not only expand your team’s ability to think
critically and creatively, but you’ll make your entire organization
more responsive, robust, and successful. LE
Michel Koopman is CEO of getAbstract Inc.Drawing from his experience
as an award-winning business strategist and executive, Michel Koopman is a
respected thought leader, speaker and writer who is an expert on topics including sales techniques, leadership strategies, business growth and micro-learning.
Michel has been quoted in Fast Company, Forbes and the Miami Herald
and his writing has appeared in top national and international publications,
including the Washington Post, Business Insider, Strategy magazine and
Contributor for LinkedIn.
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Over one-third of the Fortune 100 use getAbstract!
getAbstract has reinforced our belief that development happens everywhere.
- Jay Anders, Manager of Learning Governance & Systems / MillerCoors

Know More in Less Time
getAbstract delivers knowledge from top business leaders and authors, intelligently compressed
by experts and instantly available and downloadable to employees PCs, smart phones or tablets.
Last year, over 10,000 business books were published. With all of us doing more with less, finding time to
read is always a challenge. Millions rely on our 5-page book summaries to stay current on best practices,
anticipate trends and avoid being caught unprepared in business discussions.
With a corporate license, employees will gain access to the world’s largest library of business book
summaries and TED Talk abstracts that can be read or listened to in under ten minutes.

Go to www.getabstract.com/le to download your two FREE book summaries.

Protecting Your “A” Factor
11 accountability killers to avoid
By Julie Miller and Brian Bedford

Are you accountable? If you’re like most people, your answer
to that question is an automatic “Yes” or maybe even an indignant “Of course, why are you even asking me?” After all, you
don’t believe that you’re above the law or lie about your behavior
like Toronto Mayor Rob Ford. And you’re no Anthony Weiner
(Or is that Carlos Danger?), either. You’re not like Sarah, your
reliably unreliable coworker, who is chronically late and always
full of convenient excuses.
But are you truly in the clear? Most of us are guilty of small
behaviors that crack our accountability façade and hurt us, both
personally and professionally.
We know from the Lance Armstrongs, Jerry Sanduskys, and
Bernie Madoffs of the world what accountability absolutely isn’t.
But, rarely do we stop to examine what accountability is. That’s
why it’s so easy for little behaviors—‘accountability killers,’ if
you will—to worm their way unnoticed into our lives.
Often, we’re critical of these behaviors when we see them
displayed by other people, but we give ourselves a pass when
we’re the ones engaging in them. We tell ourselves, just this one
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time. No matter how often it does or doesn’t happen, failing to
act accountably can damage your reputation, your relationships,
your career opportunities, and more.
Here, in no particular order, is a list of our personal pet-peeve
“accountability killers”:
Showing up late
Sure, there are legitimate reasons why even the most responsible
person might be running late: a fender bender, a sick child, or
an unfortunate coffee spill. And yes, everybody gets a pass on
this one from time to time when life’s curveballs happen. But if
it happens again and again, you’ve got a problem.
If tardiness is a habit—if others expect it from you rather
than being surprised by it—you’re not being accountable. In
effect, what you’re saying is, “I don’t value your time. I believe
I’m more important than you”—or at the very least, “It’s not
important to me to honor the agreement we made.”
Saying you’ll do it…and then not doing it.
Again, sometimes “life” happens. If an unforeseen accident
or crisis derails your best intentions, most folks are likely to
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understand. But if you fail to meet your commitments more
than once or twice, you lack accountability. If you find yourself
constantly making excuses, asking for more time, or expecting
others to understand why you “just didn’t get around to it,” it’s
time to make a change. Either start pushing yourself harder or
stop making promises you can’t keep.
Being offended by the truth
When someone calls you out—for dropping the ball, for
behaving badly, etc.—how do you react? If you’re indignant or
offended instead of accepting that the other person has made a
valid observation, you’ve just killed your accountability.
Covering up mistakes
The fact that others don’t know about a slip-up doesn’t mean
it didn’t happen. You run the risk of setting a bad precedent for
yourself. The next time something comes up, you’ll think, Well,
last time this happened I just shredded the document, or, I’ll just
delete the customer’s email again. No one noticed before.
Do this sort of thing enough times and the tendency to cover
up becomes a habit. You get away with it, so you start to think
it’s okay. But if your actions do come to light, your public
reputation will take two hits: one for the original mistake and
one for trying to hide it.
Blaming others
The so-called “blame game” is one in which nobody wins—
least of all the person pointing the finger. Even if the fault lies
with someone else, part of being an accountable person means
doing your best to offer solutions, in addition, to pointing out
problems. And if the blame does lie with you, it’s dishonest and
reprehensible to attempt to shift it to someone else.
Always own up to your mistakes. Even if you experience
unpleasant short-term consequences, you’ll build an overall
reputation for integrity when you ‘fess up’ to your mistakes.
Asking others to cover for you
“I have to leave a little early to run errands—will you just tell
the boss I wasn’t feeling well if she asks?” Or, “I’m going to bail
on John’s party but I don’t want to hear him whine about the
fact that I won’t be coming. Just let him know something came
up, all right?” Yes, these scenarios sound familiar to most of us.
But that doesn’t mean that asking someone to deflect blame,
conflict, or questions from you is acceptable.
What makes you worthy of shirking responsibility when everyone else on earth has to face the music? When you behave
this way, you bring the ‘coverer’ down with you, down to your
low level of honesty, which damages both of you. And, if you
get mad when the other person refuses to cover for you, you’ve
degraded your accountability even further.
Not offering an explanation for bad behavior…
I admitted I was wrong—do I have to get into the nitty-gritty
details of why? You ask. Well, yes. Acknowledging that the fault
was yours is the first step—but only the first step. If you don’t
truthfully explain why you acted as you did, others might still
question your motivation, judgment, etc. You may still be viewed
as lacking accountability.
…or trying to justify it with a bad one
There are a lot of adult versions of “The dog ate my homework.” But usually, our peers can see through them. You don’t do
yourself any favors when you try to talk yourself out of taking
responsibility. It just makes you seem as though you believe you
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are above the law.
Stealing someone else’s thunder
You have a brilliant employee that puts pristine presentations
together and you use them often when you present to your boss
without giving credit to your brilliant employee – in fact, you
act as though you did the work.
When someone asks for clarifying details and digs under the
surface to get more information, you may stumble, revealing
your deception and exposing you for what you are – a creditgrabber. Again, there goes your credibility. Also, how do you
think this makes your employee feel? Other than having some
choice words to describe you with, they are probably looking for
a new boss. Is your behavior worth losing your ace-in-the-hole?
Failing to take or give feedback
When you can’t or won’t take feedback, you communicate to
others that you aren’t interested in improving your performance.
That’s pretty obvious. But there are also accountability implications associated with being unwilling to give feedback—it shows
that you’re concerned with only your piece of the puzzle instead
of the big picture.
If you sit back and hope that someone else talks to the team
member who’s bringing the whole project down, for instance,
you’ve forfeited your right to complain when the finished product
fails to meet expectations. The same thing goes for complaining
about a decision after failing to offer your thoughts and insights
while it was being made.
Forcing others to remind you to act
A colleague sends you several emails prompting you for the
feedback you promised. Your spouse is constantly asking when
you’ll fix the leaky faucet you said you’d take care of. A friend
sheepishly reminds you that you owe her money for several meals
she covered. Every other day, your boss has to tell you to act as
though serving customers is a privilege, not a chore.
Whenever you force someone else to remind you of an obligation you’re fully aware of, you’re springing a leak in your
accountability account.
If you want to build genuine, lasting success in any aspect
of your life, you need to be someone whom others can trust.
Anytime you give another person a reason to question your
honesty, your dependability, your intentions, or your values,
you’ll incur consequences. The good news is, most ‘accountability
killers’—as well as their ramifications—are preventable if you’re
willing to look closely and honestly at your own behaviors. LE

In 2001, drawing on their respective years of experience in senior global leadership at Motorola,
Julie Miller and Brian Bedford joined forces to establish MillerBedford Executive Solutions
which helps organizations improve strategy, culture, and leadership. In their book, Culture Without
Accountability—WTF? What’s The Fix? They examine what can happen when businesses, teams, families, and individuals shirk accountability. The book is full of real-life stories of what accountability
looks like and what can go wrong in its absence.
Visit www.millerbedford.com
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It’s Time to Build a Community of Leaders
And feel great and special!
By Vince Molinaro

Imagine for a moment, if you showed up every day at work where
you and your fellow leaders were truly aligned to the vision and strategy
of your organization? What if there was a real sense of collaboration
that enabled innovation to flourish? What if all the leaders in your
organization showed up fully committed to being the best leaders
they could possibly be? And what if leaders supported one another to
achieve higher levels of personal and collective performance? This is
what a genuine community of leaders feels like and it’s the new model
of leadership that we need in our organizations today.
Yet, think of your own current experience as a leader. There’s a
good chance you and your fellow leaders haven’t been on the same
page because strategic clarity has been low. You spend too much
time working at cross-purposes. Or maybe the primary focus is on
protecting turf and competing internally, silo against silo. Conflict
seems to run rampant. Frustration is high, and getting anything done
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feels next to impossible.
Or your experience may be one of sheer apathy, where there is little
energy or vitality. You and your fellow leaders seem to only be going
through the motions, bystanders cloaked with fancy leadership titles.
It’s exhausting and often demoralizing.
Whatever the experience, you may end up questioning why you
ever became a leader in the first place. You also know deep down that
there has to be a better way.
I’m here to tell you that there is. In fact, I believe this is the real
missed opportunity in organizations today. If there’s one thing I’ve
learned over the past 25 years in the leadership business it’s simply this:
If you can create a strong community of leaders in your organization,
it will become your ultimate differentiator. As one chief executive
officer (CEO) client of mine put it recently, “If I can figure out how
to get our top three layers of leadership truly aligned and engaged
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to our strategy—fully committed to be the best leaders possible—it
will be our secret sauce, our edge in the market.” He is not alone in
this thinking. More and more senior leaders I work with are starting
to understand the power of building a strong community of leaders.
The good news is that we can create a strong community of leaders
in our organizations. Why? We’re hardwired for it.

“

I’ve asked one question in my leadership seminars
and keynote presentations: What kind of culture
would you need for you to be at your best and able to
make your fullest contribution as a leader?
No one has ever said, “I thrive in a climate of low
trust”. “I am at my best in a climate of apathy” “I
excel in a climate of constant conflict?” “I love
working at cross purposes with my colleagues.”

Instead what I hear over and over again, regardless of company,
industry, country or level of leadership, is the same thing: “I’m at my
best in a climate of high trust.” “I perform at my best when I have a
sense of mutual respect and support.” “I excel when there are strong
relationships and everyone is pulling in the same direction”
These answers all describe the characteristics of a strong community
of leaders. We’re hardwired for it. Yet we struggle to create a real
sense of community, instead remaining trapped in really bad and
ineffective cultures.
It’s time we bring about what we already intuitively know we need.
It’s time we build a strong community of leaders in our organizations.
Every strong community of leaders that I’ve experienced or witnessed
shares two critical characteristics: they have a high degree of clarity
and a high degree of commitment.
First, all leaders clearly understand that the community of leaders
is built upon a shared aspiration for great leadership. Everyone
understands that leadership will be the ultimate differentiator. The
community is not created merely to establish a better way for leaders
to work together (although that does happen). Instead, it’s all about
making your company more successful and driving sustainable business
success. It’s about showing up each day with a “one-company mind-set”
Second, there is a high degree of clarity about the kind of leadership
needed for success. As a leader you have a clear understanding of the
leadership expectations. As a leader you know what you must do to
make the organization successful and the way in which you need
to lead. You don’t settle for lame or bad leadership. In fact, a strong
community of leaders exits those individuals who consistently fail
to live up to their leadership expectations and obligations. These
organizations know that a few bad leaders can undermine everything.
So they don’t tolerate it – and neither should you.
You will also find that there is also a high degree of commitment
demonstrated by leaders. First it’s a commitment to the idea of a
community of leaders. Second, it’s a commitment to do the work
to build it. You demonstrate your commitment by setting the pace
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and being the best possible leader you can be. Strive to be the leader
everyone else wants to emulate!
You and your fellow leaders also demonstrate your commitment by
doing the hard work of leadership. No one is a bystander or spectator.
Everyone participates fully. This means you have the courage to call
out bad leadership behavior. You challenge the community if leaders
are not living up to the aspiration of great leadership. At first this
will be difficult, but once you create your community of leaders,
everyone will come to accept it and expect it. They will look to you
for feedback, and you will look to them for feedback. You will have a
deep sense of personal commitment to your fellow leaders to support
their growth and development.
In fact, if you aren’t living up to the level of leadership that has been
set, you can count on someone in the community of leaders reaching
out to you and saying, “Hey, you aren’t doing your job. We need you
to be better. So step up!” No one is afraid to challenge another person.
You will also know that everyone will have your back. You know they
will be there for you to support you even when you are vulnerable.
For this community to work, you will need to show your commitment
over the long term. A strong community of leaders isn’t a destination
to arrive at. Rather, it requires constant work. You need to continually
create ways to connect with your fellow leaders, to build and strengthen
relationships, to drive even more clarity and commitment.
You will know when you’ve got it right because it will be a visceral
feeling. You will feel the high level of clarity and commitment. You
will be blown away by the level of trust and mutual support. You will
feel part of something great, something special, and something rare.
That’s what it feels when you share a deep connection with your
colleagues. That’s what is possible when you are part of a strong
community of leaders. But I don’t think it should take a hurricane to
build that powerful sense of connection and trust. Your life doesn’t
have to be on the line. Rather, it simply requires a common aspiration,
clarity, and commitment on the part of all leaders in your organization.
But imagine the difference to your employees, your customers, and
your shareholders. Imagine the level of collaboration, innovation, and
productivity. It will be staggering. LE
Vince Molinaro is a New York Times Best Selling Author and Managing
Director of the Leadership Practice within Knightsbridge Human Capital
Solutions. As a Senior Executive of this award winning company, Vince has
helped create one of the leading brands in the Human Capital industry. He
is the author of the New York Times Best Selling book, The Leadership Contract (Wiley, 2013). He’s also co-author of two other successful books: Leadership Solutions (Jossey-Bass, 2007) and The Leadership Gap (Wiley, 2005).
Visit www.thecommunityofleaders.com
Twitter @VinceMolinaro
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Nadella: The Person for Tomorrow
Satya Nadella-the Microsoft CEO

Interactive

By Darnell Lattal

The appointment of Satya Nadella as Microsoft CEO offers

an opportunity to reflect on his capabilities and what he needs
to do to enhance the company’s performance. It also provides a
lens for evaluating the broader matter of transition at the top.
For Microsoft, the CEO selection was highly sensitive as this
organization had had only two CEOs in its nearly 40-year history.
In most situations, such announcing before replacing, especially
over many months, can cause discord among employees. That
could have been a particularly sticky issue for Microsoft due to
its poorly performing stock and other corporate wounds that
the incoming chief would have to repair.
However, the appointment of Satya Nadella appears to match
Microsoft’s needs brilliantly at this time, for several reasons.
The most critical mindset in setting up succession success is
to understand that at the moment of hand-off, whoever follows
the leader today will do things differently tomorrow. Nadella
is the person for tomorrow, with key traits including a keen
understanding of the competitive landscape, comprehension of
human behavior and his effects on others, flexibility, acceptance
of responsibility, building of trust, a penchant for learning, and
ability to sort out what needs to remain and what needs to change.
As a Microsoft insider, Nadella respects the company’s history
with a willing embrace of a rapidly-changing technological future,
including insight regarding the global competitive environment
that Microsoft faces. He has worked at Microsoft for 22 years,
demonstrating “hard-core engineering skills, business vision, and
the ability to bring people together,” said Microsoft founder and
board member Bill Gates, who has taken on a larger advisory role.
Each of these traits shows up in what Nadella says and does— his
appointment was not based on hopeful speculation of how he would
perform but on evaluation of how he has performed across changing
conditions. The selection was not about wishes or hopes or passionate
words but about credible and measurable behavior, a strong lesson for
all who wish to increase their chance of succession success.
Although Nadella is described as low-key and likable, his interpersonal skills were shaped by what he did while embroiled in the
varied challenges facing the business along the way. In a brief letter
to employees on the day of his appointment, he talked about amplifying what was done at Microsoft over the past decade, not negating
it. While he likely will forge new paths, he seems well aware of the
response cost of employees in working to stabilize and grow Microsoft
to meet changing demands.
New CEOs need to map out a careful transition plan. Nadella
did not come in on Day 1 and distance himself from those actions,
whatever he may have thought along the way. He understands the
pace and the need for change—and sends a strong message of respect
for the conditions that led to one decision over another. He understands new paradigms of computing and partnerships, and is ready
to explore their meaning for Microsoft more fully. This is another
key ingredient in building the relationships and trust to achieve the
goals of the new organization.
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He talks of “renewing ourselves”—an inclusive word that encompasses the need for regeneration. Small words like “ourselves” have
big meaning inside a company such as Microsoft. The fact that Bill
Gates will be close at hand and involved again in operations may be
seen as reassuring. But there is no hint that Nadella needs Gates for
an absence of skills; rather, it indicates that the new CEO understands
well the process of seeking and giving advice, and that he, Gates and
others can partner quickly for the benefit of their company.
In succession planning, it pays for a CEO candidate to have the
opportunity to evaluate key internal executives, to learn what major
decisions are in progress and to understand which leadership styles work
or don’t. Armed with that knowledge, the new CEO can make tough
changes against that institutional knowledge when current behavior
patterns don’t work. Nadella has such knowledge as he participated
in developing it — one of the true benefits of hiring internally.
Although, Nadella has so many behavior-based qualities that companies need for success, it also would be wise for him to look at others
for guidance. A strong example of leadership traits is Mary Barra. The
new CEO of GM has received much praise since her appointment.
Coming up through the company for 33 years, Barra has seen it all
(the good, bad and ugly), and her expertise lies in her ability to bring
people together, understanding that superior business results are directly tied to people. Her knowledge of how to shape, maintain and
accelerate behavior change underlies her success.
While it’s too early to write Barra’s final story, the fact that she is
focused on employees doing the right things in the right ways to
implement success indicate she is headed in the right direction. It is
too early to predict Nadella’s success as well, but he has all the right
attributes to do his extraordinarily complex job very well indeed.
And Microsoft’s and GM’s approach to CEO succession — seeing
the person in action within the company first — is a path worth
considering for other organizations. LE
Darnell Lattal, Ph.D., is Chair of the Board of Directors of Aubrey Daniels
International, author of A Good Day’s Work, and an expert in coaching
behavior change to further organizational goals.
Visit www.aubreydaniels.com
Email adlattal@aubreydaniels.com

6 Steps To Ensure Nadella’s
Success at Microsoft

Creating a Culture of
SUCCESSION READINESS
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Strive to Thrive
Creating a culture that works for people and the bottom line
With Gretchen Spreitzer, Professor of Management and Organizations, University of Michigan Ross School of Business.

H appy employees are more productive than unhappy or
ambivalent employees. But what does it take to promote happiness
in your organization?
In a high-performing workforce, Gretchen Spreitzer, professor
of management and organizations at Ross, says workers need
to thrive. And to thrive, she says their workers need two key
ingredients: vitality and learning.
Her recent research shows that employees with vitality and
opportunities for learning perform better, are more committed
to their jobs, have less burnout, and miss less work. In other
words, engaged and thriving employees deliver more sustainable
individual and organizational performance.
“A thriving workforce is one in which employees are not just
satisfied and productive, but also engaged in creating the future—
the company’s and their own,” she says. “Thriving employees
have a bit of an edge— they are highly energized—but they
know how to avoid burnout.”
Over seven years, Spreitzer and Christine Porath, assistant
professor at Georgetown University’s McDonough School of
Business, researched the benefits of having a thriving work force
and the factors that enhance or inhibit it. They, along with
colleagues Cristina Gibson of the University of Western Australia
and Flannery Garnett of the University of Utah, surveyed more
than 1,200 workers in various industries about learning, growth,
personal energy, retention rates, health, overall job performance,
and organizational citizenship behaviors.
The team found that people who fit their description of thriving
demonstrated 16 per cent better overall job performance and
125 percent less burnout than their peers. They were 32 per cent
more committed to their organization and 46 per cent more
satisfied with their jobs. They also missed much less work and
reported significantly fewer doctor visits, which meant health
care savings and less lost time for the company.
“Vitality is the sense of being alive, passionate, and excited,”
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Spreitzer says.
“Employees who experience vitality spark energy in themselves
and others. Companies generate vitality by giving people the
sense that what they do on a daily basis makes a difference.
“Learning is the growth that comes from gaining new knowledge
and skills. People who are developing their abilities are likely to
believe in their potential for further growth,” she says.
Spreitzer and Porath say that vitality and learning work in
concert—one without the other is unlikely to be sustainable
and may even damage performance. For example, people with
high energy and high learning were 21 per cent more effective
as leaders than those with only high energy. Those with high
energy and low learning were 54 per cent worse when it came
to health than those who were high in both.
“The combination of vitality and learning leads to employees
who deliver results and find ways to grow,” Spreitzer says. “Their
work is rewarding not just because they successfully perform
what’s expected of them today, but also because they have a sense
of how they contribute in a more significant way tomorrow. In
short, they are thriving, and the energy they create is contagious.”
So what does it take to create a thriving work force?
Spreitzer and her colleagues say managers can employ four
measures—each reinforcing the other—to promote a culture
of vitality and learning in their workplaces:
1. Provide decision-making discretion — Let people rise to the
occasion. Micromanagement doesn’t work. Empowering workers
at every level to make decisions makes them more engaged and
committed to what they’re doing, more responsible for it, and
provides more opportunities for learning.
2. Share information about the organization and its strategy
— Doing your job in a vacuum is tedious and uninspiring.
People contribute more effectively when they understand how
their work fits into the big picture; there’s no reason to look
for innovative solutions if you can’t see the larger impact. Take
time to ensure everyone gets the overall plan.
3. Minimize incivility — Incivility has many negative impacts to
a work culture. Employees are likely to narrow their focus, avoid
risks, and lose opportunities to learn in the process. Corporate
culture is inherently contagious. Promote civility, hire for it,
and breed it into your culture.
4. Offer performance feedback — Feelings of uncertainty are
counterproductive. Feedback enables people to know they are on
the right track and keeps people’s work focused on personal and
organizational goals. The quicker and more direct the feedback,
the more useful it is.
Organizations such as Alaska Airlines, Zingerman’s, Quicken
Loans, and Caiman Consulting have implemented these practices
to boost performance. LE
With Gretchen Spreitzer, Professor of Management and Organizations, University of Michigan
Ross School of Business.
Visit www.execed.bus.umich.edu
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Collaborative Leadership
8 tips to build collaboration in your team or organization
By Carol Kinsey Goman

5. Utilize diversity in problem solving. Experiments at the University

One of my most popular speaking topics is “The Power of Col- of Michigan found that, when challenged with a difficult problem,

laborative Leadership.” (In fact, this year I’m presenting seminars on
this in five countries.) The topic’s popularity stems from corporate
clients around the world realizing that “silo mentality” and knowledge
hoarding behaviors are wasting the kind of collective brainpower that
could save their organization billions. Or, lead to the discovery of a
revolutionary new process or product. Or, in the current economic
climate, help keep their company afloat when others are sinking!
And, it’s not just corporate profits that suffer when collaboration is
low: the workforce loses something too. Individuals lose the opportunity
to work in the kind of inclusive environment that energizes teams, releases creativity and makes working together both productive and joyful.
Here are eight tips for building collaboration in your team or organization:
1. Realize that silos can kill your business. Silo mentality is a
mindset present when certain departments or sectors do not wish
to share information with others in the same company. This type of
mentality will reduce efficiency in the overall operation, reduce morale,
and may contribute to the demise of a productive company culture.
Silo is a business term that has been passed around and discussed in
many boardrooms over the last 30 years. Unlike many other trendy
management terms, this is one issue that has not disappeared. Silos
are seen as a growing pain for organizations of all sizes. Wherever it’s
found, a silo mentality becomes synonymous with power struggles,
lack of cooperation, and loss of productivity.
2. Build your collaboration strategy around the “human element.”
In trying to capture and communicate the cumulative wisdom of a
workforce, the public and private sectors have invested hundreds of
millions of dollars in portals, software, and intranets. But collaboration
is more than the technology that supports it, and even more than a
business strategy aimed at optimizing an organization’s experience and
expertise. Collaboration is, first and foremost, a change in attitude
and behavior of people throughout an organization. Successful collaboration is a human issue.
3. Use collaboration as an organizational change strategy. Over
the past 25 years, I’ve worked with a variety of very talented leaders,
and one thing I know for sure: Regardless of how creative, smart and
savvy a leader may be, he or she can’t transform an organization, a
department or a team without the brain power and commitment of
others. Whether the change involves creating new products, services,
processes - or a total reinvention of how the organization must look,
operate, and position itself for the future - success dictates that the
individuals impacted by change are involved in the change from the
very beginning.
4. Make visioning a team sport. Today’s most successful leaders guide
their organizations not through command and control, but through
a shared purpose and vision. These leaders adopt and communicate
a vision of the future that impels people beyond the boundaries and
limits of the past. But if the future vision belongs only to top management, it will never be an effective motivator for the workforce. The
power of a vision comes truly into play only when the employees
themselves have had some part in its creation.
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groups composed of highly adept members performed worse than
groups whose members had varying levels of skill and knowledge.
The reason for this seemingly odd outcome has to do with the power
of diverse thinking. Group members who think alike or are trained
in similar disciplines with similar bases of knowledge run the risk of
becoming insular in their ideas. Diversity causes people to consider
perspectives and possibilities that would otherwise be ignored.
6. Help people develop relationships. The outcome of any collaborative effort is dependent upon well-developed personal relationships
among participants. Not allowing time for this can be a costly mistake.
For example, all too often, in the rush to get started on a project, team
leaders put people together and tell them to “get to work.” You’ll get
better results if your give your group time (upfront) to get to know
one another, to discover each other’s strengths and weaknesses, to
build personal ties, and to develop a common understanding about
the project.
7. Focus on building trust. Trust is the belief or confidence that
one party has in the reliability, integrity and honesty of another party.
It is the expectation that the faith one places in someone else will be
honored. It is also the glue that holds together any group. I recently
conducted a survey of middle managers in an attempt to pinpoint the
state of trust and knowledge sharing in their various organizations.
What I found is a crisis of trust: suspicious and cynical employees are
disinclined to collaborate -- sharing knowledge is still perceived as
weakening a personal “power base.” Leaders demonstrate their trust
in employees by the open, candid, and ongoing communication that
is the foundation of informed collaboration.
8. Watch your body language. To show that you are receptive to
other people’s ideas, uncross your arms and legs. Place your feet flat
on the floor and use open palm gestures (which is a body language
display inviting others into the conversation). If you want people to
give you their ideas, don’t multi-task while they do. Avoid the temptation to check your text messages, check your watch, or check out
how the other participants are reacting. Instead, focus on those who
are speaking by turning your head and torso to face them directly and
by making eye contact. Leaning forward is another nonverbal way
to show you’re engaged and paying attention, as is head tilting. (The
head tilt is a universal gesture of giving the other person an ear.) To
encourage team members to expand on their comments, nod your
head using clusters of three nods at regular intervals.
Today’s corporation exists in an increasingly complex and ever-shifting ocean of change. As a result, leaders need to rely more
than ever on the intelligence and resourcefulness of their staff. Collaboration is not a “nice to have” organizational philosophy. It is
an essential ingredient for organizational survival and success. LE
Carol Kinsey Goman, Ph.D. is a body language coach who helps politicians,
business executives, and sales teams align their verbal and nonverbal messages
for greater impact and professional success. She’s a popular international
speaker at corporate, government, and association events. Call: 510-526-1727
Visit www.CKG.com
Email CGoman@CKG.com
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The Lonely Leader
“It’s lonely at the top. But does it have to be?”
By Alisa Robinson and Diane Marentette

For many higher level executives there is truth to the idiom “It’s
lonely at the top.” We’ve heard it for years and many leaders have
smiled knowingly at the phrase. But what if loneliness affects everyone
in a leadership position? And what if the impact of loneliness is poor
relationships, poor decisions and poor business results?

Although, this isolation may not be immediately recognized, its
affects can be profound- both personally and within the corporation.
So, how do you know if you are one of the lonely leaders out there
and what can you do about it?
Fortunately, we have tools and strategies to overcome corporate
isolation, leading to more fulfilling work life and a more productive
and functional workplace.
Why Are Leaders So Lonely?
Loneliness is essentially the result of not having company or
companionship. The feeling of loneliness is a feeling of isolation. When
we feel lonely, we think that no one really understands or connects
to our worries or experiences. We have a fundamental feeling that we
are on our own in dealing with life - or in this case, business. In fact,
leadership excellence essentials presented by HR.com | 04.2014

don’t we expect that leaders should be capable of running their piece
of the business on their own? The idea of loneliness is unconsciously
reinforced on a daily basis.
Loneliness in leaders can occur for many reasons. One common
reason is physical or geographical isolation. Often when an executive is
separated from much of his or her team, they end up feeling isolated.
It is not unusual, for example, that regional offices exist throughout
the country, with one leader in charge of each location. If a leader
runs “the Northeast region” of an organization with a corporate office
in Dallas, think of the isolation element. It is likely that everyone at
an equivalent level or higher is located in another region or Dallas.
It is also very possible that many people working for this regional
leader are located in other cities. This leader is isolated in many ways.
Loneliness also often occurs when individuals reach a certain echelon
of power and authority within the company. Employees working at
lower levels may be reluctant to share the truth about what is really
going on in their daily work experiences. The executive is constantly
getting filtered information and people are anxious about their
interactions with this leader because of the power he or she holds. A
lack of authenticity and mutuality in relationships can occur, which
naturally leads to feelings of isolation. At the top levels of a company,
there is often little room to check out your thinking with others. You
may be relied on to make decisions, but have no one you can talk
to openly about your thinking on an issue. Problems must be solved
alone. This executive may feel that he or she doesn’t have anyone to
talk to about the issues that really matter. Thus, feelings of isolation
and loneliness mount.
To add to the stress, leaders often have little free time for engaging
in mutual relationships outside of work. They are often working
long hours. Their work dominates much of their lives, leaving little
room for feeling connected with family and friends outside of work.
When left to make decisions on your own without any trusted advisor
or colleague, you are more likely to ruminate on problems and feel
stuck. There are few opportunities to talk through your thoughts. You
are living in your head. This constant internal dialogue and lack of
reciprocity in relationships is a recipe for loneliness.
How do you know if you are lonely?
It may seem that it would be obvious whether you are feeling lonely
or not. But typically it is not. You may have become accustomed to
how things operate at your job and can’t imagine it being any different.
You may feel the repercussions of loneliness (sadness, withdrawal, low
energy, ruminating mind, poor sleep, etc.) but not understand the root
cause. Or maybe you are trying not to think of your work situation as
lonely because you see no cure for it. If that is the case, there are ways
of overcoming loneliness in the workplace and reasons for doing so!
Read through the following symptoms of loneliness in leaders to
see if they apply to you:
• You feel as if there is no “safe zone” at work, no one you can talk
to about the things that really matter, where you know your thoughts
and opinions are safe and/or confidential.
• The people around you want your job so you do not feel safe
to disclose any personal information or uncertainty for fear that they
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The Lonely Leader

will use it against you.
• The people who work for you are cautious in their interactions.
You are taken by surprise by people’s reactions or you are confused by
what you see people do which is different from what they say. You feel
confident that the feedback they give you is filtered. You don’t feel you
are really getting the truth about workday experiences.
• You are geographically distant from most or all of your team.
• You don’t feel that you have any reciprocal relationships at work.
In other words, you don’t have relationships at work that leave you
feeling recharged or engaged. Most of your interactions with others
feel draining.
• You find yourself having to solve most, if not all, major problems
on your own with no one to bounce ideas off of.
• You find yourself living in your brain much of the time, your
mind is often racing and you ruminate about problems instead of
talking about them.
• You are suffering from poor sleep habits.
• You feel down, tired or lackluster much of the time.
• You feel a lack of connection outside of the workplace. Other
relationships are suffering.
If you identified with two or more of these experiences, you are
likely suffering from isolation and loneliness.
Why Does It Matter? The Social Brain
Science has shown that the human brain is wired for connection. Our
neocortex or New Brain, which is the seat of much of our higher-order
processing, is much larger than it is in any other animal. This part of
the brain is primed to provide us with the cognitive mechanisms for
complex social interactions. Because of this advanced New Brain, we
are capable of having many different relationships and having many
different types of interactions with others. Research has found that
when we are engaged in a mutual relationship, the brain’s pleasure
centers are triggered. However, when people feel rejected or isolated,
the brain’s pain senses are triggered. In fact, the pain from isolation
or broken relationships is similar to physical pain.
This social brain is a gift in many ways, and it can also cause
problems. When our relationships suffer, we often suffer. Isolation
can be painful, in more ways than one. The idea that “everyman is
an island to himself ” is not healthy for our brains.
So, what happens when people are working in competitive
environments that don’t naturally foster mutual relationships where
people can be vulnerable and open with one another? Loneliness and
isolation naturally set in. When you experience loneliness in this type
of environment it is not a choice. You are not choosing to be lonely.
You cannot will yourself to not feel isolated. Your brain is reacting
without conscious control. Your brain is meant to be connected to
others in order to be healthy and complete. It’s not an issue of weakness.
It is a matter of brain science. Once you accept that it is natural as
a human being to need some amount of connection at work (and
outside of work) you can start to do something about the loneliness
you are experiencing. Doing something about it will not only help
you, but it will probably help your business, too.
The Impact on Business
What do you imagine happens in companies where there are one or
more lonely leaders? Only one lonely executive can send a ripple effect
throughout the organization. Because of this, isolation can lead to a
company culture in which there is a lack of trust. Employees may be
hyper-vigilant to potential threats. This triggers an Old Brain response
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in which decisions are made out of fear, rather than higher-order
problem solving. People start looking out for themselves or their own
team. Siloing occurs. Teamwork fades. Micro-managing may increase
and the level of anxiety within the company naturally increases, as well.
What kind of impact do you think this kind of company environment
has on productivity? on innovation? The innovative mind needs to
feel some amount of trust in order to function at its best.
Now what? An Action Plan
You have the power to have a positive impact on your team’s
productivity and innovation by addressing loneliness. It starts with
you. By addressing your own isolation at work, you will begin to set
off a chain reaction that can bring more satisfaction to your job and
create a healthier workplace.
• Look for opportunities to open up and run ideas by others.
Don’t necessarily assume that you can’t do this, even though it may
feel awkward or uncomfortable. Take it in small doses, and listen
carefully. The more you are able to connect to the thinking and ideas
of others, the more connection you will make with them, which is
the antidote for loneliness.
• Be open, yet kind in how you give feedback to the people you
work with. Your honesty and forthright approach can wear off on
others. The more you demonstrate to others that you care about their
success and want to help them, the more of a connection you will
make with them.
• Imagine how you want your work environment to be, and
set specific goals for your own interaction with others to shape that
environment. Set the trend in the direction you want it to go. You can
start by talking about how you want things to be, but taking action
that demonstrates it will have even a stronger effect. To paraphrase a
common quote, “Be the change you want to see in the workplace.”
• If you are geographically distant from others, find ways of
connecting with them. The more you can have face-to-face and
voice-to-voice connections, the more impact you will have and the
more you will benefit. Make it a priority. Avoid working in isolation.
• Seek a trusted advisor, whether within your company or as an
external coach. Look for someone with whom you can talk openly
and with trust. This connection alone can break the bond of loneliness
enough to begin making a real difference. The Harvard Business Review
reported in 2010 that 92% of executives value external coaches. Relying
on an outside consultant can vastly improve your job satisfaction and
company performance. We know this, because this is what we do! LE
Diane Marentette has over 35 years of experience working in industry and
has a bachelor’s degree in Business from the University of Texas at El Paso.
Most recently, Diane was a Regional Vice President with a large global consulting firm where she opened a key strategic office and integrated the efforts
of the 13 western-most states in serving clients effectively.
Visit www.patinasolutions.com
Alisa Robinson has her Ph.D. from USC and has been working in the field
of psychology for over ten years. She studied Cognitive Science at University
of California, Irvine and has a particular interest in the brain and human
behavior. Alisa also has extensive experience in personality assessment and
testing and uses her understanding of human behavior and group dynamics to
help organizations function at their best.
Visit www.newbrainforbusiness.com
Email alisa@newbrainforbusiness.com
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Applying Neuroscience to Leadership
Are you a brain-fried or a brain-savvy leader?

Interactive

By Jan Hills

How has your week been? Many of the leaders we ask say they
have had a week where they are tired, forgetful, usually caused
by the stress of having too many things on their mind, short
tempered and not really enjoying what they are doing. Sound
like you? You are not along. We call this being brain-fried. It
kind of describes how your brain feels most of the time.

but how they’re feeling, because the brain notices threat much
more than the good stuff, the rewards. When the brain is threatened, even at an unconscious level it pretty much shuts down
the executive functioning. That’s the part that plans, reasons, is
innovative and sets goals. Basically the part you need to be using
to solve business issues. So brain-savvy leaders can flex their
leadership to replace feelings of threat with feelings of reward

Video

• Make important and creative decisions early in the day
rather than spending the most productive time for the brain
doing email and routine tasks. That’s because they understand
how they can make their day as ‘brain efficient’ as possible
• Keep calm when others lose it. By understanding how the
brain works they know why they are reacting strongly, stop the
reaction and choose to act differently
• Deal with change in a way that helps the team embrace it.
Brain-savvy leaders know that change creates feelings of threat
more than anything else. So unlike leaders who tell their team
to change, brain-savvy leaders show their team why change is
good for them personally. Then help them set personal goals to
achieve change. And reward them for their success
So how do you stack up? If the answer is not that well, don’t
worry. The good news is you can learn to be brain-savvy by following some of the behaviors listed above

But there is another way. Some leaders are discovering how to
be brain-savvy. These leaders get much better results from their
team, are personally effective and say they enjoy what they do.
That’s because they understand how the brain works and use
this knowledge to be better leaders.
The findings of neuroscience, the science of how the brain
works, suggest some helpful insights for leaders. By following
these leaders get much better results. Some of the characteristics
of brain-savvy leaders are that they
• Ask questions a lot. Not just about what people are doing,
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Jan Hills set up Head Heart + Brain to change the way leadership and
capability development is designed and delivered. With a qualification in
NeuroLeadership, she’s the driving force behind the brain-savvy approach. Jan
also created the Success Profile methodology for talent strategy, created the
MasterMind approach to leadership development and BrainBox HR online
development tool as well as leading the company’s Success Profile research into
HR Business Partners and HR Leaders.
Email janhills@hhab.co.uk
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Competitive Anticipation
How to enhance leadership by sharpening your competitive edge?
By Steve Krupp & Toomas Truumees

key is to centralize, interpret and package information so it can

Today’s competitive landscape is more intense than it has be used more effectively. In doing so, this data can be analyzed

ever been. While leaders have long been faced with competitive
pressures, the current volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous (VUCA) environment means organizations must seriously
re-evaluate their strategies and strengths relative to the competition, lest they become one of the many casualties of industry
disruption. Consider the cases of Kodak, Blackberry (RIM) and
Blockbuster. Not long ago, these businesses were market leaders
in innovation.
Heightened competition is coming from all directions. Traditional competitors are evolving as they embrace business model
innovations to better serve customers. At the same time, unconventional competitors are emerging as industry boundaries
and geographic limitations erode, all while new, nimble players
are flooding the field with progressive approaches to traditional
business. Just consider how Twitter has upended the news media
by enabling all users to report and share content in real time. So,
amidst a growing pool of rivals and a sea of constant change, how
can leaders and organizations effectively compete? How can they
position themselves to lead the market, rather than play catchup, or worse, become obsolete? The answer lies in sharpening
their competitive edge by better anticipating competitor moves
In reality, research shows that leaders are lacking in their
ability to ‘anticipate’. In our recent assessment of nearly 25,000
executives in more than 175 countries on The 6 Key Elements of
Strategic Thinking & trade, we found that predicting competitor’s potential moves and likely reactions to new products or
initiatives ranks lowest among strategic behaviors. This is quite
alarming considering these skills are fundamental to preparing
for, adapting to and capitalizing on future uncertainties. This
research further underscores the urgent need for leaders to get
ready to outplay the competition.
There are four proven techniques that leaders must employ in
building their competitive strength. They need to
1. Understand team strengths and weaknesses
Organizational capability and execution feasibility all boil
down to a company’s human capital. As such, it is critical that
leaders truly understand their teams’ strengths and weaknesses
as they relate to strategic thinking and the competition. To do
so, many Fortune 500 organizations employ The Strategic Aptitude Assessment & trade, which evaluates individual’s strategic
thinking and provides actionable feedback for development.
Once identified, leaders can ensure their near-term plans play to
their teams’ strengths, and fill the necessary gaps by developing
or hiring talent to enable the effective execution of longer-term
strategies that will differentiate their organizations from the pack.
2. Better leverage existing competitive intelligence
Information on what the competition is doing is vital. However,
all too often organizations fall into the trap of constantly investing
in the pursuit of competitive intelligence without making the
best use of information already in hand. Consider Colin Powell’s
40-70 rule that says you need between 40 and 70 per cent of the
information available to make a good decision. Anything less is
too little and anything more will lead to analysis paralysis. The
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holistically to connect the dots’ on competitor profiles and reveal
insights that are more meaningful than surface-level findings.
Consider the value of understanding the driving forces behind
competitor decisions, rather than just knowing the outcome.
For example, if a competitor divests a business line, is it doing
so because it is unprofitable, or is it part of a larger change in
strategic direction?
3. Become competitor centric
Competitor centricity is a new concept that is gaining traction
as a critical path to competitive anticipation. It requires that
leaders and their teams commit to becoming intimately familiar
with their competitors’ inner workings and pain points to better
understand how they influence future decisions, as well as what
that means for their own business.
One of the best ways to do this is to walk in competitor’s
shoes. This can be done by hosting an internal role-playing
exercise to simulate the competition’s strategic planning efforts,
which allows team members to assume their counterparts’; roles
and better understand why they are likely, or unlikely, to make
certain strategic moves. It is particularly telling to play through
mergers and acquisitions. What if Google or Amazon bought
a key competitor? What if two major competitors join forces?
Based on the insights from these exercises, leaders can assemble
their own playbook of strategic choices to have ready if and when
these competitive moves materialize.
4. Assess execution readiness
Before making any moves, leaders must evaluate their organizations’ readiness to execute on high-impact decisions. They
should inventory the biggest competitive decisions for the near
term and long term, then distinguish which ones the organization
is prepared to make and those that will require more development. This exercise not only enables leaders to align their teams
around the strategies that can be implemented right away but
also create a plan to fill the gaps that are needed to successfully
compete against evolving competitors. If an industry is seeing
an influx of tech- and data-driven competitors, for example,
existing players must evaluate if they have the right systems
resources, and perhaps more importantly, the talent to keep up.
Gaining and maintaining a competitive edge is an ongoing
effort. By being forward-thinking about the ever-changing competitive dynamics, leaders can proactively prepare with adaptive
strategic plans that enable their organizations to stay ahead of
the competition. LE
Steve Krupp, DSI’s CEO, is driven by a passion for understanding what
makes organizations tick. Before joining DSI, Steve was a Senior Partner at
Oliver Wyman Delta, where he led the Executive Talent Management business. A respected thought leader, his voice is frequently heard in publications
such as the Harvard Business School Press, Oliver Wyman Journal, and Chief
Learning Officer and Talent Management Magazine. Call 610-717-1000
Email krupp@decisionstrat.com
Toomas Truumees, Managing Partner at DSI, found his passion for strategy
at a young age in the competitive world of athletics. Toomas leads the Health
& LifeScience Practice at DSI. Call 610-717-1000
Email truumees@decisionstrat.com
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We’ve been put
in quite a position.
We’d love to share the specifics of our recent analyst rankings as
the world’s premier leadership development firm.
But we can’t do it here.
Our agreements with the third-party research firms preclude going public with the rankings.
But we can show them to you one-on-one—you have only to contact us directly. Get a private
briefing and learn how working with DDI can help put your organization on top.

Contact us at insight.ddiworld.com/Outrank or 1-800-933-4463
to see how better leaders can help you outrank competitors.

The Bottom Line of Authentic Leadership
Character, context and competence
By Phil Eastman II

Much has been published about authentic leadership. Most
of that work focuses solely on the character and self-awareness
of the leader. Each is a critical aspect of authentic leadership but
alone they fall short. Over my 30 years of coaching and leadership experience, I have identified three components to authentic
leadership - character, context and competence.
Before exploring each of those components through real life
examples, let me establish why you should care about authentic
leadership. Authentic leadership leads to a better bottom-line.
The relationship between positive leadership and a more engaged
workforce is crystal clear. Engaged employees are more productive,
flexible and more likely to commit extra effort to the organization, thus improving the bottom-line. Motivated to improve
the bottom line, authentic leaders are capable of transparently
engaging, motivating and moving their teams to win. Authentic
leaders have impeccable character, are experts in their leadership
context and have superior leadership competence.
Character
Leadership is an inside out proposition. Your character determines how you lead. It is because of this reality that authentic
leadership is directly tied to character.
Even a cursory look through media reports reveals that today’s
largest, most dramatic and impactful leadership failures occur
when character collapses. Those collapses include misguided
values, aggression, arrogance, inconsistent behavior and treating
people like assets.
Contrast those daily stories of failure with the leadership of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. His authentic leadership began with
a clear set of positive core values that focused on the equitable
treatment of people and included a major dose of humility,
hope, wisdom and courage. King’s authentic leadership flowed
from his character and the moral code by which he lived. That
example of authentic leadership carries as much power today
as it did in 1963.
Context
Leadership happens in real time, in a real setting, with real
people. Consequently, being an expert in the environment in
which you lead is essential to authentic leadership.
If you have ever visited a theme park you know the power of
context. Theme parks are large, complex and challenging to
navigate. Navigation is especially difficult when adrenalin is
pumping and emotions are soaring. Picture a child pulling at her
parents’ arms to see the next attraction or character, so excited
she can barely contain herself. In that situation, it is necessary
to periodically consult your theme park map to determine where
you are in relationship to where you want to be.
Context in authentic leadership means setting direction, focusing on diversity, understanding your industry, studying your
organization’s history, appreciating its geographic location and
being in touch with its culture.
The importance of context in authentic leadership was illustrated in one of the largest acquisitions ever undertaken in the
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grocery industry. Coming off decades of growth in 1998, Albertson’s leadership team arranged to make a nearly 12 billion-dollar
acquisition of the American Stores. The strategic decision was
sound, but the integration was fatally flawed. As the integration
of the two companies struggled, the existing leadership exited
and a new leader, whose entire professional experience was with
GE, was brought in to rescue Albertsons. Larry Johnston was
arguably one of GE’s most successful executives and appeared
to be the right person to turn Albertsons around.
Unfortunately, Larry’s leadership approach, though highly
successful at GE, was not a fit for the grocery chain. His institution of new disciplines and approaches was out of context
and unsuccessful. He was shown the door and Albertson’s was
subsequently sold.
Authentic leaders are experts in the context in which they operate.
Competence
I was recently advising a client facing a difficult situation with
an employee who is well thought of, but is not fully capable of
doing the job. Throughout the course of conversation we talked
about the difficulty in trusting someone that is not capable.
The same is true of a leader. Trust is tied directly to your level
of leadership competence.
Authentic leaders demonstrate superior competency in communication, problem solving, accountability as well as strategic
and integrated thinking.
To put authentic leadership to work we use a checklist. Why
a checklist? A checklist is a set of non-negotiable items that true
professionals don’t leave to chance. Every leadership situation has
a myriad of considerations, nearly impossible for any leader to
recall without help. A checklist is the easiest way to consistently
apply authentic leadership to improve of your bottom-line. LE
Phil Eastman II is the creator of the Authentic Leadership Checklist™. He
is the Principal Advisor at Leadership Advisors Group and the author of The
Character of Leadership: An Ancient Model for a Quantum Age as well as
Dimensional Strategy: A Leader’s Guide to Building a Strategic Plan.
Visit www.leadershipadvisors.com
Email phil@leadershipadvisors.com
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Leadership Development
Best practices to meet the needs of next generation leaders
By Rayanne Thorne

The nature of the workforce is changing – as baby boomers generations, with baby boomer employees supporting the transfer of

continue to retire; they are replaced by younger workers with new
skillsets and different ideas about what they expect from their employers. Moreover, employees of any age continue to demand greater
flexibility in how they work, spurring the prevalence of telecommuting policies and causing more companies to embrace a contingent
workforce of part-time employees and independent contractors. At
the same time, as more organizations extend their talent searches
beyond their own borders, many companies find themselves with a
growing global talent base.
All of these factors have made performance management more complicated, especially in terms of succession planning and ensuring that
high-potential employees receive the necessary support to become their
company’s next great leaders. For greatest success, the company must
look throughout its workforce and identify top performers across the
enterprise, whether new or more experienced, in the office or working
from home, or located anywhere across its multinational operations.
As a result, the company will be able to improve the engagement and
retention levels of their best talent, while ensuring they receive the
training and development to become successful leaders.
To ensure a robust and effective leadership development strategy,
organizations must embrace the tools, processes and strategies that
will help to identify top talent, determine where their skills will be
most effective in the organization and provide the proper nurturing
and development. Consider the following best practices that can help
any organization meet the needs of the next generation of leaders:
• Be open to change – Taking a traditional approach to leadership development will likely bring about the same results as before or,
as employee needs and expectations continue to change, a decline in
performance if those needs are not met. It is necessary to understand
that building solid bench strength and grooming leaders is a long-term
commitment requiring the ability to adapt to the changing needs of
the workforce.
• Embrace flexibility – Implementing formal and informal policies
that promote work-life integration can lead to greater job satisfaction,
increased loyalty and a more empowered and motivated workforce. In
addition, offering freedom of device choice and social media usage are
essential to helping younger workers be more effective in their roles.
• Tap into what’s important – While looking at any workforce
demographic as a whole can result in some generalizations, employee
skills, capabilities, attitudes and preferences differ from region to
region. By surveying the workforce of each location, the company can
understand the needs of each group, see how they are being met and
identify where there are opportunities to learn and grow.
• Embrace collaboration – Teamwork and connectivity have
emerged as some of the most important elements for employees of
any age or level of experience to facilitate innovative ideas. As such,
the organization should integrate collaborative technologies that
give employees more flexibility and improve their ability to navigate
across organizational siloes and boundaries. At the same time, establishing mentoring programs can help with knowledge sharing across
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information to the next leaders.
• Increase transparency – Providing insight into career and compensation decisions will help to increase employee involvement and
enable employees to have more control over their careers. Moreover,
with increased visibility into talent, the company can facilitate more
productive performance discussions and ensure that development
opportunities align with business priorities and personal goals.
• Increase talent mobility – Giving employees the opportunity
to experience other areas of the business, whether different divisions
or countries, will help them embrace and adapt to diverse cultures.
Rotational assignments or a formalized talent mobility program can
help employees develop their leadership competencies and disciplinary expertise to advance their careers and add value to the business.
• Take an integrated approach to talent management – The
ability to manage the full spectrum of available resources requires a
total talent approach that incorporates global and local requirements
simultaneously. The best system is one that delivers visibility across
the business while enabling organizations to better identify their
high-potential employees and build a sustainable leadership pipeline.
As workforce demographics and employee needs and expectations
continue to evolve, organizations must rethink the way they prepare
the next generation of talent for leadership positions. Since leadership
development touches every element of talent management, including
learning, performance management, compensation, succession planning and talent mobility, companies will benefit from implementing
an integrated system to unify all of these complex data sets. When
combined with the strategies above, such a system will enable a better
understanding of the company’s top-performing employees and help
define the processes for developing them into effective leaders. LE
Rayanne Thorn is Vice President of Product Marketing and Strategy at Technomedia. She is responsible for developing strategies, tactics, and programs that
create interest, drive demand and recognition for Technomedia and its talent
management suite of products, creating innovative product marketing strategies and identifying new markets and opportunities to meet aggressive growth
goals. As an accomplished blogger, Thorne shares her thought leadership and
industry expertise in the area of digital recruitment on Blogging4Jobs
Visit www.technomedia.com
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career paths through leadership programs
such as The High Potential Leader.
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Vice President, Agent/Sales
State Farm Insurance Co.
Alumna, The High Potential Leader Program
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Let us help you catapult your leadership development! Register today for our
executive programs and lectures at LEAD.FIU.EDU or call 305-348-LEAD.
The Center for Leadership is proud to be a part of the nationally ranked College of Business at FIU.

Transforming Leadership
Five pillars critical to becoming a transforming leader
By Ken Keis

Leadership: Never has there been a greater need for it—nor
such a lack of it.
This article is about you, the Leader, and your skills—not the
multiple theories of leadership. We’ll save that for another time.
Everyone is a leader at some level with someone. Leadership
skills are required for parenting and for being a friend and part
of a couple, in your household and at work. You also have the
responsibility of leading yourself.
Leaders are not born. Leaders are developed. They hone their
skills over years, not days, weeks, or months.
Most effective leaders are in their late 30s or older. Why? Experiencing, learning, developing, and maturing take time. Any
winemaker will tell you excellence can’t be rushed
To be a successful leader, an individual must have certain
foundational skills.
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Research released this year identifies two main reasons why
leaders fail and three skills that help them succeed.
The Top Two Reasons Leaders Fail
1. Lack of Interpersonal and Emotional Intelligence Skills
2. Hubris: Excessive Pride and Exaggerated Self-Confidence
(Arrogance)
The Top Three Reasons/Skills Leaders Succeed
1. High Self-Awareness
2. High Emotional Mastery (Self-Management Skills)
3. Deep Understanding of Human Behavior
We identified those truths over 20 years ago in the first edition
of our book Transforming Leadership. Bestselling authors Kenneth
Blanchard, The One Minute Manager, and Jim Kouzes, The Leadership Challenge, have endorsed CRG’s Transforming Leadership
model as the next step in any leadership development track.
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What does that mean for you?
Simply put, if you have a desire to be an effective leader in any
area of your life, you must be proficient in various leadership
skills. Our research identified 60 specific skills in five categories
(pillars) as critical to becoming a transforming leader. The skills
required to be successful will vary depending on the situation
and the need.
We found skills are not independent of each other; they are
interdependent. They build on one another like LEGO® blocks.
The first step? Become “Self-Aware” of your leadership skills
levels before you set out on a training or development track. If
you have gaps or deficiencies in your skills, we encourage you
to investigate further—and design a development plan. CRG
will help you do that.
The Five Categories/Pillars of Transforming Leadership
1. Transforming Leaders have first-rate Self-Management
Skills. If you can’t manage yourself, how can you possibly lead
others? The clearer you are about who you are, the more credibility you have as a leader. Who you are includes your values,
beliefs, purpose, goals, plans, wellness, confidence level, positive
mental attitude, and your willingness to be a continuous learner.
2. Transforming Leaders have excellent Interpersonal Communication Skills. The ability to talk has little to do with
successful communication. An effective leader is an effective
communicator. That includes understanding and being able
to implement the skills of attending, observing, suspending,
questioning, listening, challenging, and being assertive.
3. Transforming Leaders demonstrate Coaching, Counselling, and Problem-Management Skills. You need to be able to
lead yourself, communicate with others, coach and help others
solve problems, and persuade and influence others to own their
problems. Do you know how to show advanced empathy and
encourage others to identify and be accountable to specific
performance and outcomes? Can you manage confrontation and
engage the skill of immediacy? Those skills are required in work
situations and every day at home in your personal relationships.
4. Transforming Leaders have exceptional Team/Consulting
Skills. The dynamics of leadership involve being awake and
aware. In this skill set, you address the following skills.
• The current state of a team
• The group’s needs, wants, problems, and fears
• The readiness and willingness levels of the team and individuals
• How to facilitate and overcome resistance to change
• How to design and implement steps and solutions
Can you imagine a sports coach being successful without
those skills?
5. Transforming Leaders have outstanding Organizational
Development Skills. You must be grounded about yourself; communicate effectively with others; hold individuals accountable
for their actions; facilitate team needs, wants, and performance;
AND understand how those actions fit into the bigger picture
of the organization - and the steps that need to be taken when,
with whom, and how.
Your understanding of the five stages of organizational development and what is needed to fulfill each one is also critical.
Upon reflection, some of you may feel overwhelmed about the
prospect and complexity of becoming a Transforming Leader.
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The fact is that most people don’t engage the process. That’s why
there are so few Transforming Leaders!
If you want to rise to the challenge, there are unlimited opportunities. It is a long-term commitment with enormous rewards.
Note: Abraham Lincoln was a mature person before he attained
the level of leadership skill that motivated people to vote him
into the Office of the President of the United States of America.
Here are some resources to support you on your Leadership
Development journey.
• If you are serious about your leadership development and
the development of others, the second edition of Transforming
Leadership is one of the best resources. The 330-page hardcover book
goes into detail on each of the skill sets and provides examples on how
to develop and embrace each skill. It is intense and content-driven. If
you are looking for light and fluffy, it’s not for you.
• To confirm your current Transforming Leadership skills, we
suggest you consider the Leadership Skills Inventory 360° (LSI–360)
assessment. In the online interface, you can request up to 10 individuals that work with you to provide feedback about you regarding
the five pillars and the 60 critical leadership skills. The process is set
up to serve small to very large teams. Organizations can deploy the
assessment company-wide. A detailed report compares your opinion
of yourself to the feedback of the others.
• If you are not ready for the LSI–360, then consider the Leadership Skills Inventory–Self (LSI–S) assessment, where you rate yourself on the 60 skills and answer 12 questions about the principles of
Transforming Leadership. A report creates an outline of how you are
doing in each of the critical leadership skills areas. You immediately
see areas where you can improve. Many coaches use this assessment
to serve their clients in coaching sessions.
One of the 10 truths of today’s most successful leaders is they are
continuous learners. Transforming Leaders are constantly growing
and learning. LE
Ken Keis, MBA, President of CRG, is considered a global authority on
the way assessment strategies increase and multiply your success rate. In 25
years, he has made over 3000 presentations and invested 10,000+ hours in
consulting and coaching. He is the author of Why Aren’t You More Like Me?
Discover the Secrets to Understanding Yourself and Others. Ken’s expertise
includes assisting individuals, families, teams, and organizations to realize
their full potential and to live On Purpose! Call 604 852-0566
Visit www.crgleader.com
Email info@crgleader.com
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Leadership Principles
5 Annoying Leadership Principles from Peyton Manning
By Steven Blue

The Wall Street Journal recently wrote a piece on Peyton
Manning titled “Perfection Is Annoying”. It goes on to detail
what some people believe is Peyton’s obsession with perfectionand how annoying that is. Or is it?

There is a reason Peyton Manning is arguably the best quarterback in the NFL. Perhaps, annoying as it may be, his obsession
with perfection could the reason. And it could be a model for
any leader to be more successful.
Annoying Principle #1-Work harder than anybody else at
the game
Once during an injury, Peyton watched the practice on his iPad.
He listened to the play calls through his helmet headset while
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soaking an injured ankle. He refused to be out of the action for
even a second. You have to work harder at your business than
your competition does. There is no such thing as an email-free
vacation or weekend. If your team is not doing the same thing,
they are not working hard enough to win your superbowl.
Annoying Principle #2-Prepare more than anybody else in
the game
Peyton is constantly running different scenarios through his
head. And he is constantly throwing them at his players (even
in the locker room) to be sure they thought about it and are
prepared for it. In your business, constantly throw scenarios
at your team. What they you do if the market does this? What
will they do if the competition does that? This will force your
team to be constantly thinking about these things. This will
prepare you for the next principle
Annoying Principle #3-Prepare for the unexpected…and
practice for it
Peyton is seldom surprised by the unexpected because he has
anticipated it and practiced for it. You can do the same. What
are the most unexpected things you can imagine happening in
your business? How would you respond? And don’t just have
one response. Have 3. And then practice executing them like
your business depends on it. It just may.
Annoying Principle #4-Pay Attention To Details
Peyton is a fanatic about the details. He doesn’t wait for a
coach to correct a mistake by one of the players. He gets to the
player first. He doesn’t miss even one detail during a practice.
I know the order intake in my company every single day. Do
you? I am not saying you should micro-manage. But you should
pay attention to details that matter.
Annoying Principle #5-Study the competition like no one
else…Know them better than they know you
It is not enough for Peyton to study the video of the opposing team’s last 3 games, as is customary. He has been known to
watch game day videos from a decade ago. He always knows
more about his competitors than they do about him. Do you?
Study their past behavior to reveal their most likely future
actions and their weaknesses. Learn about their CEO, the sales
team and everything in between.
Annoying or effective? You decide. LE
With more than three decades of management, executive, consulting and
speaking experience in markets all over the world, Miller Ingenuity CEO
Steven Blue is a globally regarded business growth authority who has
transformed companies into industry giants and enthralled audiences with his
dynamic keynotes. In his upcoming book, “Outdo, Outsmart… Outlast: A
Practical Guide to Managed, Measured and Meaningful Growth,” he reveals
why seeking growth and surviving growth are equally perilous, and require
different sets of plans to weather the storms.
Visit www.StevenLBlue.com
Twitter Steve@MillerIngenuity
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The Language of Leadership
The words that define your leadership presence
By Colin T. McLetchie

“Words are like eggs dropped from great heights; you can
no more call them back than ignore the mess they leave when
they fall.” - Jodi Picoult
Language and words have power. We know this. We’ve known this
ever since language was invented. As children, we learn how much
power they have, especially to hurt. We teach children the old adage,
“Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will never hurt
me” because we want to give them the ability to be resilient in the face
of hurtful words. Leaders who become keenly aware of their use of
language can enhance their presence and followership in powerful ways.
Realize for a moment that humans are the only creatures on our
planet that use words to communicate. While other creatures have
“language,” they do not have the ability to use words to collaborate, to
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create their realities, to partner together to achieve goals and outcomes.
It is unique to the human experience to use words and language –
spoken and written – to conduct business, to communicate affection
or derision, to experience the fullness of life. And ultimately, to build
up or to tear down!
As leaders, this means we have a real responsibility to be conscious
of our language and its impact. Susan Scott in “Fierce Conversations”
talks about how our presence impacts the people we lead and with
whom we interact. As she puts it, “An emotional wake is what you
remember after I’m gone. What you feel - “the aftermath, aftertaste,
or afterglow!” A big part of our leadership presence rests in the words
we choose to convey meaning, to engage others, to communicate a
vision and light passion in people’s hearts and minds.
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Of course, it’s more than just our words that convey meaning and
have impact. The tone, the volume, the emphasis, the context all play
a role in how others interpret our meaning and experience us as people
and leaders. Yet, words are the building blocks, the key ingredient.
Paying attention to the words we choose can and will shift our leadership presence in meaningful ways. Here are a few things to try on.
“Without knowing the force of words, it is impossible to know
more.” - Confucius
“Yes, but” means “No” As soon as the word “but” appears, the
speaker or writer has negated everything that came before it. During
a recent leadership workshop I was facilitating, a participant told
this story: “My boyfriend and I were struggling in our relationship
and working to rebuild our connection. I came home one evening
after a hard day at work, and he had set the table, lit the candles, had
music playing, and had cooked an amazing meal for me. It was the
sweetest thing, and as I sat down and took my first bite, I was simply
astounded by the delicious food he had prepared for me. He’d never
done this before, and out of my mouth comes, ‘I’m sorry, honey, but
this is the most amazing meal I’ve had in forever.’ He never heard the
second part. He heard the ‘but’ and I could see by his reaction that he
thought he had failed. What I meant to be a wonderful compliment
drove a huge wedge between us.”
Sometimes “but” can work in for the good of course. When someone
shares with us, “This was the hardest thing I’ve ever done, but I’m
glad I did it,” we can hear the positive outcome. And yet, many of us
hear the “but” and never quite get past it. It leaves a residue behind.
So why risk it? And isn’t this more powerful and affirming: That was
the hardest thing I’ve ever done, AND I’m glad I did it. Try this:
Replace “but” with “and” and see what happens. “And” allows
both things to be true at the same time and minimizes the potential
for a negative reaction to a word that is overused and fraught with
harsh implications.
Questions are your best answers. Managers tell. Leaders inquire.
In any given situation, you only have one chance to get the other
person’s perspective before it is tainted by yours. Once you share
your thoughts, you have already influenced – for good or ill – what
you might have heard had you taken the time to ask a good question.
Steven Covey shares in his “7 Habits of Highly Effective People,” the
concept of seek first to understand then be understood. Highly effective leaders put this to good use continually. Asking sincere, open
questions invites the other person to share, to explore, to learn, and
demonstrates your authentic desire to help them do these things. Try
this: Replace some of your periods and exclamation points with a
question mark and see what happens. Create the space for the other
person’s unique voice and perspective and listen to what shows up.
Why ask “Why?” “Why not?” you’re likely asking yourself now. In
the next 30 seconds, see if you can remember the last time someone
asked you why you did something or why you feel a certain way and
you didn’t feel on the defensive. I’d be willing to bet that you can quickly
recall a time when you felt you had to justify yourself. No matter
how carefully we ask “Why?” many people will hear this as parental
and feel within themselves their inner child rearing up to defend and
argue. Only the most carefully phrased “why” question posed to a
really open listener with whom you have a trusting relationship will
avoid this reaction – so why risk it? (How did you feel just then?) Try
this: Replace “why” with “what” or “how” and see what happens.
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Questions that start with “what” or “how” invite the other person
to engage in dialogue and exploration with you and can open up a
world of possibilities that may well not show up if you ask, “Why.”
Particularly, if you are more senior than the other person, that power
dynamic will often be heard in your “why.”
Of course you can, but will you? Strong leaders and managers know
that coming to clear agreements is the key to success in business – and
in life. When we ask someone if they can do something, we aren’t
getting their commitment to do it. We’re simply inquiring about
their ability to do it. This is a powerful distinction for leaders to put
into good use. Try this: Replace “can” with “will” and see what
happens. Using “can” in place of “will” hedges the bet, so to speak.
It’s far less assertive and confirming. As leaders, we want to inspire
and confirm commitment (and as parents, we often want the same
thing: Will you, PLEASE, clean your room?). When someone says,
“Yes, I will,” you have achieved a level of commitment within them
that “can” simply can’t.
Silence is your best weapon. When implementing all of these, learn
when not using words is the best response. Ask a good question and
hush. Listen. Be present with the other person. Someone will fill the
silence. If it’s you, you’ve lost the opportunity to hear the other person’s
clearer perspective. Try this: Let silence do the work. Ask a question
and let it sit. And when the person responds, be fully present with what
they say. There is power in words, and there is equal power in silence.
Changing our language isn’t easy. We’ve created deep neural pathways
with our words that are reinforced every time we speak those words.
And our desire to fill silence is equally strong in many of us. Trying
all of these on at once may be too much too soon. Pick one that you
are most resistant to and one that might be easiest for you. Notice
what you notice. Keep a “noticing” book handy and write down what
you experience and observe in your use of language. Or send yourself
emails. However you do it, you can look back over time to see how
your use of language unfolds and to pay attention to the shifts that
start occurring as you make these changes. Lead by example in using
language to bring out the best in yourself and others. As I always
say, the future is simply history waiting to be written. Write well! LE
Colin T. McLetchie, is President of Five Ways Forward, LLC, a leadership/
life coaching and HR & Organizational consulting and training firm in the
Washington, DC area. He is a popular and engaging speaker on leadership
and management. Call: 404-668-6815
Visit www.fivewaysforward.com
Email colin@fivewaysforward.com
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Leaders Who Imitate
How to change an intimidation style
By Chip R. Bell

By the time Jane had gotten ten feet from her boss’ office,
she was in tears. She had just completed presenting the preliminary results of a project she had worked on for weeks. It
was by no means the final version. But, her boss requested an
early heads up on the findings that would be in her final project
report. Jane was a rising star with a solid reputation for her
deep acumen and enormous talent.
“What did he do that made you so upset,” a colleague asked
Jane in the ladies room as she was regaining her composure.
“I really don’t know,” Jane replied. “He just makes me feel so
stupid, like I am a total novice. It seems no matter how hard I
try, he’s always finding something wrong.”
Jane had just been the victim of her intimidating boss. When
Jane’s friend (and a peer of her boss) approached him on what he
had done to upset Jane, he seemed clueless about how his actions
could have upset Jane. He dismissed her emotional reaction by
waving his hand in a dismissive gesture. “She’ll just have to get
tougher,” he said bluntly. “If she can’t stand the heat, maybe
she needs to get out of the kitchen!”
We all know how to spot blatant intimidation—like the type
famed basketball coaches Bobby Knight at Indiana and Mike
Rice at Rutgers used courtside or the kind CEO’s Steve Jobs
and Jack Welch reportedly used in staff meetings. It is generally
loud, embarrassing and often viewed as downright mean. It is
typically in excess of what is needed to get the desired result.
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Unfortunately, high producers are given a wide berth. Yet, even
a dime store psychologist knows the leader’s bullying behavior
comes from deep-seated anger and takes a toll on the organization.
But, intimidation need not be blatant to leave an emotional
scar. Subtle intimidation can be as emotionally debilitating to
the recipient, particularly for employees who are new, lower on
the chain of command, or somewhat emotionally insecure. In a
phrase, subtle intimidation looks like stern judgment that communicates disapproval. Its outward signs are many: furrowed
brow, sarcasm, a demeaning tone, ignoring someone trying to
make a point, quickness to criticize or blame, overuse of the
symbols of authority, a cold demeanor, gestures that signal high
control, nitpicking, pessimism and the complete absence of expressed joy except around members of the leader’s inner sanctum.
Intimidating behavior, even the more subtle--passive-aggressive
form--can rob an organization of the best in people. It can create
an atmosphere of obedience, not one of openness; compliance,
not commitment. Under an intimidating leader, subordinates
avoid contact that could result in conflict, hide errors and
withhold key facts. They waste valuable time over preparing
and unnecessarily involving others solely as a way to spread
protection among the views of many. Subordinate energy that
should be directed at performance is spent on the lookout for
leader uproar. It can squelch innovation, ingenuity and initiative
sole out of the fear of error. It can fuel gossip as subordinates
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seek solace from others who share their fate. Bottom line, it can
lower morale, marginalizes productivity and minimizes healthy
employee engagement.
Why do leaders engage in intimidation?
The short answer is a low self-esteem. Its origin is generally from a parent who was constantly critical, communicated
unrealistic expectations, and rebuked (often punished) even
the smallest of mistakes. Often one parent was the abuser; the
other a passive, acquiescent “saint.” As the child of an abuser
grows up under a barrage of negative criticism, he or she comes
to internalize and believe the parent’s message that he or she is
inadequate, inferior and even worthless. When the child grows
up, there is often a commitment to never be vulnerable to anyone
who could render emotional discomfort.
This feeling of inadequacy can take several forms. It can
be show up in an “I’ll show you” form--potentially propelling
the person to high levels of achievement. Some of the greatest
achievers--presidents, famous performers and renowned athletes-were driven by a relentless zeal to prove their abusing parent
wrong. It can take the form of rebellion—pursuing a path that
is the antithesis of what their parents desired, like the son of a
prominent over-achieving executive becoming a dropout. And,
it can take the form of passive aggressive behavior that lashes
back in elusive and sometimes manipulative ways forcing others
to stay at arm’s length.
Intimidators usually have a small circle of colleagues. Often
narcissistic, they are prone to having subordinators skilled at
reminding the leader of his or her greatness. They are comfortable
with people who have repeatedly demonstrated unconditional
acceptance, like a loving spouse or best friend. And, they are
at ease with people whom they know or believe can do them
no harm. One of the interesting aspects of intimidators is their
capacity to allow their “free child” to come out around young
children. It is as if, with children, they can finally give themselves
permission to be the kid they were not allowed to be growing up.
How can a leader who intimidates learn to stop intimidating?
Changing an intimidation style and changing the reputation
for being an intimidator are two different challenges. Reputation improvement takes longer since the word of mouth machine
extends way beyond direct experience. Changing a reputation
takes the tenacity and public relations persistence of a political
campaign. And, it usually requires a cadre of helpers—especially
assertive coaches--willing to help replace old perceptions with
new realities.
Changing the style of intimidation takes awareness, determination and courage. One of the most powerful steps an
intimidator can take is to go public with their intimidating
style. Done well, it can sound like: “I have gotten feedback
that I can be intimidating and it’s not a trait I am proud of.
When I am doing anything that you perceive as intimidating
either to you or someone else, I would appreciate your telling
me. I will do my very best to listen, hear, and adjust. I cannot
fix what I am not aware of. You can help me by helping me
be more aware.” The effectiveness of this step lies in how the
intimidating leader reacts the first time someone boldly delivers
uncomfortable feedback.
Ongoing coaching can increase the likelihood of a positive
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outcome. It is always wise for the leader to listen far more than
is required to gain understanding. The instinct of the intimidator is to cut direct feedback short—“I got it!” A clipped or
abrupt cessation of candor can signal to the person willing to
give feedback that it is unwelcome. However, a sincere and
curious response—“That is helpful; please tell me more” or
“Can you give me an example” will telegraph a sincere desire
for personal change.
Authenticity can be a challenge for an intimidator since it says
in a vulnerable way, “This is who I am.” However, telegraphing
vulnerability helps make it safe for others; not having all the
answers helps establish trust. If intimidators can laugh at themselves, they help lighten the atmosphere of apprehension, gradually inviting others in. Engaging in out-of-character lightness
also can send a credible message that they are honestly working
to change their persona. It is not unusual for an intimidator to
have a quick and clever wit--a tool that can enhance their public
persona if used more frequently.
One key step is for the intimidator to surround him or herself
with a small group of people bold enough to provide candid
feedback. It helps when intimidators set up regular times to solicit
feedback, taking notes to craft a practical, short-term change
plan. The goal is to gain understanding that leads to insight
and not a debate over the accuracy of the feedback. Facts are
not the stuff reputations are made of; perceptions are. Arguing
over the accuracy or inaccuracy of facts completely misses the
point that intimidation is about feelings and therefore solely in
the eye of its recipient. The key to making the small circle of
candid colleagues work is the speed with which that circle can
be enlarged.
Intimidators are skilled at the “blame game.” As a child, there
were grave consequences for mistakes. By the time the emotionally abused child reaches adulthood he or she has learned a host
of ways to deflect the negative spotlight. Search for a “target for
blame” is a way to keep their own actions from coming under
scrutiny. They have a low tolerance for error and exhibit a style
of nitpicking and criticism. The antidote to this tendency is to
practice leading any review of work with a focus on what is good
or positive about it. It also helps to assume mistakes are made
by well-intentioned people working hard to do their very best.
The final recommendation for leaders wishing to stop being
intimidators is to forgive the source of their damaged self-worth.
It can be helpful to remember that all parents make mistakes
as they raise children and are rarely trained to be parents. As
such, they are the inadvertent victims of their upbringing, often
passing dysfunctions of their youth on to their own children.
Through the forgiveness of an abusive parent even if that parent
is no longer alive, can begin the restoration of a poor self-esteem.
With the support of people who care, intimidating leaders can
find their way back to wholeness and effectiveness. LE
Chip R. Bell is a customer loyalty consultant, and the author of several bestselling books. His newest book is The 9½ Principles of Innovative Service
(www.simpletruths.com ).
Visit www.chipbell.com
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The Art of Leadership Communication
6 rules for effective communication
By Pavan Sriram

We have become a very “wordy” world. Words convince us
to buy and sell, that we are loved, that we are in danger, and
that we really, really need what a seller has to offer. Some people
are called “wordmakers” because they make up new words or
redefine an existing one. If we do not have something to say at
a critical moment we may be seen as deficient. When topics are
discussed, our silence can be seen as ignorance. Our opinion
may be sought when we really do not have one but feel pressured to say something.
Too often we only focus on the “what” and forget the “how.”
The “how” determines if what we say will be understood and
retained. Without the “how”, our words will disappear from the
listener before its desired effect takes place.
Into this world likewise, leaders are thrown. If they are not
careful, they will fall into the trap that “words alone” can bring.
Instead of words, the leader has to think in terms of communication.
Looking back at your last message to a client or a team member,
how did you do? Did you add a visual illustration, interactive
opportunity or immediate application that required some form
of action? With this understanding, we realize that communication is an essential leadership skill.
Leaders are the founders of the future
Globalization is rapidly redefining today’s business environment. Significant strategic shifts are transforming the playing
field. Vast opportunities for growth are emerging at the same
time that the pool of high-performing talent capable of seizing
those opportunities is shrinking. Those who can stay ahead of
the rapid pace of change, anticipate talent needs, and take the
lead in developing innovative strategies for the future who will
likely be tomorrow’s winners.
It is the leaders challenge to create the circumstances that
stimulate improved performance and execution from the people
within their organization. The key question for business leaders
is not “why” high performance but rather “how”?
Leaders of the future will need to be adept conceptual and
strategic thinkers, have deep integrity and intellectual openness,
find new ways to create loyalty, lead increasingly diverse and
independent teams over which they may not always have direct
authority, and relinquish their own power in favor of collaborative approaches inside and outside the organization
Leaders who do this build a sense of shared purpose by painting a compelling vision of the future. They answer these questions: Where are we going, what does it look like, what are the
benefits, what role do I play in the success? The differentiator
is consistency. The best leaders know they need to paint this
vision over and over. At every opportunity, they share the vision
of what’s ahead. Eloquence isn’t a requirement. Have a clear
picture of the end goal, be consistent in how you describe it
and create opportunities to engage with the influencers who can
make or break success.
According to PWC’s12th Annual Global CEO Survey, as well
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as information obtained from their Human Capital Effectiveness
Report – the following four revolutions are translated into four
leadership success for the future, each of which embodies a set
of clearly defined communication behaviors:
1. The agility leader
2. The authenticity leader
3. The talent leader
4. The sustainability leader
Communication is the lifeblood of Leadership
As leaders we are called upon to counsel, cast vision, set goals,
make plans, and chart the course for the ship we are leading.
The bigger the ship the slower it turns. You must communicate
often the little changes and steps of progress to keep everyone on
board and on the same page. If the ship is small, then you need
to communicate clearly so you do not lose people overboard if
you turn too quickly.
The perception of leaders is a key factor impacting the structures that they represent. Therefore, when planning their communication we not only consider the institution’s brand equity,
but also the social messages being imparted through these leaders
and their institutions.
The ability to facilitate effective conversations is critical at
every level of leadership. For frontline leaders, communication
is part of launching a new product, facilitating customer interactions, or coaching team members. Even making good decisions
can largely depend on how input from others is sought out.
We sometimes assume interaction skills are mastered as leaders
move up the ladder. After all, presumably they have been at it
for a longer time. But as you will see below, nothing is further
from the truth. Yet, the importance of interaction skills is even
greater at higher leadership levels.
Executives must deal with broader and more diverse groups
of stakeholders who pose significant challenges to their interaction skills.
They need to balance the needs of multiple constituents who
often bring competing needs and perspectives to the table. And,
working on and executing longer-term strategies—among the
most important executive roles—also require successful conversations
An early Harvard Business School study on what it takes to
achieve success and be promoted in an organization says that
the individual who gets ahead in business is the person who
“is able to communicate, to make sound decisions, and to get
things done with and through people” (Bowman, Jones, Peterson,
Gronouski, & Mahoney, 1964). By communicating more effectively, managers improve their ability to get things done with
and through people
Leadership communication depends on the ability to project
a positive image, or more specifically, a positive ethos, inside
an organization and outside. To understand ethos, it helps to
look back at the original definitions found in the writing of the
Greek philosopher Aristotle. Aristotle identified three types of
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persuasive appeals: (1) logos, (2) pathos, and (3) ethos. Logos
is an appeal based upon the logic of an argument, while pathos
is an appeal based on the use of emotions. Ethos is an appeal
based on the perceived character of the sender of the message.
Is the person trustworthy, confident, believable, knowledgeable,
and a man or woman of integrity? If the audience does not trust
or believe the speaker or writer, logic or emotion will have little
persuasive force.
A recent LinkedIn poll from 2000+ participants asking them
‘What do you think is the most important factor in Leadership?’ showed that 38% of overall participants interviewed named
communication. 24% of them would like to see better character.
“No matter how skilled someone is in a particular job, if he or she
is a poor communicator, advancement opportunities are limited,”
- Max Messmer, author of Managing Your Career For Dummies®.
Very surprisingly, despite the dominant stress on Vision, Drive
and Character in the literature on Leadership, the overwhelming
choice (so far) was Communication
Does this really mean that Communication is the most important factor in Leadership? Not really – after all, a poll is only
telling us the opinion of people – it’s not measuring which factor
has the most impact in practice. But it does highlight something
I believe is rather important.
In my experience, what polls like this actually measure is
the most pressing related issue at the top of the minds of the
participants right now. If you ask us what the most important
factor in leadership is, or teamwork, or business development
excellence; we never really give our objective, dispassionate view
of the absolute importance of the factors. What we give is our
view on what we are most missing out on right now.
In this case, the poll is highlighting that most participants
see a problem with the level and quality of communication of
their leaders (or they see it as their main challenge if they’re a
leader themselves). It’s impossible for anyone to know for sure,
objectively whether communication is more important than
vision. But they answer with their gut feeling. And if currently
they feel they’re not being communicated well enough with,
then that’s what they’ll answer.
The results were pretty consistent across gender, and also across
the different sizes of companies respondents worked for. With
the exception that communication was (understandably) viewed
as even more of an important factor in very large enterprises.
Results across Job Role were similar too – with the interesting discrepancies that engineers don’t seem to care about their
leaders having character but needed essential communication,
IT people not seeming to care about them having a vision, and
sales people not seeming to care if they had a drive.
Sales and Support functions were the most ones expressing
necessity of communication in their job function.
Leaders communicate, and communicators Lead
From CEOs to supervisors and everything in between, most
of the leaders have a few common communication habits that
any of us can take to persuade, inform and encourage teams to
be more successful. I’d like to share them with you.
The six rules that will help you communicate more effectively,
reduce conflict in your organization, and become a better leader.
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Rule #1: Organize thoughts
Organizing your thoughts systematically is the first step to
effective communication. You should be clear about the message
that you want to convey, and it is helpful to have a framework
for the conversation. Communication is a dynamic process, so
you need to organize and re-organize your thoughts accordingly
as the conversation progresses. This presence of mind is essential.
Rule #2: Plan the conversation ahead of time
When you think through a subject, try to envision what sort
of reaction you will evoke. Plan out the different directions that
the conversation may go, and prepare your ground accordingly.
It helps to consider the personality and behavior of the audience
with whom you are dealing.
Rule #3: Be aware of nonverbal signals
Did you know much of our communication happens through
nonverbal signals? Non-verbal cues like facial expressions and
tone of voice can communicate as much as 65% of what we want
to say. Being mindful of your nonverbal expressions will allow
you to choose more effective ones.
Rule #4: Be succinct
As they say, less is more. This holds true for leadership communication as well. Your goal in communication is to convey a
message and create a certain response. Emphasize your key points
simply, and respond to questions directly. Repeating yourself
and reiterating your points will only detract from your message.
Rule #5: Demonstrate how the other person will benefit
When you show how the other person will directly benefit
from your offer, you are very close to convincing them. To do
this, you must highlight the rewards of your offer, and explain
how they will improve his or her life. For example, instead of
explaining that a new product is more efficient, you might
emphasize how much time or money the customer will save.
This is the fifth great rule for becoming a good communicator.
Rule #6: Be a good listener
The importance of listening to clients and team members and
understanding their viewpoints is often overlooked. Effective
communication is two-way process for managers; if you adopt
a one-way attitude, you will fail to create a rapport. By making
the other person feel that you value their participation in the
conversation, and that you are addressing his/her needs, you
make him/her much more willing to accommodate your position. In practice, this means that you must listen patiently and
converse accordingly.
In the end, there’s no magic formula for great communication.
But I’ve seen time and again that the leaders who communicate
using these methods are more effective than those who don’t.
And I’ve seen very effective communicators become great leaders.
I look forward to hearing from you on how communication
revolves around your leadership strategy, organization and team
vision and all related elements that are needed for senior leadership teams to drive results and ensure that the right values trickle
down to all levels. LE
Pavan Sriram is Founder and Director at ITTIGE Learning. With 13 years
of rich experience in management positions at Crestcom, Dale Carnegie
Training, SunGard and MeritTrac-Manipal Education Group and having
worked with over 200 clients across industries, Pavan successfully has targeted
organizational talent deficiencies associated with performance management,
leadership development, ineffective communication, talent management and
measurement. Call 09900116934
Email pavan@ittige.com
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The Big Lie
“My People Won’t Change”
By Gregg Thompson

The leader: “I have a grand, new vision and a brilliant strategic plan that will create a spectacular future for our company.”
The follower: “That’s nice.”
The leader: “I am challenging you to abandon the status quo,
discover your strengths, become empowered and make deep,
emotional connections with our customers.”
The follower: “That’s very nice.”
The leader: “We are going to become truly authentic, wildly
passionate about our values, fully engaged in the real-time digital
world and totally disruptive in the marketplace.”
The follower: “Wow! That’s very, very nice.”
The leader: “Great. Let’s go.”
The follower: “Wonderful. Let me know how that works out
for you.”
As you are reading this article, the above conversation is
being repeated in countless cubicles, hallways, meeting rooms
and shop floors. An enthusiastic, future-thinking leader faces
an intransigent follower with a passive aggressive bent. A classic
example of the rampant resistance to change that is pervasive
in organizations today?
I suggest not.
It is common to hear researchers, writers, conference speakleadership excellence essentials presented by HR.com | 04.2014

ers and the like drone on about the inevitable “resistance to
change” that impairs our organizations’ ability to rapidly adapt
and respond. Leaders are exhorted to employ all manner of practices and approaches to confront this plague and drive change
through their organizations. This most often involves creating
an exciting picture of a new vision and making sure everyone
knows what fabulous rewards await all when the vision becomes
a reality. This is then typically followed by lots of talk and lots
of meetings and lots of plans and lots of great intentions and
then…well, nothing.
The notion of driving change through the organization makes
us feel powerful and in charge, however, the outcomes of most
such initiatives are very disappointing. The problem with these
approaches is the assumption that change is unwelcome, difficult
and instinctively avoided by people. Frankly, the assumption
that people inherently resist change is ludicrous and most likely
perpetuated by leaders and HR professionals who have a dismal
record in creating significant, sustained change. In fact, our ability
and willingness to change both ourselves and our environment is
one of humankind’s most dominant and important traits. It’s an
indelible part of our nature. Think about how we have responded
to opportunities and threats throughout the ages. We bob. We
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weave. We change. We are hard-wired to adapt. We’ll sharpen a
rock when our hands will no longer protect our children. We’ll
cross treacherous seas when prejudice and corruption stifles our
future. We’ll elect a president who could have been a slave if
born a few generations earlier.
The more neuroscientists learn about the working of the
human brain, the more they learn that we yearn for change, for
novelty, for anything that will make our lives fresh, better and
more exciting. It’s time for leaders to embrace the idea that their
most important role is not to drive change, but to facilitate the
natural desire to change.
...create new work that others believe is meaningful, that
they can master, and over which they have clear sovereignty.
So what does this mean for leaders? Peter Senge’s oft-repeated
assertion that “People don’t resist change. They resist being
changed.” is directionally correct, however not particularly
instructive for leaders. How about taking a more philosophical
approach and aim to “be the change you want”? Unfortunately,
it’s not that easy. Leading change requires strong, visible and
focused action. (Btw...all the coffee mugs, T-shirts and email tag
lines notwithstanding, there is no evidence that Gandhi actually
penned or spoke these over-used words.) Immunity to Change,
the brilliant work of organizational psychologists Robert Kegan
and Lisa Lahey, provides a critical insight that is particularly
helpful for leaders. They developed the theory of “competing
commitments” to explain why people engage in behaviors, often
unknowingly, that undermine their ability to achieve an outcome
they genuinely want, and that only when these commitments
are satisfied is change possible.
Simply put, it is not that people do not want to change; they
are just being faithful to something more important to them on
a very personal level. Here is the key for leaders: At work, the
vast majority of us share three common, deeply-held “competing
commitments” and we will only change when we are confident
that the new state will satisfy these commitments. Whether we
are the janitor or the CEO, we are profoundly and irreversibly
committed to:
1. being an important cog in the machine,
2. appearing uniquely competent, and
3. being the captain of our own ship.
Expressed another way, when it comes to our jobs, we don’t
want to be irrelevant, appear inept or be significantly constrained
by others. This is not deep, complex psychology. While humans
are multi-faceted and diverse creatures, we share remarkably
similar mental models when approaching our work. In fact,
these three commitments are so widely-held that leaders can use
them as a universal blueprint for very potent leadership action.
Here is the formula for successfully initiating, executing
and sustaining change: create new work that others believe is
meaningful, that they can learn to master, and over which they
have clear sovereignty.
While there are numerous activities that need to be addressed
during a change initiative, here are the three dimensions that
leaders need to make priorities in order to help others embrace,
execute and accelerate the change.
1. Create Direction - We don’t resist change because of uncertainty. In fact, we are naturally attracted to the adventure and
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mystery associated with the unknown. We resist meaningless
work. Change is rarely about a transformation to a completely
new state. It is most often about moving onto a new road,
making a shift in direction, changing pathways. Great leaders
build a foundation and motivation for change by crafting and
communicating a renewed sense of purpose, alignment, and
individual contribution. They create a picture of this new road
in a way that not only allows others to plot a course forward, but
also illuminates the compelling purpose and personal meaning.
2. Accelerate Mastery – As important as it is, creating direction
is not enough (and, sadly, this is where many change initiatives
stall). For most of us, our personal identities are heavily shaped
by our work, and we want to feel special in this work. We want
to be the star of the show. Great leaders are also great teachers
and great mentors. They generously share their expertise and
ensure team members quickly master the skills, competencies
and processes necessary for high performance in the changed
environment.
3. Coach Others – Once people master their work, they want
to own it. There is something inside each of us that wants to be
the ruler of our own domain, regardless of how big or how small.
One of the most valuable outcomes of great coaching is a strong
sense of personal responsibility, self-reliance and autonomy. Great
leaders help others gain extraordinary role clarity, independence,
and personal commitment through coaching relationships and
conversations in which they explore personal aspirations
Change is no longer a discreet activity caused by intermittent
economic, demographic and technological forces, but rather has
become a constant state in most organizations. To be a great
leader today, one needs to be able to guide others through a
continuous cycle of creating new pathways, developing new
expertise and creating autonomy.
Leaders must get to the future first. They need to be scouts,
prophets and pathfinders. Go there, discover what it is like and
return to teach others. As novelist William Gibson said, “The
future is already here - it is just unevenly distributed.”
Let me summarize this article. Here is the bad news: If your
team or organization appears to be resisting change, this says little
about the people involved, but is, in fact, a direct reflection on
your leadership. Here is the good news: People crave change, they
just need to deal with their commitment to meaning, mastery
and autonomy first. Your job is to help them do just that.
Never has great change leadership been so important and never
in shorter supply. This is an incredibly exciting time for leaders
who are prepared to step up to a whole new set of challenges. LE
Gregg Thompson is President at Bluepoint Leadership Development and
author of several books, including “Unleashed: Leader as Coach”.
Call: (513) 683.4702
Email greggthompson@bluepointleadership.com
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VitalSmarts: Our Unique Approach
VitalSmarts, an innovator in corporate training and leadership
development, has identified a unique approach for enabling
organizations to achieve new levels of performance by focusing on the
human system, otherwise known as the Cultural Operating System.
Just as electronic devices need basic functions like input, output, data
management, and so on, what basic human software do you need in
order to execute flawlessly and innovate consistently over time?
Our research led us to four foundational skill sets that, when present
across all levels of the organization, ensure things run smoothly and
improve routinely. They are:

When you invest
in your people,
you enable your
workforce to carry
out every business
practice more
successfully.

Personal level: Self-directed change
Interpersonal level: Open dialogue
Team level: Universal accountability
Organizational level: Influential leadership

The VitalSmarts suite of training products, when
used in combination, create a synergy that
addresses these four building blocks of a healthy
Cultural Operating System and enables your
organization to CHANGE FOR GOOD.
To speak with a VitalSmarts representative about how to improve the
culture of your organization, call us today at 1-800-449-5989 or
e-mail salessupport@vitalsmarts.com.

Meditation and Leadership
Do meditators make better leaders?
By Dr. Jeffrey Gero

No one seems to really say what meditation is. They do say
what it does. I don’t believe that a meditator would get the same
great benefits, which meditation offers, if they sit and think
about their problems. It becomes our challenge to sustain our
focus on the object of concentration. So let’s define meditation
as the consistent flow of focused mental energy, whether it’s
on a mantra, following your breath, or focusing on a candle
flame. The state of meditation occurs when the meditator’s
mind becomes absorbed into the object of meditation. One of
the goals of meditation is attain a “formless reality,” which is
freedom from the obstacles associated with the mind. There are
thousands of meditation techniques and no one has proven that
one meditation technique is better than another.
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Distractions are sure to arise using any meditation technique.
As soon as the meditator becomes aware of the distraction they
gently return to the meditation focus. Sometimes I find it very
difficult to focus and it seems like the object of meditation is my
distraction and my thoughts are my meditation. That is the opposite objective of meditation. Let’s call this obstructive thinking.
My ability to concentrate sometimes depends on my state
of mind. In a calm mood I am more successful. When I am
stressed out, it’s very difficult to turn my mind from thinking,
solving problems or just worrying. The mind has the job of
thinking, which it does very well. Meditation practice gives us
the opportunity to train our mind so we don’t get caught up in
obstructive thoughts. Every time a thought arises we observe it
and then bring our awareness back to the object of meditation.
By observing our mind meditation helps us to understand our
emotions and reactions to situations and thoughts. Through selfawareness which is the ability to become aware of our thoughts,
emotions and reactions, we become objective. We allow thoughts
to pass rather than unconsciously get caught up in them. This
ultimately will help us to become less reactive and more proactive in situations and become more effective leaders.
Beliefs create thoughts, thoughts create feelings and feelings
create actions. Thoughts are bursts of electrical energy moving
around on neural pathways in the brain. And generally, the
pathways they move on are pretty well defined fixed beliefs. As
these beliefs become stronger, they create a habit, an attitude
that can govern us the rest of our lives. That habitual attitude
becomes part of our personality and identity. Because this is
mostly unconscious, we are not aware of it. One habitual attitude I have is “slow traffic stresses me.” I realize it’s not the
traffic that is really stressing me, but my belief that I have to be
in control. I need to get somewhere on time and I can’t. I really
need to accept the situation. Scientists now say that the brain
is malleable which means we can restructure it, based on our
perception and experience. We can create new neural pathways
in the brain that allow us to totally change our attitude toward
life, behavior and our perception of our self and of others.
Everyone knows that meditation reduces stress. With the aid
of advanced brain scanning technology, researchers are beginning to show that meditation directly affects the function and
structure of the brain, changing it in ways that appear to increase
attention span, sharpen focus and improve memory. All great
attributes for today’s hard working leaders.
One recent study found evidence that the daily practice of
meditation thickened the parts of the brain’s cerebral cortex
responsible for decision making, attention and memory. Sara
Lazar, a research scientist at Massachusetts General Hospital,
presented preliminary results, which showed that the gray matter
of 20 men and women who meditated for just 40 minutes a day
was thicker than that of people who did not. The gray matter
includes regions of the brain involved in muscle control, sensory
perception such as seeing and hearing, memory, emotions, and
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speech. Unlike in previous studies focusing on Buddhist monks,
the subjects were Boston area workers practicing a Westernstyle of meditation called mindfulness or insight meditation.
Researchers at Harvard, Yale, and the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology also found that meditation actually alters the
physical structure of the brain.
Given all the beneficial results that researchers have validated
about meditation, a growing number of corporations, including
Deutsche Bank, Google, Hughes Aircraft, General Mills and
Aetna Insurance offer meditation classes to their workers. Studies
say meditation makes employees sharper, improves productivity,
in large part by preventing stress-related illness and reducing
absenteeism. According to Time magazine, 10 million people
meditate daily in the U.S
Now business schools are also teaching aspiring MBAs meditation techniques, as well. A handful of executive MBA programs
around the country from Harvard to Michigan’s Ross School
of Business to the Drucker School of Management are teaching
students to meditate. It’s not necessarily about teaching spirituality, but focus and attention. There’s no way to quantify whether
learning how to be centered during a stressful business meeting
is balancing the bottom lines at companies. But students say
slowing down does help them be more effective and resilient.
Since emotional intelligence is a person’s ability to perceive,
evaluate and control their emotions, I believe meditation enhances the individual’s EI ability. In other words, it is the
ability to step back from a situation, look at it objectively and
respond to it without an automatic, preconditioned, negative
emotional reaction.
Meditation is also known for providing its practitioners with
superior mental and emotional health. It rids our minds of subconscious layers of anger, depression, anxiety, fear, phobias, and
sadness, and produces a perfect mental and emotional balance.
Added benefits of meditation from a Harvard study include, a
more positive attitude, less anxiety, less ego involvement, more
present and stronger ethics. People who meditate are known to
have more friends, maintain healthier relationships, and feel a
great deal more satisfied and content with their lives.
In India, managers aren’t as shy about combining management
and meditation. Meditation is, in fact, seen as an essential part
of leadership. Apoorva Lochan, director of the recruitment and
training firm Cerebral Solutions in New Delhi, meditates daily
for 90 minutes, something he believes everybody should do.
Meditation makes him less reactive and gives him a broader
perspective, Lochan says. “I don’t let myself get as crazy from
stress or negative results. I am more patient with my employees,
but also with my children at home. Cutting back on meditation
in times of stress is about the dumbest thing you can do. I am
convinced that meditation is one of the best investments an
organization’s leader can make.”
How managers deal with stress and tension is determined by
an organization’s culture. If a manager leads by example and
regularly creates an atmosphere where meditation, peace of mind
and objectivity are acceptable, it will have a direct effect on employees. It is best if the managers and leaders also meditate with
employees. At one company where I was teaching meditation,
I asked the partners to join the meditation group. One partner
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did, occasionally. The other partner said, “Isn’t it enough that
I support meditation by paying for it?” Stronger support will
bring better results.
Meditation is “becoming an acceptable practice and more
necessary than ever before in our history. One hundred years ago
there were no jet planes, hardly any automobiles, certainly no
cell phones, Blackberry’s, computers, internet, or fax machines.
More than 80% of the world’s technological inventions have
occurred since 1900.There was more information produced in
the 30 years from 1965-1995 than was produced in the entire
5,000-year period from 300BC to 1965. We have experienced
more change in the past 20 years than the world encountered
in the previous 2,000 years. Never before in our history has
our lives changed so rapidly and the stress increased so fast.
We coined new stress terms like; “GONE POSTAL,” “ROAD
RAGE,” “DESK RAGE” and the newest one, TECHNO STRESS.
Meditation’s role in stress reduction is crucial for companies,
too, since stress-related absenteeism is a big cost to business.
Researchers from the American Institute of Stress estimated that
stress costs businesses in the U.S. $300 billion a year due sick
days and lost productivity
The advantages of meditation for business are clear. In 2008,
the University of Wisconsin reported meditation not only improved concentration, but fostered feelings of friendliness and
empathy. In 1988, Bengt Gustavsson at the University of Stockholm proved it enhanced the cooperation and communication
of management teams.
R.W. “Buck” Montgomery is a long-time believer in the business benefits of meditation. He instituted regular meditation
sessions at his Detroit chemical manufacturing firm in 1983.
Within three years, 52 of the company’s workers, from upper
management to production line employees, were meditating
20 minutes before they came to work and 20 minutes in the
afternoon on company time. Within three years, absenteeism
fell by 85 per cent, productivity rose by 120 per cent, injuries
dropped by 70 per cent, sick days fell by 16 percent—and profit
soared by 520 per cent. “People enjoyed their work; they were
more creative and more productive” as a result of the meditation
breaks, Montgomery says. “I tell companies, ‘If you do this,
you’ll get a return on your investment in one year.’
It has been my experience that meditators make much better
leaders than stressed out, and aggressive ones. They understand
their reactions to stressful situations and understand their impact
on others. They are far better at inspiring and motivating employees to take on greater responsibilities, having greater selfconfidence and at aligning them around common missions and
values. They lead by example and employees don’t even feel like
they are being led because they feel empowered and confident. LE
Dr. Jeffrey Gero is a pioneer in the field of stress management and the
creator of the Success of Stress System. For over 30 years, Dr. Gero has
worked with many organizations and individuals dealing with a variety of
stressors. He delivered the first stress management program for the California
Department of Corrections at San Quentin Prison. He assisted the Los
Angeles Times with the stress surrounding the 1984 Olympics and helped
JPL (NASA) deal with the stress after the failure of the Mars Project.
Call 818 879-1373
Visit www.jeffgero.com
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Why Become IHR Certified?

Testimonials

Certification is the best move for your career

“I have been conducting webinars for more than two years.
I have had experience with at least a dozen organizations
and I must say that HR.com is one of the most professional
and knowledgeable with which I have worked. I highly
recommend HR.com as an online learning provider.”

•Expand your knowledge and stay on top of the latest trends
•Showcase your expertise
•Be seen as an industry expert
•Improve your earnings and be promoted
•Elevate your status as an HR expert
•Open job prospects
Enhance your understanding and accreditation in any
specialty of HR with the Institute for Human Resources.

Wally Hauck, PhD, CSP, Organizational
Consultant at Optimum Leadership

“Great job! I enjoy the free webinars as I work for a small firm
and we do not have a budget for professional development.
These types of webinars help keep me connected and
refreshed on pressing topics in the industry.”
Carla Lawrence,
Business Transformation Group

Begin your certification program today!

How Can HR.com Help YOU?
The Institute for Human Resources (IHR) provides certification and accreditation to industry professionals along particular HR
verticals or domains. In doing this, we are able to build talent pools of highly skilled and trained professionals with critical niche
skills and networks that can share best practices across these key HR verticals. The certification and accreditation process
is developed through an independent board of advisors who are industry experts within each domain and have access to the
latest technology, best practices and thought leaders in their space. The Institute for Human Resources provides two learning
programs: Certificate Program and Expert Certification.

IHR Certificate Program

IHR Expert Certification

Learning hours/ Credits Per Vertical

5 Webcasts/Credits (live or archived)

40 Webcasts/Credits (live or archived)

Number of Verticals

19 Verticals of Study

23 Verticals of Study

Exam Questions
(from the webcasts you attended)

25 Questions

Time to Complete Exam

1 hour

2.5 hours

Pass Rate

60%

60%

Cost of Exam

$99

$499

CONNECTINGHR EXPERTS GLOBALLY

100 Questions

Phone: 1.877.472.6648 | Email: certification@hr.com | www.hr.com/ihr

The Institute for Human Resources specializes in helping HR Professionals prepare for PHR and SPHR
examinations from the HRCI. HR Professionals can also get completely recertified with the Institute for
Human Resources.

PHR/SPHR Exam Preparation

HRCI Recertification Services

The IHR utilizes the Human Resources Certification
Preparation (HRCP) program to help HR Professionals
prepare and pass their PHR or SPHR exam. This program,
like no other, offers a 100% money back guarantee if you do
not pass your exam!

The IHR has a library of nearly 4000 HRCI approved
webcast credits, including over 600 eLearning Credits.
HRCI Recertification has never been so easy.

Features of the Institute for Human Resources PHR/
SPHR Prep Course include:

Features of the Institute for Human Resources
Recertification service:

• 36 hours of live online blended learning classes with an
HR instructor and HRM

• Unlimited free webcasts

• 6 study manuals, each covering the body of knowledge
as prescribed by the HRCI

• Total re-certification cost with HR.com $200

• 100s of flashcards to test your knowledge, and solidify
your understanding of the curriculum
• Over 800 online practice exam questions

www.hr.com/prepcourse

• $45 per e-learning credit or unlimited for $200 per year
• HR.com tracks ALL of your recertification credits for
you, making recertification a no-brainer!
• Over 4,000 webcasts and 600+ eLearning credits to
choose from - all HRCI approved
• HR.com webcasts also count towards WorldatWork,
and IHR Certification programs

www.hr.com/recertification

Brandon Wellsbury
HR.com, Certification Advisor
Toll Free: 1-877-472-6648 ext. 116
PH: 905-727-1340 ext. 116
bwellsbury@hr.com

CONNECTINGHR EXPERTS GLOBALLY

Phone: 1.877.472.6648 | Email: certification@hr.com | www.hr.com/ihr

Difficult Change Management

Interactive

Know what is important for effective change management
Leadership with a
Human Touch

By Enrique Ruiz

I n general, all of us are resistant to change. We like our

routines and the predictability of our life. Even when things
are not as ideal as they could be, as humans, we tend to repeat
the same habits of conformity because these actions are familiar
and the outcome is fairly constant. On the surface, this notion
of the ‘fear of change’ seems understandable.
Change involves risk and a deviation from the norm. After all,
any potential rewards are conceptual compared to the tried &
true results of the present. Some individuals crave this unknown
state while others resist it at all costs. Change requires belief,
curiosity, focus and determination. Often times it involves dissatisfaction with the present in pursuit of a better something
else. Will this improvement translate into better relationships,
more profit, increased market share or even improved customer
satisfaction?
Leadership provides a normal cohesive front that keeps an
organization moving forward but sometimes circumstances
demand a new course. This is where our leadership is really
tested. I have had those difficult moments in my career where I
had to sell a new concept to the team that I knew was not going
to be popular. I have also had the opportunity to consult with
organizations that desperately need some change but are afraid to
make any waves. The needs test our leadership strength and will.
Both of the scenarios that I referred to above did not involve
any layoffs but they did involve restructuring of operations,
shifts and personnel on a scale affecting hundreds of individuals. The adrenaline rush tests the culture of the organization,
and the mission. The workforce invariably yields to the leader
that has demonstrated effective strategic thinking results and
a palpable interest in the individual(s). Organizations that do
not have this level of interaction between management and the
workforce face uphill challenges that can create havoc at best,
and most likely empty whirlwinds of commotion that leave the
organization in a status quo state.
Successful change management requires buy-in amongst the
ranks and a united empowered front. Having a leader of an organization communicate “this is what we are going to do” to the
entire rank and file workforce without having mid-level managers buy-in will most likely result in a net effect of zero change.
Leaders need to make sure that the following elements are
discussed openly with the team, with clear lines of responsibility
defined, to effect the change desired:
• Current Assessment Results
• Reason for the change and benefits
• Impact to organization and management ranks
• Process modifications necessary
• Tools and investment necessary to effect the positive change
• Communication Strategy (Internal and External)
• Retraining Needs
• Evaluation Methods
• Risks and Opportunities
• Timetable for Implementation and Evaluation
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• Built-In Schedule and Resource Margins for the Unknowns
• Rewards
Steve Jobs, co-founder of Apple, dealt with change management
throughout his career shifting direction, cancelling products
and stopping production lines to change materials mid-stream
to name a few disrupting change management actions. To many,
he evoked frustration and exasperation, yet beneath the rhetoric
there was an underlying level of respect for the visionary guru
who built one of the most successful companies in the world.
Because of that foundation of respect, and Steve Jobs reciprocal belief in his team, employees and the global market have in
large part ridden the wave of innovation and quality that his
team has produced.

“

To improve is to change; to be perfect is to
change often.” Winston Churchill: Former Prime
Minister of The United Kingdom

How can you organize, motivate and improve your organization’s performance? Give ample opportunities for team members
to express their ideas and give public credit to those who make
worthy contributions no matter how small. After all, no one
cares how much you know until they know how much you
care. Continuously scanning the business environment while
building an infrastructure of respect is paramount for effective
change management.
In one of my scenarios above, it was one of the most difficult
days of my career when I had to stand before a team of 500 yet
it is one of my proudest moments with the results achieved. In
the other scenario, fear of upsetting the “apple cart” and individuals not wanting to accept outside ideas… status quo reigned,
profitability remained lackluster and the customer entertained
other suppliers.
Change management involves maintaining direction while
adjusting course in a sea of possibilities as the company weathers competitive forces, capitalizes on growth opportunities or
defends positions already secured. Some companies are too slow
to react which invariably means a tough road ahead while for
others it is their early demise.
Where would familiar names like Blackberry, Blockbuster,
Borders, Circuit City, Eastman Kodak, JC Penney, Radio Shack
or even Research in Motion (i.e.- Blackberry) be today had they
embraced difficult change management sooner? LE
Enrique ‘Rick’ Ruiz is President of PositivePsyche.Biz Corp, a management
consulting and training firm in the Washington DC area. He earned an MBA
in the UK and has led teams in Canada, Mexico, the United Kingdom and
across the US. He is PgMP , CM and CDE certified, has managed operations
up to 15,000 people strong, is an inventor with a family of seven and an
author of five books.
Visit www.PositivePsyche.Biz
Twitter @RuizSpeaks
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Top Jobs
ONE JOB POSTING DOES IT ALL!
With over 230,000 members, HR.com is the largest community of highly engaged HR professionals. Combine
this with the reach and performance of TheJobNetwork™, HR.com is the most effective way to hire!
• Reach qualified talent on HR.com and across thousands of job sites at the same time
• Save time and attract more qualified candidates with Real-Time Job Matching™
Get instant access to the resume database and LinkedIn® profile matches at no extra charge

POST YOUR HR JOB TODAY

Job Title: HR Director
Category: Human Resources / Recruiting
Type: Full Time
Company: UncommonGoods
Location: Brooklyn, NY (US)

http://careers.hr.com/
Job/10394704

Job Title: Director of Learning and Organizational Developement
Category: Human Resources / Recruiting
Type: Full Time
Company: Aspirus, Inc.
Location: Wausau, WI (US)

http://careers.hr.com/
Job/10481675

Job Title: Staff Development Coordinator
Category: Human Resources / Recruiting
Type: Full Time
Company: WHITESTONE
Location: Greensboro, NC (US)

http://careers.hr.com/
Job/10484333

Job Title: Director of Human Resources and Professional Development
Category: Human Resources / Recruiting
Type: Full Time
Company: Phelps Dunbar LLP
Location: New Orleans, LA (US)

http://careers.hr.com/
Job/10411828

www.hr.com/careers

From Me to We
Principles of enlightened leadership
By Jim Jensen

I n the world of business, much has been written about
corporate cultures and the impact they can have (positive or
negative) on a company’s success. I have been blessed to have
been part of the management of companies where the leadership was trained to “catch an employee” doing something right
(rather than wrong), and then reinforcing such behavior with
praise and positive reinforcement.
These are fun companies to work for where management is
constantly acknowledging the members in their work unit for all
their positive, successful results. It doesn’t mean that mistakes
don’t occur and there is an absence of constructive criticism.
And, in some cases an employee may need to be replaced. It
simply means the general atmosphere within the work place
is very positive. In these environments, “work” becomes fun.
The best leaders I know have excellent human relations skills.
They genuinely like people. It is their attitude, and attitudes are
all a matter of personal choice. So, why wouldn’t we choose to
value high human relations skills? Life becomes so much more
fun and things come together more effortlessly because good
teams are the result of shared visions with each team member
embracing both their individual goals as well as the goals of
their fellow teammates.
In today’s successful organizations who have transcended the
old style management paradigm, there is an almost inverted
pyramid where enlightened leaders understand the value and
importance of “working for” those who “report to” them. They
are constantly receiving input and feedback from their employees, so they can better understand the problems and issues one
might be challenged with to be more productive in his work.
The leader sees his/her role as helping to eliminate barriers and
obstacles to heightened performance.
Let me share a model that differentiates why people may have
sought positions of leadership in the past compared to what is
evolving in 21 st century leadership.
Old Paradigm

New Paradigm

•

Personal Power

•

Empower Others

•

To Control

•

To Influence

•

To Be Served

•

To Serve Others

The primary motivations for people to become leaders in
the old management paradigm were to have personal power, to
control others, and to be served by the workforce. Communication was strictly top down. Titles were very important, and
god forbids you should question a person of higher authority.
The primary mood within the company was fear-based. Fear
that you might do or say the wrong thing that could lead to
your getting fired. The environment was suppressive. Beneath
the external veneer of the macho boss was a person also driven
by fear and doubt; fear of failure, and fear of others learning of
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his own insecurities and doubts as to whether he really had the
“right stuff ” to succeed.
These kinds of environments attracted workers with a predominantly low self-concept. They literally felt “worth-less”
and since their primary motivation was survival, they just kept
their mouths shut and did what they were told to do.
As time progressed, more and more people were able to attend
college and the general education level increased. In the 1950s,
there became an emergence of seminars, books, and teachings
that dealt with the subject of self-discovery and the importance
of developing one’s self concept and self-esteem.
We began to see the emergence of more and more enlightened leaders: leaders who truly recognized the ingenuity of the
human spirit in all people. Leaders whose self-concepts were
well intact and appreciated and valued that creative ideas and
solutions could come from anywhere within the organization.
They created environments that fostered openness and developed
reward and recognition systems for such valued contributions.
More and more leaders began to perceive themselves as teachers
and mentors. Instead of seeking personal power, they recognized
the value of empowering others. Rather than controlling their
employees, they were inspired to influence them. They realized
when you control someone you no longer influence him. As a
parent, for example, would you rather control your children or
influence them? I hope the answer is obvious.
And lastly, the enlightened leader was not into being served by
others but rather being of service to his or her fellow workers.
Which work environment would you choose to work in?
Another question that I presume the answer is obvious.
When leaders clearly embrace these values and principles,
they don’t possess their employees. They may take ownership
in helping facilitate the success of others (another value), but
they know they don’t own them. Promotions and advancements,
even when it results in the employee leaving the company to go
elsewhere or start his/her own company, are greeted with praise
and congratulations.
I am reminded of a quote from the book, “Flow”,* where the
author writes,

“

Ideal teachers (i.e., managers) act as bridges over
which they invite their students to cross. Once having facilitated the crossing, they joyfully collapse
allowing their students to build bridges of their own.”
C. James Jensen is the author of the book Beyond the Power of Your Subconscious Mind. He provides executive coaching, consulting, and advisory
services to emerging growth and mid-size companies. Jim is an active member
of the World Presidents’ Organization, and serves on the board of directors of
the Institute of Noetic Sciences, Aspen University, and EZ Grill, Inc.
Visit www.beyondthepower.com
Email thejjensens@aol.com
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Say It with Substance, Sizzle & Soul
Effective communication is an essential leadership skill
By Dr. Kathy Cramer

Effective leaders know that communicating with high impact
is an essential leadership skill. To the extent your message is
memorable, motivational, inspirational, and compelling, what
you say can change the minds, hearts and actions of those
you lead.
Leaders report high-impact communication is the number
one asset for:
• Changing organizational culture
• Enrolling people to champion a new vision
• Retaining and satisfying customers
• Resolving crises
• Creating a productive, satisfied workforce
Building on scholarly research, our leadership coaching reveals
three assets essential to high-impact communication and the
relative importance of each: Substance, Sizzle, and Soul.
Asset #1: Substance: The content of WHAT you say (e.g.,
facts, ideas, formulas, roadmaps, and strategies.)
Asset #2: Sizzle: HOW you engage the audience (e.g., stories,
metaphors, analogies, inquiry, interaction, and advocacy.)
Asset #3: Soul: WHO you are (e.g., your passions, desires,
aspirations and values) and WHY your message is important
to you.
Research Reveals Counterintuitive Findings
When we ask leaders to rate the relative importance of each
of these essential communication assets, they estimate:
Substance (what you say): 50-75% of impact
Sizzle (how you say it): 30-50% of impact
Soul (why this is important to you): 5-20% of impact
However, our coaching findings, and those of researchers, reveal
a very different picture. Substance accounts for approximately
7% of your influence in the high-impact communication equation. Asset #2, Sizzle, is worth 33% of your influence, while
Asset #3, Soul, and contributes 60% to high-impact communication. The equation depicted by the figure below is a much
truer representation of what creates high-impact communication.

A Whole New Approach to Preparing What You Say
The substance of your message must be accurate, credible
and provocative. It is essential, but it is merely an entry card.
Without it people will refuse your influence and persuasion.
Your constituencies have instantaneous access to enormous
reservoirs of information, made easily accessible by Google and
other search engines. They can receive myriad opinions and
analyses on almost any subject at any time of the day. In this
current environment, Substance has been reduced to merely a
commodity. It is necessary, but far from sufficient.
Unfortunately, most leaders have disciplined themselves to
spend the majority of their preparation time and effort on crafting the Substance of their message. Leaders we coach report
that 90-100% of their focus is on shaping content into scripts
and PowerPoint slides – what they consider to be Sizzle – to accurately and clearly communicate the content of their message.

How Leaders Spend Their Time Preparing Messages
In revamping your preparation process, remember that your
audiences require entertaining, engaging experiences (Sizzle)
and a clear sense of what is important to the person behind the
message (Soul.) Since, so much is written these days about how to
craft great stories and engaging experiences, in this short article,
I want to focus your attention on practical ways of incorporating
Soul into your message.
To make the element of Soul more tangible, think about
this quote:

How Substance, Sizzle, and Soul Contribute to Your Communication Impact
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“

The world belongs to those who show up.”
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Say It with Substance, Sizzle & Soul

Time and time again, when I work with leaders who want
to improve their communication skills, I find that they totally
underestimate how important it is for them to “show up” personally as part of the way they communicate. From delivering
an industry speech to hosting a leadership team meeting (and
everything in between), you as a leader have a chance to “show
up” by revealing:
• Your own indispensable leadership experiences and lessons
• How your deeply held values and beliefs tie in to the topic
at hand
• What gets you out of bed in the morning and keeps you
up at night relative to the current and future realities
• Why this subject is so important to you as a leader and as
a human being
Weaving these types of “reveals” throughout your messaging
ensures you are including the asset of Soul in your message.
Remember, it’s the Soul behind what you say that inspires your
audience to trust in you and commit to achieving the results
you seek.

Your Substance, Sizzle, and Soul Template
There is a massive discrepancy between the scant effort invested
in infusing a message with Sizzle and Soul and the impact of
these assets on the audience. As a result, even with the resolve
to emphasize these assets, leaders have little knowledge and
practice in doing so.
At The Cramer Institute, we ask leaders to begin by using
the following Substance, Sizzle, and Soul template to craft the
essential elements of their messages.
Say It with Substance, Sizzle, and Soul
Elevator Pitch Template to Capture the Essence of What You
Want to Say
1) What is your “provocative proposition”?
(Consider opening with a question that begins with,
“What if…” or “Imagine this…” Alternatively, you
can begin with a bold declaration of your goals—for
yourself and/or for your audience.)
2) Why is this subject so important to the present
situation?
(Explain to your audience why there is such a pressing
need for your vision or goals to be achieved.)
3) What do you want to make happen?
(Go into more detail about the results you want to
achieve or the mighty cause you want to further.)
4) How will you make progress? What is the path
forward?
(Clearly state the next steps that need to be taken
and how you want your audience to contribute.)
5) Why is this so important to you?
(Reveal your “skin in the game.” This is where you
need to personally “show up.”)

I encourage you to use this Substance, Sizzle, and Soul Template
as a first step in preparing for your next presentation, meeting,
town hall, or conference. Be sure you include and build on
each of your template answers as you develop the final draft of
your message. LE
Dr. Kathy Cramer is Managing Partner of The Cramer Institute and author
of Lead Positive: What Highly Effective Leaders See, Say, and Do (JosseyBass; March 2014).
Visit www.drkathycramer.com
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Upcoming Virtual Events & HR.com Webcasts
Virtual Events
A Selection of Verticals

Next Virtual Event

Benefits: Cost Containment, Audits and Legal Risks

July 22-23/14

Compensation: Best Practices and Trends

Sept 8-9/14

Contract Workforce and Talent Exchanges

Aug 5-6/14

Developing Organizational Leadership Capabilities

April 1-2/14

Employee Wellness

June 11-12/14

Integrated Talent Management

June 18-19/14

Online Staffing and Sourcing

Aug 25-26/14

Quality of Hire

April 29-30/14

Performance Management

May 5-6/14

Recruitment Process Outsourcing

July 16/14

Rewards and Recognition

April 24-25/14

Workforce Management: Time and Attendance

June 17/14

Workforce Planning and Analytics

View our Upcoming Virtual Conference Schedule and Register Today!

May 29-30/14

www.hr.com/virtualconferences

Webcasts
A Selection of Webcasts

Date

Time

Empower employees to say “I’m making a difference”, Employee Engagement and Emotional

May 1 2014

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

How to use EQ to Improve Coaching and Management Performance

May 5 2014

2:30 PM - 3:30 PM

Stop Workplace Insanity Now!

May 6 2014

12:00 PM - 1:00 PM

Top 5 Technology Game Changers for Workforce Management

May 7 2014

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

5 Steps to a Successful Fatigue Management Strategy

May 14 2014

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

PPACA - What You Need To Do Now To Avoid Penalties in 2015

May 14 2014

1:30 PM - 2:30 PM

Don’t Underestimate the Impact of Your Front Line Staff – The UPMC Service Worker Project

May 21 2014

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Jul 14 2014

12:00 PM - 1:00 PM

The Ethics of Leadership

View our Upcoming Webcast Schedule and Register Today!

www.hr.com/upcoming_webcasts

Leaders Make Values Visible
Actions speak louder than words
By Marshall Goldsmith

Ultimately, our actions will say much more to employees
about our values and our leadership skills than our words
ever can. If our actions are wise, no one will care if the words
on the wall are not perfect.
The corporate credo. Companies have wasted millions of
dollars and countless hours of employees’ time agonizing over
the wording of statements that are inscribed on plaques and
hung on walls. There is a clear assumption that people’s behavior
will change because the pronouncements on plaques are “inspirational” or certain words “integrate our strategy and values.”
There is an implicit hope that when people - especially managers - hear great words, they will start to exhibit great behavior.
Sometimes these words morph as people try to keep up with
the latest trends in corporate-speak. A company may begin
by striving for “customer satisfaction,” then advance to “total
customer satisfaction,” and then finally reach the pinnacle of
“customer delight.”
But this obsession with words belies one very large problem:
There is almost no correlation between the words on the wall
and the behavior of leaders. Every company wants “integrity,”
“respect for people,” “quality,” “customer satisfaction,” “innovation,” and “return for shareholders.” Sometimes companies get
creative and toss in something about “community” or “suppliers.”
But since the big messages are all basically the same, the words
quickly lose their real meaning to employees - if they had any
in the first place.
Enron is a great example. Before the energy conglomerate’s
collapse in 2001, I had the opportunity to review Enron’s values.
I was shown a wonderful video on Enron’s ethics and integrity. I
was greatly impressed by the company’s espoused high-minded
beliefs and the care that was put into the video. Examples of
Enron’s good deeds in the community and the professed character
of Enron’s executives were particularly noteworthy.
It was one of the most smoothly professional presentations
on ethics and values that I have ever seen. Clearly, Enron spent
a fortune “packaging” these wonderful messages. It didn’t really
matter. Despite the lofty words, many of Enron’s top executives
either have been indicted or are in jail.
The situation couldn’t be more different at Johnson & Johnson.
The pharmaceutical company is famous for its Credo, which was
written many years ago and reflected the sincere values of the
leaders of the company at that time. The J&J Credo could be
considered rather quaint by today’s standards. It contains several
old-fashioned phrases, such as “must be good citizens - support
good works and charities - and bear our fair share of taxes” and
“maintain in good order the property that we are privileged to
use.” It lacks the slick PR packaging that I observed at Enron.
Yet, even with its less-powerful language and seemingly dated
presentation, the J&J Credo works - primarily because over many
years, the company’s management has taken the values that it
offers seriously. J&J executives have consistently challenged
themselves and employees not just to understand the values,
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but to live them in day-to-day behavior. When I conducted
leadership training for J&J, one of its very top executives spent
many hours with every class. The executive’s task was not to talk
about compensation or other perks of J&J management; it was
to discuss living the company’s values.
My partner, Howard Morgan, and I recently completed a study
of more than 11,000 managers in eight major corporations. (See
“Leadership Is a Contact Sport,” by Marshall Goldsmith and
Howard Morgan, s+b, Fall 2004.) We looked at the impact of
leadership development programs in changing executive behavior. As it turns out, each of the eight companies had different
values and different words to describe ideal leadership behavior.
But these differences in words made absolutely no difference
in determining the way leaders behaved. One company spent
thousands of hours composing just the right words to express
its view of how leaders should act - in vain. I am sure that the
first draft would have been just as useful.
At many companies, performance appraisal forms seem to
undergo the same careful scrutiny as credos. In fact, more
effort seems to be given to producing the perfect words on an
appraisal form than to managing employee performance itself.
I worked with one company that had used at least 15 different performance appraisal forms and was contemplating yet
another change because the present sheet “wasn’t working”! If
changing the words on the page could improve the performance
management process, every company’s appraisal system would
be perfect by now.
Companies that do the best job of living up to their values
and developing ethical employees, including managers, recognize
that the real cause of success - or failure - is always the people,
not the words.
Rather than wasting time on reinventing words about desired
leadership behavior, companies should ensure that leaders get
(and act upon) feedback from employees - the people who actually observe this behavior. Rather than wasting time on changing performance appraisal forms, leaders need to learn from
employees to ensure that they are providing the right coaching.
Ultimately, our actions will say much more to employees about
our values and our leadership skills than our words ever can. If
our actions are wise, no one will care if the words on the wall
are not perfect. If our actions are foolish, the wonderful words
posted on the wall will only make us look more ridiculous. LE
Dr. Marshall Goldsmith was recently named winner of the Thinkers50
Leadership Award (sponsored by Harvard Business Review) as the world’s
most influential leadership thinker. Along with being recognized as the #1
leadership thinker, Marshall was listed as the #7 greatest business thinker
in the world. What Got You Here Won’t Get You There has been listed as a
top ten business best seller for the year. MOJO was listed at #19. This is the
second year in a row that it has been in the top twenty.
Email Marshall@MarshallGoldsmith.com
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Intrapersonal Skills
Leadership and the tendency to overlook intrapersonal skills
By Tony Kubica and Sara LaForest

Leaders get things done through other people. And getting
things done is important for business and economic growth, in
addition to personal growth.
So where does it start? What do you have to do to assess your
leadership capability, and, quite honestly, your interest in becoming a leader? Not everyone will be an effective leader; not
everyone wants to be a leader. But if you do, where do you start?
Often we find leadership development programs jumping
right in to:
• Communication Skills
• Conflict resolution
• Delegation
• Decision making
• Managing people and teams
These are all very important – and note that most of them are
interpersonal skills, yet they do not come first. That just assumes
everyone wants to be and has the competencies to become an
effective leader. And that’s not true.
Some people do not want to be a leader so putting them in
a leadership development program because you feel they have
potential is shortsighted. Some people want to be a leader, but
lack self-awareness and the emotional and social intelligence
required to become an effective leader. And yes, we believe they
can be trained and prepared for leadership, but you must first
start with self-awareness.
Leadership starts with and is honed by self-awareness:
1. About you
2. About why you do what you do
About You
The first set of questions you must ask yourself are:
• What am I good at?
• What am I not so good at?
• What do I enjoy doing?
• What do I dislike doing?
• Am I honestly willing to make the effort to work on the
areas that need improvement?
Daniel Goleman has written extensively about Emotional Intelligence and Social Intelligence. He posits that your EI and SI
quotients are important in determining how you will perform,
and the impact you will have in the workplace.
Leadership is much more than just being smart – knowing
your stuff. In fact the corporate workplace is littered with the
debris created by very smart people who lacked:
• Self-awareness
• Self-management skills
• Relationship management skills
• Empathy
• Attunement
• Organizational awareness
• Influence
• Ability to develop others
• Inspiration
leadership excellence essentials presented by HR.com | 04.2014

• Teamwork
• And, focus.
Sure these are the soft skills, there’s no doubt about that. But
it is these soft skills that determine whether you will be an effective or ineffective leader. Leaders need followers or they are
not and cannot be leaders. And followers have a choice whether
they choose to follow you or not. They also have a choice about
their level of performance: active or passive resistant.
Followers do put weight on their leader’s intelligence and
cognitive abilities, but not as much as you may think.
Other factors that are important to followers are:
• Character
• Communication skills
• Personal accountability
• Predictability
• Trust
Why You Want To Do What You Do
The second component in self-awareness is asking yourself the
question: why do I want to do what I say I want to do?
Your “why” statement is an important driver. It’s what gets you
up in the morning; it’s what helps you get through those inevitable tough and frustration times; it what determines whether
people will follow you or shun you.
Why do you do what you do? And in concert with this article:
why do you want to be a leader? Your “why” statement is your
personal vision, and it reflects your values and your philosophy.
Your “why” statement is what those around you see: not by what
you say but by how you behave, and by what you do.
It’s trite to say that we need leaders now more then ever. We’ve
always needed leaders, and now is no exception.
If you are an aspiring leader, start with your intrapersonal skills,
beginning with self-awareness. If you are an existing leader –
know that to be a relevant and remarkable leader you will need
to continue to learn and grow personally as well professionally.
Realize that this too, is driven off of astute self-awareness and
self-regulation.
Our message is, don’t overlook your understanding and developing your intrapersonal skills – as they are fundamental drivers
of your interpersonal skills, and both ultimately determine your
leadership proficiency. LE

Kubica and LaForest are partners in Kubica LaForest Consulting, a consulting and coaching
firm specializing in leadership development and business growth initiatives. They are authors of
Organizational Gravity - Strategically Growing Your Companies Brand, Culture and Talent and
speak to audiences nationally.
Visit www.kubicalaforestconsulting.com
www.yourbusinessgyroscope.com
Email sara@kubicalaforestconsulting.com
tony@kubicalaforestconsulting.com
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Leadership Training
Understanding leadership training materials
By Jeremy Francis

There are many different kinds of people in an organization. tools used in this customization are the contents of leadership

They will possess individual nature, character, behavior and
other traits which make them unique. With all these people
looking for leadership, it is important that an organization uses
effective leadership training material that will really benefit its
leaders. This will equip them with skills to manage and lead
their employees efficiently and effectively.
In the modern corporate world, the aspect of leadership is
all about acquiring the necessary skills that will enable you to
unlock the potential and power that is in the people around you.
As a manager, it is all about bringing your employees together,
preferably with the use of team building training materials in
order to develop them to achieve great results as a high performing team. In addition to this, you can also improve your
employees’ interpersonal skills and self-awareness in the team
building process.
Leadership training material can also be highly customized for
the benefit of the organization. This is important because the
implementation of leadership skill building programs must meet
the needs of an organization’s management. The most common
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training material.
Another important thing to note on leadership training is
that it focuses on the development of a result-oriented approach
in the organization. Together with other change management
training materials, the leadership training will ensure that every
action that is taken by leaders has a positive effect on individual
employees and on the organization as a whole. LE
Jeremy Francis is CEO of Buy and Train.Com Ltd, which provides online,
downloadable training and personal development resources. He has worked
in human resource development for over 30 years.
He founded Rhema Group in 1985 with the aim of providing customised
human resource development solutions globally through the use of consultancy, instructor led training, coaching, psychometric assessments and learning
and development resources.
Call: 44|01645 |787454
Email jeremy.francis@buyandtrain.com
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Big Changes Need Wave Makers
4 tips for how to develop them

Interactive

By Patti Johnson

You have a change to lead, a transformation in the works, but often because of taking the time to ask insightful questions

and a need for more innovation. Is the committed circle too
small? You, as well as any leader, can’t have all of the answers.
Your change becomes a reality when others – in every part of
the organization – look for how they can contribute. They see
their role in the change – their wave. They may start small at
first, but they start a ripple that grows. Change starts because
individuals decide to act and be part of it.
You need what I call Wave Makers™. They know they have a
role to play. They ask “what if?’, ‘what can I do?’, and ‘how can
I help?’ They spark innovation, drive up performance, accelerate
development and shake up the status quo.
Wave Makers don’t just appear, but they can be developed
with the right experiences, encouragement and environment. It
starts with you and how you develop talent in your organization
from the day they join.
Here are four actions you can take to develop more Wave Makers
in your organization:
1. Ask Questions that Challenge Conventional Wisdom
Waves develop not because one person was a creative genius,
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and being open to the answer. These questioners have a habit
of exploring and being curious about why and how.
You may think that some people are just naturally creative or
innovative and others aren’t, but that isn’t really true, according
to researchers Jeff Dyer and Hal Gregersen in their book Innovator’s DNA: Mastering the Five Skills of Disrupting Innovators.
Dyer and Gregersen share, “You learn to see what isn’t there
today by habitually asking the right questions: “Why?” “Why
must it be that way?” “What if?” “What’s the alternative?”
So what do we learn from (Steve) Jobs’s ability to think differently? Well, first we see that his innovative ideas didn’t spring
fully formed from his head, as if they were a gift from the Idea
Fairy. When we examine the origins of these ideas, we typically
find that the catalyst was:
• a question that challenged the status quo
• an observation of a technology, company or customer
• an experience or experiment where he was trying out
something new
• a conversation with someone who alerted him to an im-
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portant piece of knowledge or opportunity.
Even though Jobs’ waves were much grander and more transformational than ours, we can learn from how they started.
Jobs’ questions and observation skills caused his perspective to
change, as well as those around him. This natural curiosity and
openness to new information began the formation of new ideas.
I found that most Wave Makers I studied relied on this curiosity
in exploring opportunities and problems. And, they were able
to connect what even seemed like an unrelated concept from
another situation or industry to their world.
Charley Johnson, president of the Pay it Forward Foundation,
shared his view on the importance of curiosity and learning: “To
just be unbelievably curious, to read so many different books,
and listen to so many different opinions. To want to be taught
something. To want to sit down with people smarter than you
and that think differently than you and truly listen. I didn’t do
that in my last business. Things were going too well.”
1. Give White Space Assignments
White space is my way of describing work that isn’t fully
defined or where more clarity is needed. There is no precedent
or clear road map. A new design is needed. The objective or
value is defined, but that is all. And the exact outcome may not
even be known yet—just the problem.
It’s up to the individuals involved to create what doesn’t exist
today using research, insights, and instinct. Of course, waves
meet that criteria, but so does a new role that didn’t exist before,
a position in a newly formed company or environment, or a
dramatic change that renders the old rules obsolete. One of my
“go-to” questions when I want to understand the ability of an
individual to design and create is, “How effective is he with a
blank piece of paper?” It’s another way of asking if that person
can thrive in the “white space”—the undefined and the unseen
with no obvious path forward.
At Accenture, I had the opportunity to work on acquisitions
or consolidations in new markets and businesses. Even though
I was in a well-established consulting firm, some of my projects
had a start-up feel, because we created completely new strategies, culture, plans, and processes for these emerging businesses.
These experiences are what we joked at the time were “career
dog years”—when you gain seven years of experience all rolled
into one because everything was new and hard. Even so, these
experiences were a true difference maker for me.
This experience in the white space helps everyone who can
handle it and it can help the business.
1. Put People out of Their Zone
We all have these zones that fit our expertise, where we are
most comfortable and confident. Have you ever noticed that
when an outsider comes in he will have an observation or insight
that those working there for months missed? A fresh perspective
can see what others can’t. It’s not that he is wiser; he just doesn’t
have the blinders that come after looking at something too long.
You can develop future Wave Makers by proactively looking
for stretch roles and assignments. It’s not setting up someone
up to fail, but asking her to take on a new role, opportunity, or
project that is a big step beyond her comfort zone. This experience helps expand horizons and see the world in a new way. And,
it develops a confidence and comfort in stretching, learning and
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taking on something very new.
While there was no one telling me to start my business, I
decided to jump in. It was out of my zone at first and I felt
some anxiety as a result. While the work content was familiar,
the way in which it was delivered and the responsibilities that
come with starting a new business were completely new. I had
spent my career at Accenture, a large, global organization with
tools, support, and access to almost anything. I laugh now as I
look back on some of my naïve beliefs and assumptions at the
beginning. The experience of starting my business was a process
of learning both my strengths and my weaknesses, and it changed
my perspective on more issues than I can count.
1. Develop Panoramic Thinking
In bigger organizations, it’s easy to slip into roles and teams
that are isolated from the others and to define success very
narrowly. Silos are one of the most common business problems
today, and they serve as invisible roadblocks to innovation and
collaboration. Leaders need organizational groups to deliver
on their promises and commitments, but not when the group
becomes more important than the larger goal. They need to
think in panorama for the enterprise - much wider than one
role or one group.
Ask individuals to lead a project that is broader than their
role and function. It will naturally expand their thinking. It also
develops an understanding of needs in outside of their own area
through firsthand exposure and experience. As a result, they learn
to see the business and market more holistically.
Melisa Miller, EVP and president of Alliance Data Retail
Services, shared the importance of learning to appreciate the
roles of others and expect the best of other groups and functions
rather than assume that ‘Marketing didn’t do their job’. This
trust starts by having an understanding and appreciation of the
entire enterprise, not just your role or function.
To develop more Wave Makers, first, the environment has to
be ready for experimentation and new ideas. Knock down reward
and recognition obstacles that not only don’t reward waves, but
penalize creativity, change and developing a new way. Then,
start developing the Wave Makers you’ll need as it will take the
ideas from many to make your own waves a reality. You can’t
do it alone. LE
This article includes excerpts from Patti Johnson’s upcoming book,
Make Waves: Be the One to Start Change at Work and in Life
(Bibliomotion, May 6, 2014).
Patti Johnson is the CEO of PeopleResults, a change and human capital
consulting firm she founded in 2004. She and her team advise clients such
as PepsiCo, Microsoft, 7-Eleven, Accenture, Frito-Lay, Cognizant, BNSF,
McKesson and many others on creating positive change in their leaders and
organizations. Previously, Johnson was a Senior Executive at Accenture and
held numerous global leadership positions.
LinkedIn Patti Johnson

Book

Make Waves: Be the One to Start
Change at Work and in Life
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Social Bonds Matter
Leaders should build strong relationships with their teams
By Morag Barrett

I n an article, the Harvard Business Review found that social egalitarian approach backfired. We were a company of cubicles. You

bonds were the major predictor of team success. The other two were
“initiatives to strengthen relationships” and “leaders who invest the
time to build strong relationships with their teams.”
If team success (and individual success) is dependent upon social
bonds, then it would follow that spending time getting to know the
team members, and articulating the rules of engagement for the team
would be a good investment of time, right?
Creating these social bonds is much easier said than done. With
the advancement in technology, email has become ubiquitous, to the
point of actually undermining performance!
In a recent program presented by my team, leaders reported they
each received several hundred emails a day. While email may be keeping
leaders tied to their desktops or with their smartphones permanently
available twenty-four hours a day, it is also preventing the creation of
meaningful connections at work.
I’ve experienced this in a large telecommunications firm, where an
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could walk corridors but not see anyone. People used email to chat
with team members twenty feet away, and we wondered why there
wasn’t a real bond!
Contrast this with a working environment that was completely
open: no walls, no hiding, and no excuses.
Team members could simply raise their heads and talk to the
person next to them. It led to a much different environment, where
camaraderie and team relationships flourished. Don’t get me wrong,
we still needed “quiet time” away from the hubbub of the office, and
a private place to hold confidential conversations. I am not suggesting
you start knocking down walls to build relationships (although now
that I think of it—yes I am—the metaphorical walls that prevents us
from getting to know the person in the next office).
My experience in both of these environments shaped my credo:
“Get off your butt and go talk to someone!”
Even when teams get together to plan how they’ll achieve a goal,
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many times they simply go through the motions of creating working
agreements, clarifying goals and roles, only to promptly ignore them
when they get back to their desks. Time is of the essence (emails
continue to demand attention). And the perception that building
relationships is “soft and fluffy” leads us to undervalue the time to
focus on the interpersonal side of business.
I remember being told early in my finance career, “This is a business;
there is no place here for emotions or personal connections, it’s not
personal.” With such a philosophy its little wonder that trust within
teams declined and the confidence in the team leader was diminished.
We all know when the rules of engagement have been broken. We sit
in meetings drumming our fingers, clenching our teeth in frustration.
We vent to our families and friends, but we remain silent at work.
We don’t air our concerns for fear of the repercussions, or for fear
of making an already stressful situation worse. We justify and excuse
the situation because no one else is speaking up. We believe it is
the way it has to be, and we don’t want to go against the grain. We
avoid the tough conversation with the very people who could effect
change—our colleagues . . . and even ourselves.
Invariably, the inability to “talk it out” causes the situation to worsen
until the relationship is so damaged there is little hope for reconciliation, at which point one or both parties leave the organization.
You’ve seen it happen—perhaps in your own career.
Rules of Engagement
Asking for what you need to be successful at the start of each relationship or project means you can more easily course-correct when
things go off track. Notice I said when, and not if!
I’ve had the opportunity to work for managers (and with colleagues)
who assumed I could read their minds, only to have them come down
on me like a ton of bricks when my sixth sense fizzled. And I’ve been
guilty of this myself.
Articulating the rules of engagement sets you up for success, both
on the good days when things are going well and, more importantly,
during the turbulent times when many of us revert back to inappropriate behaviors (micromanaging, command and control, or passiveaggressiveness, to name a few).
Rules of engagement could include the following steps:
• Ensuring that the two parties are in agreement regarding the
objectives to be achieved.
• Agreeing on the levels of authority and decision-making responsibilities.
• Articulating roles and responsibilities.
• Understanding individual personality, communication, and
decision-making styles, where these are in alignment and where they
may be different, and the implications for how values and behaviors
will be important to success.
• Meeting cadence—where and how often will meetings occur?
• Escalation process—when and who to ask for help and provide
warnings of impending disaster.
• Feedback and coaching expectations.
Try these for your next project. By learning to set expectations, you
find clarity about who you can rely on for advice, and who can be a
filter for tough decisions. Your team will also know who can be called
on when you don’t know how to solve a problem.
Old Enough to Know Better
An assumption that gets organizations and individuals into trouble
is a false sense of security around age, tenure, or seniority. Too often I
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hear, “You’ve been in this industry long enough, you know what the
priority is,” or “I don’t need to tell you how to do your job.” This is
particularly prevalent when experienced leaders join a new company.
Rather than invest the time to effectively “onboard” a senior leader,
many times the new team or organization takes a laissez-faire approach.
While these seasoned senior leaders may have known what to do and
how to do it at their previous company, the new company is a whole
new ballgame, with a whole new set of players and a different culture.
I have no doubt that these experienced senior leaders will eventually
work out the new rules of the game, but at what cost?
Having a conversation about WHAT needs to be done (the goals
and objectives) is just one part of the equation. If you are not discussing the HOW of your working relationships, be prepared for the
predictable surprise when things don’t go as planned.
We need to care about others’ success from day one. No matter
how successful you’ve been, when you are working with a new team
member, new team, or a new company, a candid conversation about
the HOW is not optional for success.
You directly own the HOW. You conduct yourself and your interactions with others. Your reputation, your results, and your legacy
depend on this.
Who Knows You?
Cultivating winning relationships isn’t just about getting business
results today; it’s also about the quality of your working relationships
and your network as a whole. Are you on a path to deliver long-term
success in your career aspirations? As has always been the case, the
“who knows you” trumps “who you know.” In today’s hyper-connected
world, this is even more pertinent!
With LinkedIn, you are only a few degrees removed from a hiring
manager. Trust me; the savvy recruiters are reaching out to your connections for their perspective. This is more than collecting business
cards, Facebook “Likes,” or LinkedIn connections. It’s about being
thoughtful in developing your brand.
Whether you are using social media to build connections within
your organization, or your company utilizes a similar tool as a company
directory, having virtual connections does not equal having effective
working relationships. To cultivate winning relationships, you need
to get to know the person behind the online account.
Your success depends on it because, as it turns out, business is
personal… and relationships do matter! LE
Morag Barrett is founder of SkyeTeam, an international HR consulting
company, and author of Cultivate: The Power of Winning Relationships.
Visit www.MoragBarrett.com
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PERSONAL EXCELLENCE FOR CORPORATE

As an employer, are you committed to helping
your employees become engaged, better
performers & motivated each and every day?

You should and now you can!
The Personal Excellence App for Personal
Development does this daily: builds alignment, skills,
motivation, and much more within your organization.
In your brand, you will be able to align content
and learning objects to the key values and objects
you have set for your organization. Map content
and exercises to your employees that help your
organization achieve its goals while developing all
your leaders. In addition, you will be able to imbed
custom training and content and messages that can
reach your employees daily, motivating and inspiring
them each and every day.
No software
No licenses
Pay for only active users
In your brand
Trackable Employee usage
Key Performance Indicators for
employees *
Align content with Corporate Values
and Mission*
Gamification, Rewards and Points
allocation based on usage *
Quick Employee Survey and polling
Add your custom content, or content for
your marketplace.
*Available Q2.

MORE INFORMATION

www.personalexcellenceapp.com
www.personalexcellenceapp.com

Phone: 1.877.472.6648 | Email: peapp@editor.hr.com

